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ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR 1963-1964 
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA 
1963 
P•blllhM •ltht tim• during the academic year in January, February, 
March, April, May, August, October, ond December 
by Wofford Coll.,e. 
Second-Class postage paid at Spartanburg, S. C. 
Directory 
Visitors to the college are welcome. The College offices are 
Monday through Friday from nine to five, and on Saturday 
nine to twelve-thirty. 
Visitors desiring interviews with specific individuals are 
to write for appointments. 
CORRESPONDENCE 
The Post Office address is Wofford College, Spartanburg, 
Carolina. 
Correspondence regarding the following 
dressed as indicated: 
General Interests of the College 
The President 
Academic Work and Application 
rent Students 
The Dean of the College 
Admission and Application for Financial Aid for New Stucleala 
The Director of Admissions 
Per onal W elfare, Health of Students and Housing 
The Dean of Students 
Charges and Payment of Bills 
The Bursar 
Public Relations and Alumni Affairs 
The Director of Public Relations and Alumni Affairs 
Registration and Student Records 
The Registrar 
LOCATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES 
The President -·-····-·--··--··-·····--················--.DuPre Administration BuiJdiw 
The Dean of the College ........... _··········-····-·····DuPre Administration BuiJdiar 
The Director of Admissions & 
Registrar ···········-············-·································DuPre Administration BuiJdiar 
The Dean of Students ...................................... .The Student Personnel Buildinc 
The B1trsar ····-·················-··········-····················-····The Student Personnel Builctinc 
The Director of Public Relations & 
Alumni AffairL ................... _···-·····-········-············-·········-·····.Black Alwnni HaD 
Wofford College reserves the right to moke ony changes in the col .... .....,, 
college rules, fees ond expenses, or in the courses announced I• tWa ........ 
ABLE OF CONTENTS 
MISSION TO COLLEGE 







Co11BINED COURSES A D TEACHER CERTIFICATIO 
DIGREES CONFERRED 
DIPARTM:ENTS AND COURSES OF INSTRUCTION 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Economics and Business dministration 
Education 




Mathematics and Astronomy 
Military Science 








Fas AND ExPENsES 
GINERAL AcADEM!C R EGULATIONS 
GINERAL STATEMENT 
HONORS, PRIZES, AND AWARDS 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE A .B. DEGREE 
RIQUIREME TS FOR THE B .S. DEGREE 
RoLL OF STUDENTS o LoA Fu os 
SP£CIAL ENDOWMENT, SCHOLARSHIP A 
ScBOLARSHIPS AND LOA s 
STUDENT 0RGA IZATIONS 
STUDENT PERSON NEL PROGRAM 
STUDENT PUBLICATIO s 
SUMMER SCHOOL 





















































Monday, 9 :00 A.M.-Registration for first tam 
of Summer School. 
Thursday-A holiday. 
Saturday-First term ends. 
Monday, 9 :00 A.M.-Registration for aecaad 
term of Summer School. 
Saturday-Second term ends. 
September 7 Saturday, 10 :00 A.M.-Meeting of Freshmen and 
Sophomore Faculty Advisors. 
September 8 Sunday, 3 :00 P .M.-Dormitories open to Frah-
men and new students. Frah-
men and new students lllllt 
report for Orientation. 
September 9-10 Monday and Tuesday-Faculty Workshop. 
September 9-10 Monday and Tuesday-Orientation Program. Re-
quired of all Freshmen and new 
students. 
September 11 Wednesday-Registration for First Semester. 
September 12 Thursday-Instruction begins. 
September 19 Thursday-Last day for class changes or Im 
registration. 








Wednesday- Faculty submits mid-semester re-
ports to Registrar. 
Wednesday, 2 :00 P.M.- Thanksgiving Holida71 
begin. 
Monday, 8 :30 A.M.-Thanksgiving Holidays end. 











Friday, 8 :30 A.M.- Christmas Holidays end. 
Thursday-Reading Day. 
First Semester final examinations. 
5 
Friday, 2 :00 P .M.-Entering new students report 
for Orientation. 
Monday-Registration for Second Semester. 
Tuesday, 8 :30 A.M.-Instruction begins. 
Tuesday-Last day for class changes or late 
registration. 
Wednesday-Last Day for Regi tration for Credit 
at Converse. 
Faculty submits mid-semester reports to Registrar. 
Wednesday, 5 :00 P.M.-Spring Holidays begin. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
F.Dw AllD K. HARDIN, Chain·nan 
Qiester, S. C. 
FIANCIS T. CUNNINGHAM, Vice-Chmn. 
Columbia, S. C. 
CHARLES PoLK, Secretary 
Columbia, S. C. 
SAMUEL M. ATKINSON 
Lake City, S. C. 
BooNE M. BOWEN 
Atlanta, Georgia 
T. c. CANNON 
Greenville, S. C. 
C. F'ltANK DuBosE, JR. 
Darlington, S. C. 
RALPH A . DURHAM 
Ruffin, S. C. 
FIANK D. EVANS 
Holly Hill, S. C. 
T. J. GASQUE 
Marion, S. C. 
H. M. GILBERT 
Florence, S. C. 
WOFFORD ASSOCIATES 
JAMES A. CHAPMAN 
Inman, S. C. 
G. B. HODGE 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
]. GRIER HUDSON 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
BENJAMIN 0 . JOHNSON 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
M . B. HunN ALL 
Greenville, S. C. 
R USSELL c. K ING 
Darlington, S. C. 
WALTON J. McLEoo, JR. 
Walterboro, S. C. 
E . PAUL M cWHIRTER 
Greenville, S. C. 
ROGER M ILLIKEN 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
J. CARLISLE SMILEY 
Columbia, S. C. 
w. CANTEY SPROTT 
Summerton, S. C. 
PAUL c. THOM AS 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
J AMltS F. TRAMMELL 
Charleston, S. C. 
T H OMAS T. TRAYWICK 
Cope, S. C. 
LARRY H . McCALLA 
Greenville, S. C. 
L.A. OooM 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
DWIGHT F. PATTERSON 
Laurens, S. C. 
LINTON RAY 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
COMMITIEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
D1t1elopment: Walton J . McLeod, Jr., Ralph A. Durham, H. M. 
Gilbert, James F . Trammell, J. G. Hudson, Benjamin 0. John-
son, L. A. Odom, Dwight F . Patterson. 
EdMCation: Boone M. Bowen, Francis T . Cunningham, Charles Polk, 
Thomas T . Traywick, G. B. Hodge, Linton Ray. 
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Executive: Edward K. Hardin F . T C . p llc Wal , ranc1s . unnmgham Cliarla 
Tho • TtonTJ. M~eod, Jr., Roger Milliken, Paul c.' -n.-. omas . raywick. .. • ......., 
FinanceG: Roger Milliken, Russell C. King, Paul C. Thomas T J 
asque, James A. Chapman. , . • 
Ho11<rrary Degrees: Samuel M. Atkinson, T C Ca 
Sprott, Ewdard K. Hardin, ex-officio." . nnon, W. Cantey 
Student Affairs: Samuel M. Atkinson T C Can F J F nk D • · · non rank DuBoae, 
r., . ra . Evans, M. B. Hudnall E p M Whi 
Carlisle Smiley, W. Cantey Sprott, U:rry. H.· M~~· Jr., 
Administrative Staff 9 
ADMINISTRA TIVI: OFFICl:RS 
CBARL£S FRANKLIN MARSH, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. Wofford Campus 
President 
PHILIP STANHOPE CovING'l'ON, A.B., A.M., Lit.D. Wofford Campus 
Dean of the College 
SAMUEL FRANK LocAN, A.B., A.M. Wofford Campus 
Dean of S tudents 
BATES LuPo Scoccrns, A.B., A.M. 359 Amherst Dr. 
Registrar and Director of Admissions 
E. E. GRE£NE 511 Fenwood Dr. 
Director of Development 
THOMAS IULLU COGSWELL 108 Lakeview Dr. 
Director of Public Relations and Alumni Affairs 
HAROLD STEPHEN SMITHYMAN, A.B. 212 Fernwood Drive 
Bursar 
HERBERT HucKs, JR., A. B., A.M., B. A. in L.S. 
Librarian 470 S. Hampton Drive 
MARY SYDNOR DuPRE 
Librarian, E meritu.s 
C.0NLEY TRlCG SNlDOW, B.S. 
Director of Athletics 
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
EucENE FosTER ALEXANDER, A.B. 
Business Manager of Athletics 
SAM ORR BLACK, M.D. 
Director of Student Health 
662 Otis Boulevard 
364 Connecticut Ave. 
305 Amherst Dr. 
516 Sherwood Circle 
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SAM ORR BLACK, ]R., M.D. 
College Physician 
Catalogue of Wofford Coillgl 
Thomwood Dme 
WILLIAM EARLE BUICE . 
Director of Food Services and Cant~~lbrook & Romaine Dme 
]OHN ROBERT CURRY 
Superintendent of Bi1ildings and Grounds 199 Evins St. 
WILLJ~M MAC WILSON, A.B., B.D. 
Director of Religious Life 404 Yardley Court 
SAMU~L RoBERT Mon:R, A.B., A.M. 
Director of Music 1785 Hillcnst BmL 
WILLI~M WOODROW Scm:ERSR, B.S., A.M. 
Director of Intramural Sports 2423 Wallace Aft. 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS 
MRS. EARL c. ALFORD 
College Nurse 296 Wofford Campas 
MRS. HAZEL D. ALLEY 
Assistant to the Bursar 
MRS. VERA L. APPLEGATE 
Secretary to Registrar 
405 Forest Ave. 
3350 Robin Hood Drive 
MRS. ELIZABETH MILLER BLA TO -
Secretary to the Military Science Department 233 Midway Drive 
Miss DOROTHY J. BuR ETT 
Switchboard Operator 534 Wofford St 
Ma. VERNO L. CALDW£LL 
Athletic Trainer 301 Amherst Drive 
CHARLES }OE CARTER 
Assistant to the Dir. of Admissions 298}'2 N. Fairview Ave. 
)bs, JODY T. COBB 
Secretary to the Dean of Students 
Mu. SHIRLEY c. LEONARD 
Secretary to the Registrar 
)rhs. WINNIE C. Cox 
Secretary to the President 
MRs. ANNIE DANI EL 
Hostess 
MIS. SADIE M. DUKES 
Hostess 
MIS. MARY LOUISE GAINES 
Secretary to the Registrar 
11 
625 Boyd St. 
107 Ballenger Avenue 
Greer, S. C. 
392 Forest Ave. 
DuPre Hall 
Greene Hall 
192 W . Hampton Ave. 
Mits. ELSIE V. GREER 112 Applewood Lane 
Secretary to Dir. of Admissions 
MIS. MINA KELLETT 750 Maple Street 
Secretary-Receptionist to Dean of Stude11ts 
Mas. GwEN B. PETTIT 
Assistant to the Bursar 
Mas. MILDRED B. SELF 
Secretary to the Dean of the College 
Mas. MARY ELIZABETH SMITH 
Secretary to the Alumni Director 
Mas. BETTY SMITH STEVENS 
Secretary to the Director of Athletics 
EowARD B. SYDNOR 
Field Representative 
*MRS. HELEN BRAN YO u PTO 
Assistant Alumni Director 
•Deceased January 13, 1963 
310 Briarwood Rd. 
Rosewood, Rt. 4 
138 Scruggs Ave. 
Rt. 4, Crestwood Acres 
212 Lakewood Drive 
733 Palmetto St. 
12 
MRs. DoR1s ANNE WADB 
Secretary to the Bursar 
MRS. s.uMTER SMITH WINGFIELD 
Assistant Librarian 
MRS. HELENE. WOODRUM 
Faculty Secretary 
Miss MARGARET B. WRIGHT 
Assistant Librarian 
Catalogue of Wofford Co/ltgl 
109 Lawrence St. 
Lyman. S. C. 
201 N. Parle Dr. 
816 Rutledge Street 
731 Springdale DriYe 
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TME FACULTY 
Fuo THOMAS ADAMS, A.B., A .M., Ph.D 
Associate Professor of Sociology 
114 Old Georgia Road 
A.B., A.M., University of Alabama ; 
Ph.D., Tulane University 
GIOaGE CoTTON SMITH ADAMS, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Professor of Romance Languages 
A.B., A.M., Ph.D., University of North Carolina 
Box 2161-A 
EUGINE FosTER ALEXANDER, A.B. 305 Amherst Drive 
Business Manager of Athletics and Basketball Coach 
A.B., University of South Carolina 
Mas. NORMAN ARMITAGE, A.B., M.A. 1894 E. Main St. Ext. 
Lecturer in Art 
A.B., University of California 
M.A., University of Georgia 
Ross HAWTHORNE BAYARD, A.B., A.M. 352 Twin Dr. 
Instructor in History 
A.B., Washington and Lee University 
A.M., University of South Carolina 
MASTER SERGENT CARL DEAN BECK 113-6 Crystal Springs Apts. 
Assistant in Military Science 
WALTER GRAHAM BLANCHARD, B.S. 111 Athens Court 
Instructor in Mathematics 
B.S., Berry College 
MAURICE E. BLEVINS, B.S., Ph.D. 
Professor of Physics 
B.S., Ph.D., Duke University 
MAJOR MARK MYATT BONHAM, JR., B.A. 
Assistant Professor of Military Science 
B.A., University of Florida 
98 Canterbury Road 
804 Schuyler Apts. 
WILLIAM RAYMOND BOURNE, A.B., A.M. 407 Lucerne Dr. 
John M. Reeves Professor of Modern Languages 
A.B., Wofford College ; A.M., University 
of North Carolina 
14 
}AMES BRAKEFIELD, B.A., A.M. 
Coach 
Catalogue of Wofford Colllpl 
350 Amhent Dr. 
B.A., Centre College; 
A.M., College of William and Mary 
]OHN MOORE BULLARD, A.B., A.M., B.D., Ph.D. 708 Springdale Dr. 
Assistant Professor of Religion 
A.B., A.M., University of North Carolina 
B.D., Yale Divinity School 
Ph.D., Yale University 
VERNON LEE CALDWELL, B.S., M.S. 301 Amherst Drift 
Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
B.S., Carson-Newman College · 
M.S., University of Tennessee' 
HUMBERTO lcNACIO CARDOUNEL, A.B., Ph.D. 326 s. Spring St. 
Instructor in Spanish 
A.B., Mantanzas Institute 
Ph.D., Havana University 
CHARLES EnwARD CAUTHEN, A.B., A.M., Ph.D 861 Glenclalyn Ave. 
John M. Reeves Professor of History 
A.B., Wof~ord .College; A.M., Columbia University; 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina 
WILLIAM PINCKNEY CAVIN, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 779 Kenmore Dr. 
l ohn M. Reeves Professor of Chemistry 
A.B., Wo~ord .College; A.M., Duke University; 
Ph.D., Uruvers1ty of North Carolina 
LAWRENCE HARRIS CHEWNING, JR., B.A., M.A,. Ph.D. 104 Beth Ct. 
Professor of English 
B.A., Furman University; M.A., Ph.D. 
University of Virginia ' 
KENNETH DANIEL COATES, A.B., A.M. 
Professor of English 
A.B., A.M., University of North Carolina 
LESTER HUBERT COLLOMS, A.B., B.D., Ph.D. 
Professor of Philosophy 
A.B., Emo~y ~d Henry College; B.D., 
Emory Uruvers1ty; Ph.D., Duke University 
PHILIP STANHOPE COVINGTON, A.B., A.M., Lit.D. 
Professor of English 
A_.B., Emory University; A.M., Duke University; 
Lltt.D., Wofford College 
349 Ammons Rd. 




HAuY DONALD DOBBS, A.B., M.S. 
Assistant Professor of Biology 
A.B., M.S., Emory University 
Mwl GAGA.RINE 
Professor of Russian Language . 
Tagantsev Gimnazya, St Petersburg, Russia; 
Rayev Historical-Philologica Institute, 
St Petersburg, Russia 
15 
216 Maxine St. 
773 E. Main St. 
Fuo GLENN 204 W. Arlington, Greer, S. C. 
lnslrt1Ctor in Applied Mathematics 
Bachelor of Engineering, Clemson College 
LowELL A. GouGH, A.B., M.A. Black Hall, Wofford 
Instructor in Psychology 
A.B., Murray State College 
M.A., George Peabody College 
M.S., Indiana University 
BoYLSTON GREEN, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., D.Litt., LL.D. 
Associate Professor of English 
A.B., M.A., D.Litt., University of South Carolina; 




CoLoNEL MARCUS SAMUEL GRIFFIN, B.S. 425 S. Fairview Ave. Ext. 
Professor of Military Science 
B.S., West Point 
WILLIAM CHAPMAN HERBERT, A.B., A.M. 136 Ponce de Leon Ave. 
Professor of Education, Em.eritus 
A.B., Wofford College; A.M., 
Columbia University 
JosN QuITMAN HILL, B.S., B.A. (Oxon.) , M.A. (Oxon.) 
John M. Reeves Professor of Mathematics 706 Hollywood St. 
B.S., Wofford College; B.A., M.A., Oxford University 
TBOKAS M. HUMPHREY, B.S., M.S. 212 Loring St. 
Assistant Professor of Economics and Business Administration 
B.S., M.S., University of Tennessee 
•Lawis PINCKNEY }ONES, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 325 Rivermont Dr. 
Professor of History 
A.B., Wofford College ; A.M;z. Wofford College ; 
Ph.D., University of North u.rolina 
•Secretary of the faculty. 
16 
WALTER J. Kuc.Es, M.A. 
Instructor in Economics 
Catalogue of Wofford Colllgl 
114 Scenic Drift 
lst/2nd Cert., University of Paris 
Cand. Rer. Pol., University of Munich 
WALT.ltR RAYMOND LEONARD, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
John M. Reeves Professor of Biology 
A.B., T~scullJI!l College; A.M., Ph.D 
Vanderbilt University · 
HANS-PETER LJECK, M.A. 
Instructor in k!athen':i'tics & Physics 
M.A., Techmcal Umversity of Munich 
JAMES CARR LOFTIN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Professor of Chemistry 
B.S., Vir~inia. Military Institute; 
lf·S., Um~ers1~y of North Carolina; 
h.D., Umvers1ty of North Carolina 
110 Pinetree Cirde 
114 Scenic Drift 
206 Lakewood St. 
Woodland Heights 
SAMU.EL F;1lANK LocAN, A.B., A.M. 
Associate Professor of History 134 Wofford Campas 
A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Duke University 
S.ERGEA~T CHARLIE }UN.ELL McLF.LLAN 
Assistant in Military Science 
8330 Fairforest Road 
CHARLES FRANKLIN MARSH, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
Professor of Economics 148 Wofford A.~., J..:lwrence College · A.M. PhD Campus 
Umvcrs1ty of Illinois ' ' · ·• 
GF.oRcF. ~MITH McCowF.N, }R., B.A., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of History 
B.A., The University of the South 
M.A., Emory University 
134 Oakwood Ave. 
WALTF.R.D. MCGAVOCK, B.S., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Biology No. 6 Bell Hill Aparbnents 
B.S., Mi~dle Tennessee State College 
M.A., Middle Tennessee State College 
VINCENT EARL MILLER, B.A., Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of English 
~hAD., NUew. Yo~k State .College for Teachers. 
· ., mvers1ty of Minnesota ' 
771 Palmetto St. 
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t8.uroEL ROBERT MoYER, A.B., A.M. 1785 Hillcrest Blvd. 
Professor of Art and Music 
A.B., Albright College; A.M., Wofford College 
iolUT H. MUIRHEAD, B.S. 10-3 Cry tal Springs Apts. 
Assistant Football & Track Coach 
B.S., Erskine College 
CHARLES FRANKLIN NESBITT, A.B., B.D., A.M., Ph.D 411 Mills Ave. 
John M. Reeves Professor of Religion, Emeritus 
A.B., Wofford College; B.D., Emory University 
A.M., Ph.D., University of Chicago 
Cul!NCE CLIFFORD NORTON, B.S., A.M., Ph.D., LL.D. 
John M. Reeves Professor of Sociology, Emeritus 526 Gadsden Ct. 
B.S., Millsaps College; A.M., Emory University; 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina; 
LL.D., Wofford College 
WALTF.R H. O'BRIANT, A.B., M.A. 126 Washington Place 
Assistant Professor of Philosophy 
A.B., Davidson College 
M.A., Emory University 
VICTOR NILES PAANANEN, A.B. 151 N. Fairview Avenue 
Instructor in English 
A.B., Harvard College 
WILLIAM ALONZO PARK.ER, A.M., M.A. 123 Harvard Dr. 
Associate Professor of Physics 
A.B., Davidson College; M.A., Duke University 
RAYMOND AGNEW PATTERSON, A.B., A.M. 
Professor of Chemistry, Enieritus 
A.B., Wofford College; A.M., Wofford College 
How ARD Mcir:vER PEGRAM, A.B., A.M. 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
A.B., Wofford College; 
A.M., Duke University 
133 W. Lee St. 
307 W. Birnie St. 
Gaffney, S. C. 
DAVID HYDE PRINCE, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 225 Ponce de Leon 
Associate Professor of Education and Psychology 
A.B., M.A., Wofford College; 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina 
*Deceased March 31, 1963 
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]OHN LSONARD SALMON, A.B., A.M. 175 N. Fairview Aw. 
John M. Reeves Professor of Foreign Languages, Etnerinu 
A.B., Centre College; A.M., Harvard University 
WILLIAM WOODROW SCHEERER, B.S., A.M. 
Professor of Physical Edtteation 
B.S., Memphis State College; 
A.M., Columbia University 
BATES Lu Po Scoccrns, A.B., A.M. 
Associate Professor of History 
A.B., A.M., Wofford College 
]AMES E. SEEGARS, A.B., M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
A.B., The Citadel 
M.A., University of South Carolina 
JosEPH S ECONDJ, A.B., A.M. 
Associate Professor of English 
A.B., A.M., University of Virginia 
2423 Wallace Aw. 
359 Arnhcnt Dr. 
109 Hancock Avenue 
Schuyler Apts. 
EDWARD HAMPTON SHULER, B.S. 126 E. Oevcland St. 
Professor of Applied Mathematics, En1eritus 
B.S., Clemson College 
SP. s PAUL FRANKLIN SIMS 
Assistant in Military Science 
1 T LT. RICHARD DUANE SLIFER, B.S. 
Assistant Professor of Military Sci.ence 
B.S., Kansas State College of Pittsburg 
CONLEY TRIGG SNIDOW, B.S. 
Director of Atlt/etics 
B.S., Roanoke College 
MASTER SERGEAN'l' ]OHN WILLIAM SUTPHIN 
Assistant in Military Science 
LEGRAND JOSEPH WELLER, B.S., A.M. 
Assistant Professor of Government 
B.S., Louisana State University; 
A.M., Duke University 
Rt. 2, Box 354 
Rutherfordton, N. C. 
501 Schuyler Apts. 
364 Connecticut Ave. 
193 Boundary Dr. 
129 Briarwood Rd. 
Tltt Faculty 
G. Du W1Lus, B.B.A., M .S.C. . 
Associate Professor of Ec~non~ics 
B.B.A., Memphis State University ; 
M.B.A., University of Alabama; 
C.P.A. (Tenn., 1961) 
BoBBY GRAY WrLS<>N, A.B . . 
lfl.Structor in Mathematics 
A.B., Wofford College 
WU.LIAM MAC WILSON, A.B., :S:D. 
Assista11t Professor of Religion 
A.B., Birming~am-S<_>uthe_rn College 
B.D., Vanderbilt University 
19 
315 Briarwood Rd. 
313 S. Hampton Dr. 
404 Yardley Ct. 
SPGEANT FIRST CLASS GORDON RAYMOND WOODLEY D 
. M"l" S · 342 Amherst r . Assistatit in i itary cience 
WILLIAM w. WRIGHT, JR., B.B.A., _M.A. 
Associate Professor of Economics 
B.B.A., University of G~rgia ; 
M.A., University of Georgla 
235 Belmarc Dr. 
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COLLEGE COMMITTEES* 
1962 - 1963 
ADMINISTRATION 
Admissions and Academic Standing: P. S. Covington, S. F. Lopa, 
B. L. Scoggins 
Catalogue: P. S. Covington, S. F. Logan, B. L. Scoggins 
Judicial Council : D. H. Prince, W. A. Parker, W. W. Wright 
Special Activities: W. P. Cavin, J. M. Bullard, T. K. Cogswell, J. 
R. Curry, Herbert Hucks, S. F . Logan, S. R. Moyer, W. M. Wilaoa 
Student Financi.aJ Aid: P. S. Covington, . F. Logan, B. L. Scoggins, 
H. S. Smithyman 
FACULTY 
Advisory Council: W. W. Wright, F . T. Adams, L. P . Jones, V. E. 
Miller, and J . M. Bullard 
Athletics and Physical Education: W. A. Parker, W. G. Blanchard, 
H. M. Pegram, W. W. Scheerer, B. L. Scoggins, C. T. Snidow 
A ttendance Appeals: G. D. Willis, W. P . Cavin, Lewis P. Jones, 
W. R. Leonard, V. E. Miller 
Curriculum: L. H. Chewning, F. T . Adams, G. C. S. Adams, P. S. 
Covington, J . Q. Hill, W.R. Leonard, D. H. Prince 
Foreign Students and Foreign Study: Boylston Green, H. I. Car-
dounel, V. E. Miller 
Graduate Scholarships and F ellowships: K. D. Coates, M. E. Blevins, 
H. D. Dobbs, J.C. Loftin, L.]. Weller 
Honorary Degrees: R. A. Patterson, C. E. Cauthen, C. F. Nesbitt 
Lectures: W. M. Wilson, S. F. Logan, W. D. McGavock, V. E. 
Miller, S. R. Moyer, C. C. Norton, B. G. Wilson 
*First name on committee de ignates chairman. The President is tir-offieio 
member of all committees except Judicial and Attendance Appeals. 
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T. M. Humphrey, G. S. McCowen 
. . B d · G D Willis Boylston Green, L. P. Jones, H. Pwblu:atwns oar . · · • 
M. Pegram 
R H B d J M Bullard L. H. 1Uligious Life: c. C. Norton, . . . ayar • · · ' 
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ham, P. S. Covington, S. F. Logan, B. L. Scogg 
S•Perior Student : K. D. Coates, ]. M. Bullard, C. E . Cauthen, J . 
M. Loftin, J.E. Seegars, L. J. Weller 
M · M M Bonham, J. A. Brake-Slwtlent Activities: S. F. Logan, a1or h · W H O'Briant, J. L. 
field, V. L. Caldwell, T. M. Hump rey, . . 
Salmon, G. D. Willis 
h Education . D H. Prince, F . T . Adams, G. C. S. Adams, 




men:'offord College is the South Carolina Methodist College for 
The College grants the de ee f B 
of Science The Coll 1 gr s 
0 achelor of Arts and Bachelor 
tor of Divi~ity, Docto;g:f ~:~o~fert th~ honorary degrees of Doc-
ture, and Doctor of Scie , oc or o Letters, Doctor of Litera-
nce. 
HISTORY 
The Reverend Benjamin w ff 
dist Episcopal Church South d~ ~rd, a local minister of the MedJO. 
December 2, 1850. H~ left in' hi~~~~ the town of Spartanburg, S. C., 
and dollars to the South Ca r C: legacy of one hundred tboua-
e.st.ablishing and endowing a ~~,;~e f nf:rence "for ~he purpose of 
ttf1e education, to be located . g or h~eral"J:', classical, and scien-
On h lf f th m my native district Sparta b .. 
e- a o e amount was to b l ·d ·d ' n urg. 
ment. e ai asi e as a permanent endow-
A charter was given by the Le . I 
cember 6, 1851. Suitable b ·1d· gishat~re of South Carolina, De-
d t d ui mgs avmg been erected · 
en an professors were elected N b 24 , a Prest· 
lege was opened August 1 1854 S?vem er . ' 1~53, and the Col-
suspended, though for a ~eriod. du~~ee ~at t1?1~ it has ~ever been 
above the grade of a classical school mXt t ~ Civil War it wu not 
lege classes w~re again organized. . e c ose of the war, col-
The donation of Benjamin Wofford 
was exceptionally large at 
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time it was made. No Methodist in Ameri a had given so large 
amount to religious or educational objects. The will of the 
er was clear, so that no difficulty or doubt has arisen in carry-
out its few details. 
Measures were taken immediately after the opening of the Col-
to add to the endowment, and they were meeting with a large 
gratifying success when interrupted by the War Between the 
, 1861-'65. In the general wreckage of the war the endow-
was swept away, leaving to the College only it grounds and 
'ngs. The South Carolina Conference, however, liberally made 
gements to meet the emergency and, by an annual assessment, 
the College from closing its doors. This assessment has been 
ilcftased from time to time as the needs of the College required 
and bas become a fixed source of income. In the meantime, since 
1870, efforts have been made to restore and add to the endowment, 
and through the lih rality of the people of the City of Spartanburg 
and of the State, together with the generous cooperation of the 
General Education Board, Mr. B. N. Duke, Mr. Andr w Carnegie, 
and Mr. S. Clay Williams, the resources and endowment have 
mdily increased. 
AIMS OF THE COLLEGE 
The aims of Wofford College are to place religion at the center 
of its purpose as an institution and to create an atmosphere con-
pnial to the development of a Christian philosophy of life and a 
Oiristian standard of conduct; to maintain high standards in literary, 
classical, and scientific education; to develop a Christian love of 
freedom and truth; to stimulate and develop intellectual curiosity, 
aitical acumen, and creative imagination ; and to render the greatest 
aiostructive Christian service to the individual, to the sta.te, to the 
nation, and to the Church. Unto these ends shall the affairs of the 
C.ollege always be administered. 
LOCATION AND SURROUNDINGS 
The College is located in the City of Spartanburg, which, with 
an altitude of nearly 1,000 feet above sea level, posses es an un-
usually healthful climate. Spartanburg has also been long noted as 
a community with an exceptional social, intellectual, and religiou 
atmosphere. Though a modem commercial city, it still retains the 
cultural advantages of a college community, offering from time to 
time opportunities for hearing outstanding leaders of the nation in 
the intellectual and artistic world. 
The CoUege campus consists of about seventy acres. 
24 
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BUILDINGS 
Originally built in 1854 th M · B il . in 1960-61 as '. e am u dmg was completely rebuilt 
buildin ' . ~ mod.er~ remforced concrete structure, preserving the 
. S gs bongmal dignity and distinction. It was reopened for 1lle 
m eptem er 1961 and houses lecture r th Co . 
devotional chapel, and faculty offices. ooms, e liege auditorium, 
DuPre Aclminiatration Building 
h Onhe ofb th.e original colonial buildings designed for a facuJt. ome as een complet I ., 
. ff e Y renovated and equipped for adminiatra 
Dct1ve o tees. I~ this building are located offices of the Preli"-. an, and Registrar. --. 
A. Muon DuPre Hall 
This modem and attractive building was opened in t 
1962. It was named in honor of the late A. Mason DuPre, diz~ 
member of the Wofford College faculty and for n.......... 
of the College. · many years LIQlll 
Student Personnel Building 
In 1956 one of the original faculty homes on the campus wu 
completely remodeled, and now h 
and Dean of Students. ouses the offices of the Bunar 
Milliken Science Hall 
th ~his modern and well-equipped science building which houses 
co~pl:r::::~~ ~:m%~~~ 1~mi:!ry, physicsd ~nd psychology, was 
lege Tli:1stee i~ honor of Mr. Roge;~i~:: i: r~: ~~i~:rd ~-
leadership, service, and support of Wofford C II gn of his 
o ege. 
Black Muaic-Art Center 
This building, originally constructed in 1946 ed 
considerably enlarged in 1953 through th ' w~s renovat and 
Orr Black of Spartanburg. With fund do~af:~e~~s1tie oi Dr. Sam ~~:~ F~undatiobo, dmatched by many contributors, it was= 
w ouses an and glee club rehearsal r . ~~t;:~le~ms, the Wofford College Planetari:~\:~a:~e ~°i; 
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Tlae Whitefoord Smith Library 
Gifts from Miss Julia V. Smith and Mr. E. L. Archer made 
possible the college library named in honor of Miss Smith's father, 
who for many years was Professor of English in the College. In 
1949, under the leadership of President Walter K. Greene, the li-
brary was rebuilt and more than doubled in size. The new library 
bu spacious reading rooms, student carrells, a room for relics and 
rare books, a music room, a projection room for visual education, 
and stack rooms housing 72,000 books. 
'l1ae Jamea H. Carliale Memorial Hall 
This dormitory was erected in 1911 with fund contributed largely 
by the citizens of Spartanburg, and was named in honor of Dr. Jame 
H. Carlisle, the third president of the College. It has been completely 
reconstructed, and houses 125 students, several clas rooms, and faculty 
offices. 
n. Haab Ratchford Black Infirmary 
In 1918, Mrs. Ann Jeter, of Union, S. C., left a legacy of 
$5,000.00 to the College. With this amount as a basis, one of the 
campus buildings was remodeled and adapted to infirmary pur-
poses-specifically to take care of mild cases of illness. Cases of 
extreme illness are transferred to the Mary Black Clinic. In 1943, 
one of the residences on the campus was converted into an infirmary 
by means of gifts from Drs. Hugh S. Black and Sam 0. Black, in 
memory of their father. 
Snyder Hall 
This dormitory houses seventy-five tudent . It is named fo r Dr. 
Henry Nel on Snyder, Wofford's fourth president. 
Walter K. Greene Hall 
This dormitory was completed in 1950. It hou e a cla room and 
several faculty offices. It is named for Dr. Walter K. Greene, fifth 
president of the College. 
Hash S. Black Alumni Hall 
This building, originally a part of the offord Fitting School, 
was completely remodeled in 1953. Its name commemorates the gen-
erosity to Wofford College of the late Dr. Hugh S. Black, of Spar-
tanburg. It now houses the Development Office and the Alumni and 
Public Relations Offices. 
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Completed in 1958 thi d · M w· h . , ~ orm1tory was named in honor of Will' 
· tg tman, first president of W ff d Coll 18111 
rooms for 120 stud nts w· htm ~ 1~r ege. In addition to 
room, student lounge, stud~f pos~ of rfce hbooouskes tthe college dining 
, s ore, and canteen. 
Military Science Building 
This building houses off 1 the College Army Reserve 01cfef~' c asTsrO?~s, armory and storage for 
1cers rammg Corps. 
The Andrewa Field House 
Originally completed in 1929 th ' b . . 
the gift of Mr. Isaac And 'f ~s uildmg was made possible by 
for all indoor s rts b th ~ews 0 ~rtanburg. It contains facilitiea 
offices for the ~thl;tic o and m;~r-~oll~g~te a?d intra-mural, as well as 
a seating capacity of twen f y ca ucahon departments, and has 
modern, with adequate l~~s1vsehhundred.f f1:'he building is thoroughly 
. ' owers, o ices and an . t oil . gymnasmm. A subsequent . ft b m ere egJate 
siderable addition to the b ~1~. Y. Mr. Andrews resulted in a oon-
nasium, showers, dressing-~~~ng, ifnf:luding a large intramural gym-
s, o ices, and a classroom. 
Snyder Field 
In 1919-'20 the citizens of Spartanbur rais d . 
$30,000.00, which was applied to the cf g f e approxunately 
stand and the general im ere ion o a concrete grand-
the fall of .1929, a gift by Jr~0~e:;;~~ ~f the athletic grounds. In 
made possible am le d . · Law, of the Oass of 1883 
letic sports. p an appropriate facilities for all outdoor atb~ 
Planetarium 
A gift from the Spartanb Co 
Wofford College Planetari urg_bl unty Foundation made the 
the student of astronom U: :~1 e. The Pla~etarium offen to 
of celestian bodies. It is rocated SU~ opportuntty for the study 
Music-Art Center. on e ground level of the Black 
Fraternity Lodges 
In 1956 attractive lodge 
fraternities on the cam s were opened for use by the national 
Kappa Alpha, Kappa S~;:~ T;~s~ fraternities are.: Delta Sigma Plti, 
Alpha Epsilon, and a colony .of is· appaNAlpha, Pi Kappa Phi, Sig.a igma t{. 
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F..itJ and Staff Homea 
Three homes on the campus are occupied by administrative officers 
of the College. 
Yeterana' Apartmenta 
Two buildings, each contammg eight apartments, afford living 
quarters for married students, preference being given to veterans. 
THE LIBRARY 
The Library consists of approximately 72,000 volume , not in-
cluding pamphlets and some unbound files of magazines. With 
aae exception, donations of special collections have been incorp-
orated in regular order with the general library. The donor of a 
special collection is, however, indicated by a label in each volume. 
The book shelves are open to all students. 
Though the Library possesses a number of rare Seventeenth and 
Eighteenth Century publications, and some works designed especial-
ly for advanced investigation, the great bulk consists of a practical 
modern working library for undergraduates. Valuable bound news-
.. per files, particularly concerning Methodist history, are frequently 
consulted by advanced students from other institutions. -
The collections of the South Carolina Conference Historical So-
ciety, embracing a large amount of original manuscript material, 
are kept as a distinct body, separately catalogued and housed in the 
h'brary building. 
The libraries of the Calhoun and Preston Literary Societies, as 
well as the special tudent Christian Association, were, a number of 
year ago, combined with the College library. 
Bishop Duncan'• Library 
The collection of 2,121 volumes, assembled by the late Bishop 
W. W. Duncan during a long Ii fetime, was given to the College 
at the time of his death in 1908. Being the working library of a 
preacher, works bearing directly upon religion, theology, philosophy, 
and ethics form a large part of the collection. Literature, history, 
and biography are also well represented. The collection contains a 
number of rare works and many presentation copies bearing the 
autographs of authors. 
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Dr. Carliale'a Library 
The family of Doctor James . 
lege practically the entire t H. Carlisle transferred to the Cal-
president's house. The 2 2~~n ents of the library room in the former 
been been preserved in a ,pe . ~o umes. of Dr. Carlisle's library haft 
c1a room m the library building. 
The David Duncan Collection 
Professor David D g uncan was the fi t f 
uages at Wofford College. In 1879 rs pro essor of classical la-
t.he College. T~is is a collection of he bequeathed his library lo 
literature, covering almost th h I fiover 1,(X)() volumes of clasaiQI 
e w o e eld of Greek and Roman lettera, 
The Herman Baer Collection 
Dr. Herman Baer of Ch I 
bequeathed to the C~lleg ar eston, S. C., of the Class of 1858, 
lt:ading American maga . e complete,. bound sets of a number f 
zmes and reviews. o 
1De Warren DuPre Collection 
Mr. Warren DuPre of the Cl 
to his Alma Mater Th . . ass of 1878, left a legacy of $50000 
Mr Ca . . is was increased b . f . 
r s. rne Duncan DuPre of $500 00 Y a gt t from his widow 
P 1ed to the purchase of bo~ks · , and the $1,000.00 was ' 
Memorial Collection" Th b t~ be known as the "Warren 0u?" 
the fi eld of modern. Amer~ca~o L~ so far purchase~ are chiefly : 
mately 775 volumes. Lat M tterature and consist of a-:. 
endowm t h . er rs. DuPre add d $1 000 .......... 
. en • t e interest on which · e • .00 as aa 
hon annually. is used to increase this coUec-
The Robert T. Fletcher Collection ~Obert T . Fletcher of the a f 
of his country in Fran~e in 1918 as~~ 1916, lost his life as a soldier 
Grove Methodist Church M . e Sunday School Class of Pi ~ember, collected a sum ~f ~rlboro County, of which he wu ~ 
m the form of a Memo . l Foney and sent it to his Alma Mat ba · f · na und It d · er Wsrs or starting a collection of b .k was. ec1ded to use it as a 
orld War, to be known as the ~rt ~n vaTnous aspects of the First 
o ert . Fletcher Collection " 
The J. Thomaa Pate Lib . 
In 1902 R J rary 
' ev. · Thomas p t D 
to the College. It is a collectio ~ e, .D., bequeathed his libra 
and general literature. In 19~3o home 858 volumes of theologi~ 
t e College received from M 
ra. 
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Alice G. Pate $4,758.59, as a memorial to her husband, to establish 
*The J. Thomas Pate Memorial Library Fund," an endowed fund, 
income from which is used for the purchase of books to be added 
this library. 
Samuel Dibble Memorial Collection 
Samuel Dibble, of the Oass of 1856, was the first graduate of 
Offord College. As a memorial to her father, Mrs. Agnes Dibble 
oa contributed the sum of $1,600.00 for books in the Department 
of English Language and Literature-$500.00 to be used for the 
imnediate purchase of books, and $1,000.00 increased by other 
flndl, to be set aside as an endowment for the purchase of additions 
flD the collection. 
1'e A. G. Rembert Memorial Collection 
Dr. A. G. Rembert, of the Oass of 1884, was for nearly forty 
JllfS professor in the College. At his death in 1933, he left his 
library of approximately 3,000 volumes to the College. This is a 
collection of books in the fields of psychology, philosophy, Greek 
and Latin, and general literature. 
1'e Edwin D. Mouson Collection 
Bishop Edwin D. Mouzon, of the Class of 1889, died in Char-
lotte, North Carolina, in 1937. He bequeathed his library of more 
than 1,000 volumes to his Alma Mater. 
'Ille E. Toland Hodgea Library 
The late E. Toland Hodges was for many years a trustee of 
Wofford College, and was deeply interested in education. In recog-
nition of his great interest in Wofford College, his children, Edward 
P. Hodges, W . Carson Hodges, and Miss Moida Winn Hodges, 
have presented the library of their distinguished father to the Col-
lege. This library consists of approximately 1,800 books, to which 
will be added, through annual gifts by his sons and daughters, 
books of current interest and importance. 
'Ille Biabop Wm. M. Wightman Library 
The library of Bishop Wm. M. Wightman, first President of 
Wofford College, was presented to Wofford College on June 4, 
1957, by the John Wesley Methodist Church, Charleston, South 
Carolina, through the late Miss May Wightman, Bishop Wight-
man's daughter, and the Reverend J. Walter Johnson, Minister. It 
consists of about 500 volumes, mainly religious, and magazines. It 
will be consolidated with the main library. 
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ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
T_he W_o~~rd unit of the Army Reserve Officers' Training eorp. 
(Senior D1V1s1on)_ was established during the school year of 1919-'20 
under the authority granted by Congress in the National Defeme 
Act of 1916 and is one of the oldest ROTC units in the Soadl. 
Any student enteri~g Wofford _College has the opportunity, throap 
the ROTC of earning a cornrmssion as a Second Lieutenant in tbe 
U._ ~· Army. Reserve. The Wofford unit is now designated a General 
M1lttary Science unit, and graduates may earn commissions in lllJ 
branch of the Army except the Medical Corps, Otaplains Corpe, 
and the Judge Advocate General's Corps. 
. Enrollment in the RO'!'C at Wofford is entirely voluntary. Ap-plt~ts must pass a physical examination prior to final enrollmeat 
m c;1ther the Basic or Advanced Course. At the time of acctptance, 
basic students must have reached 14 years of age and advanced 
students. must qualify for appointment as second lleutenants prior 
to reaching 28 years of age. 
Scope of Coarse 
. _The _Military Sci7nce Curriculum is a four-year course, but ii 
d1V1ded into the Basic and Advanced Courses of two years each. 
Both cou:~es enco"?pass subjects usable in civilian life as well • 
purely m~lttary sub17cts. The Basic Course primarily takes up the 
same sub1ects a soldier would be given in his Army Basic traininc. 
The Ad~ance? Course is selective and competitive and not ID th~se apply1~g will always be accepted. Cadets so selected will be 
paid_ appr?xtmately $27.00 per month for which they will agree to 
~on~m~e m the ROTC for the remainder of their course at the 
institution; to pursue the course in camp training prescribed by 
the Sec:etary of the Army, attendance at which is prerequisite to 
graduation from the college. Payment will be made for travel to 
and from Summer Camp along with the pay prescribed for enlisted 
men o~ the first grade ( E-1) with less than 4 months service of 
approximately. $78.00 per month while at camp. They will agree 
~o accept apP?mtment. as a Reserve or ~egu)ar Officer of the Army 
if such apPointment ts tendered and 1f commissioned at the time 
of graduation, and subject to the order of the Secretary of the 
Army, to serve on active duty as a commissioned officer in tht 
A1"?1y for not less ~n two (2) consecutive years or to serve 00 
active dut_y for training fo_r a . period of six (6) months, unJeu 
soone~ relieved of such obligation or discharged under regulations 
prescribed by the Secretary of the Army; that fulfillment of this 
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obligation is a prerequisite for their graduation from the institution, 
ID1as they are relieved of these obligations under regulations pre-
aibed by the Secretary of the Army and that this agreement con-
timea in full force and effect in the event they transfer to another 
illtitution. Such students agree to apply for enrollment in the 
Adftnced Course Army ROTC at the new institution if a unit is 
maintained there at. 
IOTC Acti-ritiea 
Besides classroom worlc the ROTC has several extra-curricular 
ldivitics, such as the ROTC Band, Rifle Team and Pershing Rifles 
Drill Platoon. Instruments and music are furnished for those in-
terested in the Band. The Rifle Team fires in local, state and na-
tional matches. All necessary equipment is furnished. A minor 
ipOrts letter may be made by those members making the team. The 
Pershing Rifles Drill Platoon performs precision drills for athletic 
ldivities and parades. 
Draft Deferments 
Enrollment in the ROTC does not in itself act as a deferment 
from Selective Service. The Professor of Military Science is autho-
rized, however, to sign " Deferment Contracts" with eligible students. 
Defennents will not be issued to freshmen students until after suc-
cessful completion of one semester. To be eligible for deferment a 
student must be in good standing in both his academic and military 
courses. Deferments in effect will be reviewed periodically to ascer-
tain whether the student is entitled to retain his deferment. Under 
tams of the contract, the student agrees to complete the basic course, 
if enrolled therein ; to enroll in and complete the advanced course at 
the proper time, if accepted therefor; upon completion or termination 
of the course of instruction therein, to accept a commission, if ten-
dued; to serve on active duty for a period of not less than two years 
after receipt of such commission, subject to order by the Secretary 
of the Army; and to remain a member of a Regular or Reserve com-
ponent of the Army until the sixth (6th) anniversary of the receipt 
of his commission unless sooner terminated; or, if the Army does 
not require his service on active duty in fulfillment of this obligation, 
to serve on active duty for training for a period of six (6) months 
after receipt of such commission and to remain a member of a Re-
serve unit until the eighth (8th) anniversary of receipt of his com-
mission. 
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Phyaical Education 
All students are required to take two years of physical educaticlt 
or the two years of the basic ROTC course. A sound body, u wel 
as a trained mind, is an essential part of the student's equipmeat. 
not only for military service, but also for life as a whole. 
EDUCATIONAL STANDING 
Wofford College is a member of the Association of Metbodilt 
Schools and Colleges, of the Association of American Colleges, of 
the South Carolina College Conference, of the Southern Associatioa 
of Colleges and Schools, and of the Southern University Conference. 
PHI BETA KAPPA SOCIETY 
The College was granted a Phi Beta Kappa Charter in Augmt, 
1940. The Wofford Chapter, known as Beta of South Carolina, 
was installed in January, 1941. Eligibility for membership in tbe 
Phi Beta Kappa Society is based upon scholarly achievements, high 
character, and special extracurricular intellectual attainments. 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
College life with its various interests offers opportunitiea for 
the development and enrichment of the personality of the student, 
for developing in him a sense of responsibility, for discovering bil 
capacity for leadership, and for helping him to realize the value 
of effective cooperative efforts toward common ends. The many 
and various voluntary activities in which students engage are, there-
fore, not regarded as sidelines to the main purpose of the Col-
lege, but as essential elements in this main purpose-the making 
of dear-headed men of strong character, who know how to expreu 
themselves intelligently and effectively in the practical affairs of 
life. Insofar as they contribute to this important end, student ac-
tivities are encouraged and sympathetically directed by the Faculty. 
RELIGIOUS OPPORTUNITIES 
Wofford College is a Christian College. For more than one hundred 
years it has been the South Carolina Methodist College for men. It 
strives to create an atmosphere congenial to the development of Christian 
character, both by general influence and direct instruction and train-
ing. It insists that the members of the Faculty be men of approved 
religious character and that they cooperate sympathetically in main-
taining and developing the religious life of the campus. In the 
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. . d ts departments of Philosophy 
matter of direct instruction it con ~\ d 'n English Bible, Church 
and Religion, wh~ch o~ .co~~e~~uC:~o~, I Christian Thought, and 
History, Method1~m, nst.1a. ctivities the student receives en-
fbilosophy. In his .own refltg1ouths a Faculty and the Director of Re-




members of the 
students of Wofford College arc 
Alumni Association. Tl L' ·. g Endowment, 
. f 1 known as ie win 
Through an annual gi ~ P.an, h opportunity to make their 
the members of the Assoc1~tton ave an 
._1 th College tangible. h "''~ct~ o;ord Alumni Bulletin is published periodically by t e 
Alumni Secretary· 
CO-OPERATION WITH CONVERSE 
ff d will enter upon a program of co-
in September, 1963, Wo or a four- ear liberal-arts college for 
operation with Converse College,'\ f ythe Wofford campus. The 
women located only about ~ne m1 e ro~hey are of comparable size, 
two institutions have mu~h md~~mmo~f excellence, and they are de-
tbey bear old ~nd pr?u tra 1 1~~~~al-arts education. Under the pro-
votcd to the high st. ideals ~f cially qualified juniors and seniors, 
gram each college will permit s~e d and department chairmen, 
with permission of the re~pective e:~e other institution. The two 
to take a limited number o courses a academic advancement by a 
. ·b t to th common 
colleges will .contn u e . . . B this carefully design d plan. of co-
sclectivc shanng of fac1lit1es. y ·11 ff r their student an increase 
. ff d and Con er e w1 o 
operation v o or f . lar and faculty resources. 
in breadth and depth o curncu 
Admission t:o College 
ber::f1~~:n;re:~u~ify for admission to. the Collqe u mem-
Since th llmen ass or as students with advanced a..nd:-
. e enro t of students is limi ed . ..__... m1~s~ons will restrict its selection of s~d~~h~ C~nuruttee ~ ~ 
op1?-1on, are best qualified to benefit from th d .ose who, m HI 
which the College offers. e e ucattonal advant1p1 
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION 
D ' Application for admission to the College should be mad to tbe 
. trector of Admissions, Wofford Colle e S e 
Ima. Application forms w .11 be g • partanburg, South Caro-
pleted application should ~ in s~nt ~n ~equ~st. If possi~e, the com-
missions approximately five mon~ an ~ 0 the Committee on Ad-
the applicant wishes to enroll in Wo:f!~o~o~o the date on which 
ege. 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
~dmission to Wofford College is dependent u n .• atta1~ents, and character of the applicant Each po l~e ability, 
fum1sh the Committee on Admi . · app 1cant malt 
work in secondary school or colic ~s1:: r a c?mplete .record ?f hil 
the personal information folder !r;d satisefqawctroed me?idcal certificate, 
' ry ev1 ence of eood 
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er and ability. Students are admitted to Wofford College by 
of the following methods : 
GJ.ADUATJON FROM A SECONDARY SCHOOL 
1. He must be a graduate of an accredited school or the equivalent 
and must submit sixteen acceptable units of secondary school 
subjects, including four units in English and two in mathematics. 
2. He must be recommended by his principal and/or guidance 
counselor. 
3. He must make a satisfactory score on an entrance examina-
tion. (See Entrance Examinations page 33.) 
n. AnM1ssroN BY ExAMINAT10 
In cases of unusual merit, an applicant who presents fourteen 
acceptable units for admission and is recommended by his principal, 
bat who is not a graduate of an accredited school, may qualify by 
a superior score on the entrance examination and such other tests 
u the college may prescribe. 
Ill. Tl.ANSFER FROM ANOTHER INSTITUTION OF HIGHER LEARNING 
Candidates submitting evidence of studies successfully pursued 
in another institution of higher learning are eligible for admission 
with advanced standing, provided they are eligible for readmission 
to the institution last attended and meet the regulations governing 
readmission of students to Wofford College. 
Applicants for admission who have attended other colleges must 
submit complete records of all high school and college work to the 
Committee on Admissions. Failure to submit such records may 
constitute cause for dismissal from the college . 
The basic degree requirements stated in the Wofford College 
catalog in effect at the date of enrollment must be scheduled be-
fore enrollment in other courses is requested. 
The grade point ratio required for graduation from Wofford 
College is 2.0, which grade point ratio is calculated by dividing 
11e1Dester hours attenipted into quality points earned. 
Dtfinitions : 
Semester hours attempted shall include all semester hours attem~ted 
at Wofford College plus all semester hours attempted at other institutions 
where grades of A, B, C, or F were earned in courses declared by the 
Wofford College Registrar to be comparable to courses in the Wofford 
curriculum. Furthermore, semester hours attempted shall include all 
grades of F, regardless of the number of times the course or courses 
may have been repeated, regardless of whether the course was or 
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was not finally passed, and rega di f h 
made at Wofford or at other i:sti~sti. o w ether the grades of F were Quality . ons. 
Wofford pl~1~h~s:0:a":: shall inclu~e ~ll _quality points earned at 
for transfer to Wofford 0~ :~~her mdhtu~ons in courses appl"Oftd 
up to but not exceeding twice a gra e o C: or a'?<>vc was earned, 
hours charged as attcm ted as m~y .Q~lity pomts u semater 
a grade of D was made ft oth!~ ~ti~ t•.nstitutions. Courses on which 
fer; and the semester hours and ua1i u ·~ are not aCC;CJ>tcd on tram-
shall not be included in calcula~ th ty 1:its ~med 1:" such coana 
graduation at Wofford. (In a year cour~eg a eadpomtf Dratio required for 
may be averaged 'th th 1 • gr e o OD one semeater 
stitute a C averag:1for ~tha :=~~~~rtedi grade of B or A ~o coa-
cases the semester hours and ua1i s~ year course, and m lach 
credited as though both ad q ty pomts shall be accepted and gr es were C.) 
These regulaf · f h r~ns ID no way limit or exempt transfer atudenta 
rom ot er regulations of the catalogue. 
Substitutions for required courses offered by trans£ tudenta m~s~hbeDeaapproved by the chairman of the department~~ccrned 
an e n of the College. 
1 ~he _maximum amount of credit acceptable from a junior col-e~e is s1xty-tw~ semester hours, exclusive of credit in basic il't .... 
science or physical education. m •-1 
No. credit is given for work by correspondence and not 
than s_ix semester hours of credit are allowed for' work don~ 
extension. Any extension work accepted must be spe . f' all 
proved by the Dean of the College. c1 ic y ap-
The senior year of work ( 30 semester hours) must be comp1 ... ....1 
at Wofford College. ~ 
v. READMISSION OF FORMER STUDENTS 
A student who desires, following withdrawal from II 
return to the college and complete the requirements fore: ege, to 
should apply for readmission to the Committee on Ad · · degree 
a student, during his. absence from the college, has co'::i1s::::· If 
~n~rgradua~e work m another institution, he must sub:Ut an J 
a~: dt.ran~cral1ptfof such w.ork! to.gether with a statement of honor: 
e rsm1ss rom that mstitution. 
. PRELIMINARY TESTS AND EXAMINATIONS 
Durmg the wee~ immediately preceding the openin of coll 
all Fre~hmen are given placement tests, on the basis of which ~ 
ar~ a;s1~ed to proper sections in chemistry, English mathematics 
an . o:e~gn languages. The complete test data bec~me th b . , 
for md1v1dual counseling with the student with re"""ct t e d ~· 
and personal adjustments. -r o aca em1c 
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ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS 
All candidates for admission as beginning freshmen and all trans-
fer candidates with previous college attendance are required to stand 
the Scholastic Aptitude Test of the College Board Entrance Exami-
nation and make a satisfactory score. Applicants are also strongly urged 
ID take the College Board Achievement Tests in English Composition 
and Intermediate Mathematics for placement purposes. These tests 
are administered five times a year at numerous centers and locations 
over the nation and in foreign countries by the College Entrance 
Examination Board. 
Applicants for admission to Wofford College should carefully 
note that they make application for the entrance examination not to 
IM Office of Admissions at Wofford College but to the College fai-
''""" Examination Board at the address given below. AU other ap-
plication blanks should be obtained from the Office of Admissions at 
Wofford. 
High school students should secure from the principal's office 
a College Entrance Examination Board Bulletin of Information with 
an application blank for the Scholastic Aptitude T est and Achieve-
ment Tests in English Composition and Intermediate Mathematics. 
In the event that this Bulletin of Information with application blank 
is not available at the high school, or if an applicant is not now in high 
echool, he should request this material from : College Entrance Ex-
amination Board, P . 0 . Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey. 
The completed application and fee must be sent to the College 
Entrance Examination Board, P . 0 . Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey. 
As will be noted in the Bulletin of Information, closing dates 
for making application for the tests are approximately one month 
prior to the date of the examination. 
Candidate may not receive r ports of th ir t ts from the Board. 
The Board will report the results of the tests to the college approxi-
mately one month after the testing date. 
If the entrance examination has been taken previously, applicants 
should request that the scores be forwarded to the Director of Ad-
missions at Wofford College. 
REGISTRATION OF VETERANS 
All Veterans 
All subsistence and allowance checks are sent to the veterans 
by the Veterans Administration, not by the college. Any preliminary 
3 
inquiries regarding nonreceipt of these checks, therefore, sboalll 
be made of the Veterans Administration. 
All veterans must reach the objective authorized by the Veterm 
Administration with the minimum number of semester hours re-
quired. The Veterans Administration will not authorize tum 
payments for credits that are in excess of scholastic requiremeall. 
All veterans must first receive acceptance for admission to Wof· 
ford College from the Committee on Admissions. 
Public Law 550 
A veteran who wishes to attend college under the educatioall 
provisions of Public Law 550 (Korean GI Bill of Rights) sboaW 
apply to the Veterans Administration on VA Form 7-1990 for bem-
fits. The veteran is strongly urged to seek the advice of his Darell 
VA contact officer for assistance in completing this fonn. After 
his application is processed, the veteran witt receive a Certificate 
for Education and Training, VA Form 7-1993, which should be 
presented immediately to the Bursar of the college. 
Under this law, a veteran pays his fees at the time of rcgistratioa 
but witt receive a monthly allowance from the Veterans Adminit-
tration based on attendance and progress reports made by the col-
lege. It is the veteran's responsibility to see the Bursar at the end 
of every month about these reports. The Office of the College Bur-
sar may be consulted concerning extensions of payment of tuitim. 
Under this law, the Veterans Administration may approve only 
one change of course; therefore, a veteran should plan his program 
of education with great care. If a veteran wishes help in plannins 
his education or in choosing his professional objective, he shoald 
ask the Veterans Administration for educational and vocatioaaJ 
counseling on his application for benefits (VA Form 7-1990). 
Public Laws 16 and 894 
A veteran desiring to register under either of these laws is ~ 
quired to submit to the Veterans Administration a letter of accept-
ance from the college he wishes to attend. If he meets the require-
ments for admission as well as the requirements of the Vetcram 
Administration, he will be given an authorization for education, VA 
Form 7-1905, which he must present to the Bursar at the time of 
registration. 
V eterana Counaelinc Service 
Veterans are always welcome at the local office of the Vetcram 
Administration located in the Montgomery Building in downtown 
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d re istrar are glad to give a -
Sprtanburg. The college bursar ~le S~nce interpretation of regul~d 
.s-.. ce to veterans whenever f~t ~s sub]. ect to change, veterans shou 
_. . t rans' bene I is 
tioas govemmg ~e eh V terans Administration. 
..._ . touch with t e e 
......, m SELECTIVE SERVICE . 
. . s with the Selective Serv-
Tbe college maintains close . ;~lat~~~~~fs power to advise ~tudents 
kl System and attempts to d;~ i;~rpretations and the special pro-
f the latest developme~ts ll students. . 
o. ·ons of the law relating to co ege ment officials have voiced 
'111 an responsible educators and g~ve~tering college should not 
...... M iJon that a student co:i~emplatmgice Some students may be 
..... op d by impending military serv . ·u be well along the be dctcrre h"l th se who are not wt . permitted to finish, w I e ' o ee before entering the service. 
path toward the bachelor s degr . be considered for de-
Full-time students in go~d ~tan~i;gu;; consideration of cl~ss 
(erment by their local dra t ~ar 109) results of the Selective 
pndi (as reported on ~· S. orm d r~lated data comJ>iled ?Y Servi: College Qualification Tes~atfed for induction .while ~atls­
tbe local board. Those who are £ instruction will receive .a 
(let ·1 pursuing a full-ti~e cou~se o fl th end of the acade~mc ~(ory postponement of induct10~ un ~stponement of induction. 
;., provided th.e~ have had no r~e~;ssent to local boards should 
Students desiring ::'· S. Fo 
consult the college registrar. 
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Requirements for the Degree oJ 
Bachelor of Arts 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts are hued 
on a broad distribution of studies atn()t-.i \\\t. t~tt.~t\\U\"'~  
human culture and a concentration of studies within a special field. 
The object of distribution is to give the student a general view of 
our intellectual heritage and to broaden his outlook. The object of 
concentration is to aid the student in acquiring comprehensive 
knowledge and systematic training in a particular field of scholarlJ 
achievement. These requirements are designed to guide studenb 
into the academic training desirable for their growth, and they are 
basic to later study in the various professions. 
Beginning with Freshman of 1961-1962, a student majoring in 
one of the natural sciences shall receive the B.S. degree. A student 
majoring in mathematics or psychology, with 16 semester hours in 
the natural sciences, shalt receive the B.S. degree. With less than 16 
semester hours in the natural sciences, he shall receive the A.B. degree. 
Students desiring to qualify for the Bachelor of Arts degree must 
elect a major from one of the following departments: Economics 
and Business Administration, English Language and Literature, For-
eign Languages, Government, History, Mathematics, Philosophy, 
Psychology, Religion, or Sociology. 
Semeater Houra and Grades 
A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Arts must complete 
one hundred and twenty-six semester hours of work or the equiv-
alent, including six semester hours in either basic military science 
or physical education. 
In addition to the one hundred and twenty-six semester hours 
of er dit required for a degree, a student must maintain a certain 
average of excellence in his work. This standard is fixed by the 
Quality Point System, which requires for graduation an average of 
at least 2.0 quality points for all semester hours taken, including 
all semester hours taken in excess of the one hundrerl and twenty-
six required for a degree*. For explanation of the quality point and 
grading system see pages 103, 104. 
*For freshmen entering college prior to June I, 1961, the required grade point 
ratio is 1.80. 
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f. ld t 1 st twice as many A student must have in his major t~ a ea 
quality points as semester hours taken. 
Desree at End of Summer ~aion mer session the work required 
A student who completes Im' su; gree wi\1 be granted the degree 
by the College for the ~ache or s e 
at the end of that session. 







Social Science · 1 Ed tion 
Basic Military Science or Phys1ca uca 
Major Work 













d 51 52, twelve semester hours. Eqliab 1-2 an - . . E r h required of all students. 
These are the baste courses m ng is 
twelve semester hours . f 
Foreign Lan~agea, . . fed by the completion in college o 
This requirement tAs ~tts tt 6 of these semester hours must be on 
twelve semester hours. t . eas 
the intermediate level or higher· 
Hiatory 1-2, six semester. hoh~rs. and is required of all students. 
This is the basic course m istory 
Mathematica! six semester ho~r~ completion of any two ~f the 
This reqmremcnt may be. m 1 ~ 21 or 22. Placement will be 
following courses: Mf ahi~~at;~l ;·ec~rd and entrance tests. 
made on the bases o g sc 
. i ht semester hours . 1 2 Natural Sc1e~ce, e g. ti fied by the completion of Biology • ; 
This requirement ts sa s . 51-52 
Chemistry 1-2 or 1-3 or Physics . 
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Phil ,.. o~pby ~1, three semester hours. 
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~~ts requirement is satisfied by the completion of Philosophy 51. 
Reh gi?n, six semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied . h 
courses in the department Th wit the completion of any two 
. · ese are normally tak · th y~r, m courses numbered below 100 en tn e sophomore 
with the approval of the dep rtm .kHowever, upperclassmen may, 
a ent, ta e courses numbered above 100 
Socia•. Science, six semester hours. . 
Tl11s requirement is satisfied b h . hours each in any two of the f 11 ~ t . eEcomple.hon of three semester 
ment 51 and 52. Psych 1 °51°.wmg · ~onom1cs 51 and 52; Govern-' 0 ogy , or Sociology 51 and 52. 
Buie Military 5 · . CJence or Pbyaical Educati · 
Thts requirement is satisfied b th on, ~tx semester hours. 
work of the Freshman-So homor y e co!11pl«:t10n of the required 
a student is excused from ptakin ~!ears t? either department. If 
tute for it six semester h gf is req~1rement, he must substi-
ours o academic work. 
Major Work, eighteen to thirt Major work consists of ei ht y-two s:mester hours. 
a major subject. A course ope: e.en t~ thirty-two semester hours in 
as part of the major work U ~nman Y. to Freshmen may not count 
course be used to satisfy th n e.r no circumstances may a required 
A "C" . . e requirements of major work 
A d average m ma1or work is required . 
stu ent may not take more th thi . . 
any department. Required freshmanan rty-s1x semester houn in 
not be included in the th. rt . and sophomore courses shall 
I y-s1x semester hour limit. 
Free Electivea 
In addition to the above the d to complete the one hundr~d an~tu ent mu.st elect sufficient courses 
sary for graduation. twenty-six semester hours neces-
?MISSION OF REQUIRED COURSES 
Students with superior pr araf . 
courses are encouraged (or mi be10n m. any of the above-liatcd 
department) to omit any of th y required at the option of the 
factory proficiency in the jud em o~ ~hich they demonstrate satis-
Students relieved of such req ~~n o the department concerned. 
dred and twenty-six semester u~~e co~rses must still take one hun-
cept those qualifying under the u~sd~ co~rse work in college, cx-
the College Entrance Examination B and ce Placement program of oar . 
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ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM 
Exceptionally well-prepared high school seniors who plan to 
eater Wofford College should confer with their principal or guid-
ance counselor as to the possibility of taking examinations in fields 
of special proficiency in the Advanced Placement Program admin-
istered by the College Entrance Examination Board of Princeton, 
New Jersey. Based on satisfactory performance on these examinations, as 
ctctermined by the subject matter department concerned, advanced 
placement and college credit at Wofford will be awarded. 
THE FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE YEARS 
Beginning students should familiarize themselves with courses 
required for a degree from Wofford College, as listed on pages 41 , 44 
of the catalogue. These required courses should be completed by the 
student during his Freshman and Sophomore years. 
MAJOR WORK 
Not later than the close of the Sophomore year, a candidate for 
the degree of Bachelor of Arts shall elect, under the guidance of 
a departmental adviser, his major work. It is often advisable, especially 
in certain subjects, for the student to choose his major work at the 
Freshman year. Many students, however, will find it better to post-
pone a definite decision until they have had opportunity to acquaint 
themselves with the offerings of the various departments and to talk 
over their general plans with advisers. A Major Work Form must be completed by each student, ap-
proved by the Chairman of the department in which he is majoring, 
and filed with the Registrar prior to the student's registration for the 
Junior class. A student's major must be taken in one of the following ubjecl 
fields: Economics and Business Administration, English Language 
and Literature, Foreign Languages, Government, History, Mathematics 
and Astronomy, Philosophy, Psychology, Religion or Sociology. 
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Requirements for the Degree of 
Bachelor of Science 
GENERAL REGULATIONS 
The general regulations . 
gree of Bachelor of S . governmg the requirements for the _._ 
c1ence are the sa h ur 
of Bachelor of Arts. me as t ose for the degree 
Beginning with Freshmen of 1961 196 
one of the natural sciences shall . - 2, a student majoring in 
· · . receive the B s d 
ma1onng m mathematics or s cholo . . . egree. A student 
natural sciences shall .P y th gy, with 16 semester hours in ..i._ 
• receive e B s d . we 
semester hours in the natu I . . . egree. With less than 16 
ra saences, he sha11 receive the A B d 
Students desiring to qua1if f · · egree. 
must select a major from one y or the B~che1or of Science degree 
Pre-Medical Biology Chemist of the foll~wmg departments: Biology 
Physics, or Psychol~gy. ry, Pre-Medical Chemistry, MathematiC:S: 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DECREE 








Ba~ic Military Science or Ph Ma1or Work ysica l Education 
Free electives to make a total of 













Th - twelve semester hours 
ese are the basic course in E nglish require.cl of all students. 
Foreign Lan 
. ~agea, ~welve semeste r hours. 
This reqwrement is satisfied by the I . 
comp etton in college of 
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twelve semester hours. At least 6 of these semester hours must be on 
the intennediate level or higher. 
HiatarJ 1-Z, six semester hours. 
This is the basic course in history and is required of all students. 
llatJt-natica, six semester hours. 
This requirement may be met by completion of any two of the 
following courses: Mathematics 1, 2, 21 or 22. P lacement will b 
mde on the bases of high school record, and entrance tests. 
Natani Science, sixteen semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of Biology 1, 2; 
Cltemistry 1-2 or Chemistry 1-3, and Physics 51-52. 
PIUIMophy 51, three semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of Philosophy 51. 
Relision, six semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied with the completion of any two 
courses in the department. These are normally taken in the sopho-
more year, in courses numbered below 100. However, upperclassmen 
may, with the approval of the department, take courses numbered 
above 100. 
Social Science, six semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of three semester 
hours in each of any two of the following: Economics 51 and 52, 
Government 51 and 52, Psychology 51, or Sociology 51 and 52. 
Buie Military Science or Physical Education, six semester hours. 
This requirement is satisfied by the completion of the required 
work of the Freshman and Sophomore years in either department. 
Major Work, eighteen to thirty-two semester hours. 
Major work consists of eighteen to thirty-two semester hours in 
a major subject. Courses open primarily to Freshmen may not count 
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as part of the major work. Under no circumstances may a required 
course be used to satisfy the requirements of major work. 
A "C" average in major work is required. 
A student may not take more than thirty-six semester boan 
in any department. Required Freshman and Sophomore COW'IS 
shall not be included in the thirty-six semester hour limit. 
Free Electives 
In addition to the above, the student must elect sufficient counea 
to complete the one hundred and twenty-six semester hours nec:et-
sary for graduation. 
OMISSION OF REQUIRED COURSES 
Students with superior preparation in any of the above-lilted 
courses arc encouraged (or may be required at the option of the 
department) to omit any of them on which they demonstrate satit-
factory proficiency in the judgment of the department concerned. 
Students relieved of such required courses must still take one hun-
dred and twenty-six semester hours of course work in college, ex-
cept those qualifying under the Advanced Placement program of 
the College Entrance Examination Board. 
ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAM 
Exceptionally well-prepared high school seniors who plan to enter 
Wofford College should confer with their principal or guidance 
counselor as to the possibility of taking examinations in fields of 
special proficiency in the Advanced Placement Program administered 
by the College Entrance Examination Board of Princeton, New 
Jersey. 
Based on satisfactory performance on these examinations, stu· 
dents will be awarded advanced placement and/or college credit at 
Wofford by the subject matter departments in which these exami-
nations are taken. 
THE FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE YEARS 
B ginning students should familiarize themselves with courses re-
quired for a degree from Wofford College, as listed on pages 41, 44 
of the catalogue. These required courses should be completed by the 
student during his Fr hman and Sophomore years. 
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MAJOR WORK 
S homore year a candidate for 
Not later than the close of. the ~all select under the guidance 
..._ degree of Bachelor of Sc1en~e s k ' 
UK d . h's ma1or wor . 
of a departmental a v1ser, i com leted by each stude~t, .ap-
A Major Work Form m~st dbe rtm!t in which he is ma1onng, 
proved by the Chairm~n of t ~ epa th tudent's registration for the 
and filed with the registrar pnor to 
Junior dass. . of the following subject 
. st be taken m one . A student's ma1or .mu M th afcs and Astronomy, Physics, or 
fields: Biology, Chemistry, a em t 
Psychology. 
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Combined Courses and 
Teacher Certification 
COMBINED ACADEMIC-PROFESSIONAL COURSES 
A student may take a certain combination of courses that not 
only will lead to the Bachelor's degree and furnish the fundamen-
tals of a liberal education, but also will provide special preparatiaa 
for the pursuit of a profession. The privilege of completing a com-
bined course is conditioned upon admission to a professional school 
at the close of the Junior year. A student thus admitted registen 
as a non-resident Senior in the College and as a first-year student 
in the professional school. 
Academic-Engineering Combination 
Under an agreement between Wofford and Columbia Univenity 
in 1952, a combined plan has been devised. Under this plan, in-
spired by a great need for more liberally educated engineers, a 
student may follow a prescribed course at Wofford for three years, 
during which time he must complete · the basic graduation require-
ments at Wofford and also complete certain basic courses in mathe-
matics and the physical sciences which are required for entry into 
the School of Engineering at Columbia University. Upon comple-
tion of these requirements and recommendation by the Faculty of 
Wofford College, the student is automatically accepted in the 
School of Engineering at Columbia University. After successful 
completion of one year at the professional school, the student may 
be awarded the Bachelor's degree at Wofford; and after the second 
successful year at the professional school, the student is awarded 
the Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering by Columbia. 
Refer to table in this section for specific course requirements 
For the physical sequence, major requirements may be met by a 
combination of mathematics-physics. onsult pre- ngineering adviser 
fr quently. 
A similar arrangement with Duke University was completed in 
1956. Major requirements may be met by a combination of mathe-
matics-physics. Refer to table in this section for pecific courses. Con-
sult pre- ngincering adviser frequently. 




















































ROTC or Phys. 
Education 
-.!...I Year-aJIIU'U Rel. 51-52 
Soc. Sci. 51 -52 Eco. 51-52 Soc. Sci. 51-52 
Physics 103-54 Phys. 103-54 Phil. 51 
Phil. SI Phil. 51 Phys. 54 
Phys. 131 Phys. l3l Chem. 101-102 
49 
Math. 121 -122 Math: lOl -102 Chem. 111-112 
Elective Elective . . 
. . h ld consult their adviser 
All Combined Plan pa_rtd1c1pants sh .tac~ might be made without 
tl . rder to avo1 errors w . M frcquen y, '~ o Th d . 1·or the en<Yineering sequences is r. 
careful planning. e a v1ser I:> 
Loftin. 
A dem • Law Combination 
ca IC• f aduation to a school 
A student w~o desires to tra:r~ra:hel~~e ;[ Arts while in rcsi-
of law and rece1v~ the ~egrt~) completing, with an average grade 
dence there may o so Y J . ear sixty-four semester 
of "C" or higher, work throudgh th~ uWmoo~;d College (2) finishing 
f th. ark must be one m . . · hours o ts w . k of the Junior year m his ma1or 
the required sub1ects and thle .war t" sfactorily the work of the first 
and related work ( 3) comp et mg a t 
year in an app~ov~d . school of law. f study can he described as the 
No single _d1scf1plmteh orst~~oygr:;11l~w . There are various methods 
best preparation or e ' 
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of approach to legal study, and students differ with respect to the 
undergraduate studies by which they profit most in preparing them-
selves for law school. Probably their best approach will be found 
through a broad, cultural course of study, concentrating in subjects 
distributed among closely relatt:d departmenL. 
Academic-Medical Combination 
Students pursuing this program will be required to complete through 
the work normally taken in the Junior Year a Major in Biology or in 
Chemistry. Such majors will be designed as Pre-Med. Biology or Pre-
Med Chemistry Majors, depending upon their choice of major field; 
and such student mu t complete at offord College, a minimum of 
64 semester hour , including the work of the Junior Year, or its 
equivalent. Upon satisfactory completion, with an average grade of 
"C" or higher, the basic graduation requirements of the College, and 
the Major as outlined above, and upon satisfactory completion of the 
first year at the profe ional coll ge, the d gree of Bachelor of Science 
will be awarded. 
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM 
The teacher education program at Wofford includes courses al-
lowing for full preparation for secondary school work, and some 
courses applicable toward elementary school certification. The Chair-
man of the Department of Education will advise the student who 
is interested in public school work in this state with respect to South 
Carolina State Department of Education requirements for certifi-
cation. Students interested in preparing for work in another stale 
should write to the State Department of Education in the capital city 
of that state for full certification requirements. 
Careful planning and selection of courses is required in order 
to satisfy both college requirements and those of teacher certifica-
tion. The earlier in his college career the student registers bis 
interest in teaching with the Department of Education, the more 
readily can this planning be affected. The college can within reason 
assure the student of satisfactory fulfilJment of certification require-
ments if he consults not later than the second semester of the sopho-
more year, and follows the prescribed courses in the teacher ed-
ucation program. Additional time supplementing the regular four-
year college course may be required by the program if students 
report later than the first semester of the junior year. 
An outline of the Teacher Certification requirements in South 
Carolina, as administered at Wofford College, is as follows: 
COMbined Courses and Teacher Certification 
GENERAL EDUCATION 
English . . 
Biological and Physical Sc1enc<:5 
(Biology and one other science must 
be represented.)* . . 
Social Studies (in two h~lds, wit? not 
more than six hours m one held.) 
Music and Art Appreciation 
Health Education 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 
Prerequisite: Education 54. 
A. Adolescent Growth and Development 
(Psychology 104) . 
n. Principles and Philosophy of 
Education 
(Education 126) . . 
C. Principles of Learrung, Materials 
and Methods (Psychology 132, Education 105 or 
122) 
D. Directed Teaching in High School 
(Education 109-110) 
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A, B and C must 
be represented 
6 
Total Semester Hours_ ......... _ .... 18 
TEACHING AREA 
Each subject field requires a specific num?e~ of semester ho~rs 
f rt"fication as follows (For courses w1thm each area which 
..: ~~c~fied by' Wofford College, consult the Department of Edu-
cation or the department concerned) : 
English . 










18 to 30 
18 
18 to 30 
30 
--;Jt is suggested that teacher ed~cation candidates take Biology 1 or 2 and 
two semesters of chemistry or physics. 
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Recommendation for Certification 
The college advises with the stude 
the teacher education and the rt"fi ?t as to the requirements of 
scheduling the appropriate se ce t cation programs, and helps with 
starting the program and qu.ence. of courses. Responsibility for 
upon the student. Deficie:C~;s~ng it to ~ompletion, however, "* 
date applies to the Stat D preparation at the time the candi-
responsibility of the coll:ge e"Wrt;e~ /!:,r certification are not the 
tification only those students ~ ~ liege recommends for c:er-
requirements of the program. w o ave completed satisfactorily all 
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Student Counseling and Advisory Services 
FRESHMAN ADVISERS 
Each Freshman, upon his arrival at the College, is assigned to 
a faculty adviser who remains his adviser until the junior year, when 
the student has selected his subject-group for major work. Freshmen 
will plan their programs with the assistance of the advisers during 
the period of orientation. It is required, also, that Freshmen and 
Sophomores before each registration, consult the adviser about their 
programs of studies. 
The adviser will be available during regular office hours for stu-
dent conferences. The student should assume that the adviser de-
sires to aid him with friendly, helpful counsel. At the same time 
the student should take the initiative in consulting the adviser about 
bis personal and academic problems. 
DEPARTMENTAL ADVISERS 
Each student is assigned to a departmental adviser as soon as 
his selection of a departmental subject for major work is approved. 
The departmental adviser is available at stated periods for student 
conferences. It is expected that the student will consult the ad-
viser on all matters relating to his major work. 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
Some part-time jobs on the campus are available to students who 
need financial assistance. Also, there are many opportunities for 
part-time employment in the city of Spartanburg. Students who 
are interested in securing such part-time employment should con-
sult with the Dean of Students. 
While many Wofford undergraduates hold part-tim<' jobs, ex-
perience has shown that only exceptionally able freshman students 
can hold regular outside employment and at the same time do satis-
factory scholastic work. It is recommended that a student come to 
college prepared to maintain himself for at least his first half-ye· 
without the necessity of undertaking additional outside work:. 
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PLACEMENT SERVICES 
. Wof~ord. Coll~ge ~s glad to assi t graduating seniors and alumni 
m sec~nng Jobs m fields appropriate to their interests and abilities. 
The D1recto~ ?~ Alumni Affairs and Public Relations is charged with 
the respons1b1lity of administering the placement program of the 
College. 
In early fall, th~ senior~ are gi~ n ~ opportunity to register with 
the !?lacem~nt Offtc . Asst tance 1s given students in preparing and 
making des1~ed contacts !~r placement up n graduation by infonnq 
tudents ?£ 1ob opportun1tie , arranging interviews between employers 
and . appltcants, an? helping students gather and present their cre-
dentials to prospective employers. 
~~presentatives of various businesses and industries are invited 
to V1s1t the College for discussion and personal interviews with stu-
dents. The College;. of cour~e, does not guarantee a position, but makes 
every effort to assist alu_mm_ and graduating tudent to obtain positions. 
The Placement Office ts located in Black Alw1mi Hall. 
Financial Aid for P rofeaaional and Graduate Study 
. Many grad~ate and professional schools offer ex cellent scholar-
ships, fe_llo"'.sh1ps, and assistantships for advanced tudy. Wofford 
takes pride m the large number of its graduates holding such grad-
uate scholarships. Chairmen of all departments are glad to help 
Woffo~d graduates secure such ~rants. In addition, the Faculty 
Committee ~n Graduate . Scholarships and Fellowships makes every 
effort to assist students m securing financial assistance for graduate 
and professional study. 
Sltulenl Co11nselit1g and Advisory Services SS 
Wofford College Summer School, 1963 
DATE 
The Wofford College Summer School begins on Monday, June 
17, and ends on Saturday, August 24. The session is divided into 
two terms of five weeks each. Registration for the first term takes 
place on Monday, June 17, beginning at 9 :00 A. M. Instruction 
begins on Tuesday, June 18, at 8 :30 A. M. Registration for the 
aecond term takes place on Monday, July 22. 
PURPOSE 
The Wofford College Summer School is planned ( 1) to aid the 
atudents now in college and high school graduates entering the Col-
lege in June to accelerate their program of work and (2) to meet 
the demands of teachers who desire to take courses for certifica-
tion credit. 
ADMISSION 
Applicants for admission must have completed a high school 
course.* A student who wi hes to enroll for th ace lerated pr ram 




Courses are given six periods a week during each term and 
carry a credit of three or four semester hours each. The maximum 
credit that a student may earn during a term is seven semester 
hours. 
Certificate Credit 
Various state boards of education have different rules for grant-
ing professional credits toward teachers certificates, and teachers 
should acquaint themselves with these rules before enrolling in the 
summer school courses. The State Department of Education in 
South Carolina has made a complete revision of certification re-
quirements. The new requirements specify in some det;iil the edu-
cational training for certification. It should be not d that these 
requirements include professional courses in education and special-
ized training in content or subject matter. 
For further information consult the Dean of the College. 
•Other specific admini tration requirements and procedures may be found 
in the Summer School umber of the Wofford College bulletin. 
Courses Primarily For Freshmen 
Biology 1 2 
. • French 1-2 Chemistry 1-2 G 
1 E 1. erman -2 ng 1sh 1-2 H. 
•story 1-2 
Mathematics 1, 2, 21, zz 
BIOLOGY 
M ifitary Science 1-2 
Physical Education 1-2 
Religion I 
Spanish 1-Z 
Mr. Leonard, Chairman M· M G 
A . . r. c avoc k M D bb 
ma3 or m Biology con i t . f I . r. o s 
the General Biology sequence Tho t 11rty-two . ·mcster hours beyond 
51, 52, 53, 101, 102 or Io4 201 cour e required for the major are: c~ur e with odd number wili be of~r 203, 20~, 204, and 205. The 
with even numbers offered th d red the f1r t cme ter and those 
e secon emester. The cour es numbered 
D1tartments and Courses of Instruction 57 
I) are to be taken during the ophomore year, 100 during the junior 
F• and 200 during the senior year. Every major in Biology should 
plan to elect the following cour es: Chemistry 1-2, during the freshman 
,ar; Physics 51-52, during the junior year; and Chemistry 113-114, 
daring the senior year. In addition to this, certain graduat programs 
will require that tud nt select ther cour before being ace pted for 
ldmission. Students hould consult the chairman of th department to 
detennine what these may be. 
In addition to the requirements listed above, very major will be 
given a comprehensive examination, covering the fundamental facts 
md principles of biology, during the econd eme ter of his enior 
year. He must pass this to be eligible for a degree with a major in 
biology. 
A major in Pre-medical Biology must include all of the biology 
courses through the work of the junior year. Pre-medical biology 
majors should consult the department chaim1an for ad ice on the 
selection of electives in the other sciences. 
1. General Biology 
First course of a sequence in the survey of plant and animal 
life. The fundamental fact and principles of biology related principally 
to plants are studied. Three hour a week lecture and one laboratory 
period a week. Four semester hours. Staff 
2. General Biology 
Second cour e of a equence in the urvey of plant and animal 
life. The fundamental facts and principle of biology relat d principally 
to animals are studied. Three hours a week lecture and one laboratory 
period a week. (Note: General Biology 2 may be taken before General 
Biology 1. ) Four semester hours. Staff 
M. General Biology 
A sequence in general biology designed principally for those stu-
dents who plan to major in biology. Principles of biology are stres ed, 
with major emphasis given to the comparison of proce e in plant 
and animals. Three hours a week lecture and one laboratory period a 
week. Four eme ter hours. Staff 
51. Genetica 
A study of the principles of heredity with special empha i on 
biocl1emical genetics. T hree hours a week lecture. Three eme er hours. 
Mr. McGavock 
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S2. Cell Pbyaiology 
A study of the chemistry and physics of the cell, with special 
emphasis on the functions of basic cell structures. Three hours a week 
lecture and one laboratory period a week. Four semester hours. 
Mr. LeOftOnl 
S3. Biological lnatrumentation 
This course will introduce the student to the theory and use of 
some of the instruments used in biological study and research. One 
laboratory period a week. One semester hour. Staff 
SS. Human Biology 
A course in human anatomy and physiology designed to meet the 
needs of biology majors and non-majors. The laboratory work in-
cludes the dissection of a mammal and execution of physiological ex-
periments. Three hours a week lecture and one laboratory period a 
week. Four semester hours. Mr. Dobbs 
S7. Microtecbnique 
A course devoted to the study of techniques employed in the prep-
aration of biological materials for micr scopic study. The student will 
study the materials he ha prepar d. One hour a week lecture and 
two laboratory periods a week. Three semester hours. Mr. McGavock 
101. Vertebrate Embryology 
This course is intended to familiarize the student with the nature 
of the basic developmental processes. Some attention will be given to 
comparative and experimental embryology. Three hours a week lecture 
and one laboratory period a week. Four semester hours. Mr. Leonard 
102. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy 
Detailed attention is given to the structure of extinct and extant 
vertebrates so that the student may become better acquainted with 
the phylogeny of organ systems. Three hours a week lecture and one 
laboratory period a week. Four semester hours. Mr. Leonard 
104. Vertebrate Zoology 
A study of the taxonomy, phylogeny, and natural history of the 
vertebrates. The laboratories will be devoted to the collection, identi-
fication, and mounting of specimens. Three hours a week lecture and 
one laboratory period a week. Four eme ter hour . Mr. Dobbs 
. J Courses of ]1tstr11ction Departnaents a1ia 
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•t Animal Pbyaiology f selected vertebrates 
• d of the functions of the syst:~u~e and one laboratory 
A in:rt~brates. Three hours a week Mr. Leonard 
and k Four semester hours. period a wee . 
a Microbiology . th lant kingdom. Emphasis is 
A study of microscopic fonns of ch ~ P s and diagnostic tests of ..i..~ on the physiology, cultul ral te n~i~~~ laboratory p ri d a weekk. 
.-.--~. Three hours a w k ecture a Mr M cGavoc bactena. · 
Four semester hours. 
.. Plant Pbyaiology E basis will be placed on 
A study of the functions of plants. ek T:Cture and one laboratory 
to techniques. Three hours a we Mr. Patton ~ ry k Four semester hours. penod a wee · 
-.. The Plant World 1 plants. The laboratory 
- 1 and non-vascu ar k l tur A study of the vascu ar 1 fl Three hour a wee ec 
will be devoted to the ~tudy of l~caFou~r~~mestcr hours. Mr. Patton 
and one laboratory period a wee . 
205. Invertebrate Zoology d h io\ gy f in-
omy morphol gy' an p y one laboratory A study of the taxon , ek lecture and 
brate animals. Three hours a we Mr. Dobbs 
vei:ed veek Four semester hours. peno a' · 
296. Hiatory of Biology f the biological science f ~om the 
A study of the development o resent The course is des1gne~ .to 
medi . e of primiti e man to the p . : l events and personaht1 s cm d with the h1stonca (2 make ( 1) acquaint the stu . ent biological concepts and 
. volved in the evolution of moder~ nd political condition and ad-~m aware of bow social, economic, a nother. Prerequisites : Genera\ 
. . ce can affect one a Th h rs a week 
vancements m s.cien f We tern Civilization. ree ou M Dobbs 
Biology and History o r. 
lecture. Three semester hours. 
zoa. Plant Ecology . h h ical factors which con-
A analysis of plant distribution ; e pl yating plant communities . n d l ethods OL eva u k Four 
trol distribution, ank l t ~r: and one laboratory period a vMvee .Patton 
Three hours a wee ec r. 
semester hours. 
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210. Reaearcb 
T~i~ course is designed to permit a student to learn the techniques 
of ongmal r_esearch. The student will devote himself to literature 
search, _expenmental work in the laboratory, and presentation of the 
results m the form of a paper. Two semester hours. Staff 
CHEMISTRY 
Mr. Loftin, Chairman Mr. Cavin Mr. Patterson 
P~erequ~site: Chemistry 1-3. A major in chemistry consists of 
Chemistry ~l-52, l?l-102, Ill, 112, 151, and 152. 
The. above requirements, amplified in the course listings below 
~e ~esigned to _meet the standards for undergradute training j~ 
emtstry as required by the American Chemical Society. 
Any _st.udent w~o plans to major in chemistry, by virtue of plans 
for medicm , dentistry or the chemical profes ion hould consult 
early and_ of~en with t~e Chairm~n of the Departme~t of Chemistry. 
A ma1or m Pre-medical Chemistry must include all of the chemistry 
cou.rses through the work of the junior year. Pre-medical chemistry 
ma1o~s should c_onsu!t the department chairman for advice on the 
selection of electives m other science . 
1-2. College Chemistry 
~he fundamental ideas of chemical structure; atomic theor in r~lation to the elements.; laws of chemical combinations; a s~dy 
o t!1 elements _and th~1r compound , including a very brief intro-duct~on to organic chemistry. Chemistry 1-3 (3 substituted for 2) is 
required of all chemi try · Ch · · Ch . ma1ors. em1stry 1 is a prerequisite to 
. em1stry 2 or 3. Three lectures and one laboratory period each week 
Eight semester hours. Mr. Patterson, Mr. Loftin, and Mr. Cavi~ 
3. Qualitative Analysia, Inorganic 
h A study of the reactio~s of el~~trolytes in solution, through a 
t. orough treat.ment of c~em1cal equilibrium from a modem point of 
view. Emphasis. on. chemical s parations and identifications of s ics ~n~ u e of sem1-m1cro techniques. Required of chemistry majorpecand 
es1gned for and open to st~dents from Chemi try 1, who have made a 
C or better~ for whom this course will substitute for Chemist 2 
and completion of fr hman r quirements in chemistry Two ,ec:: 
and two laboratory periods each week. Four seme ter. hours. res 
Mr. Loftin 
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51.SZ. Organic Chemistry 
A study of the compounds of carbon and related topics. Emphasis 
is given to both the practical and theoretical aspects of the field, with 
special attention to the modern concepts of organic reaction mecha-
nisms. The laboratory work consists of the preparation and study of 
typical compounds, with an introduction to the methods of qualitative 
organic analysis. Required of all chemistry majors. Prerequisite: Chem-
istry 1-2 or 1-3. Three lectures and one laboratory period each week. 
Eight semester hours. Mr. Cavin 
111-102. Physical Cbemiatry 
A study of the laws and theories of chemi try with emphasis upon 
the solution of problems. Required of all majors in chemistry. Pre-
requisites: Chemistry 51-52, Physics 51-52, and mathematics through 
differential and integral calculus, co-requisite Chemistry 111. Three 
lectures and one laboratory period each week. Eight semester hours. 
Mr. Loftin 
111. Quantitative Analysis, Inorganic 
A study of the theories and techniques of inorganic gravimetric 
and volumetric analysis as applied to the more common, simple sub-
stances from a clas ical and an instrumental approach, stressing pre-
cision and accuracy. Prerequisite: Chemistry 51-52, co-requisite Chem-
istry 101, and required of all chemistry majors. Two lectures and two 
laboratory periods each week. Four semester hours. Mr. Loftin 
llZ. Inorganic Chemistry 
A survey of the field of inorganic chemistry with emphasis upon 
the periodic arrangements of the element . pecial attention is given 
to the development of the modern theories of inorganic chemistry and 
the relationships between chemical behavior and atomic structure. 
Required of all chemistry majors. Prerequisite : Chemistry 51-52, 
and 101, co-requisite chemistry 102. Three lectures and one laboratory 
period each week. Four semester hours. Mr. Cavin 
151. Qualitative Organic Analysis 
Theory and laboratory analysis or identification of organic com-
pounds and mixtures, with a view toward crystallization and extension 
of the knowledge gained in Chemistry 51-52. Required for chemistry 
majors. Prerequisites: Chemistry 51-52, 101, 102, 111, 112, and at 
least one year of German. Two lectures and two laboratory periods 
each w ek. Four semester hours. Mr. Cavin 
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152. Inatrumental Analyaia 
T~eory ~nd technjques of analysis of the more complex natural 
~~ mdustnal substances, involving colorimetric, electrometric, ra-d101sotop~ and oth~r physical-ch~':1ical instrumental methods. Required 
for chemistry majors. Prerequisite: Chemistry 51-52, 101-102, 111, 
112, and at lea tone year of German. Two lectures and two laboratory 
p riod each w ek. Four semester hours. Mr. Lofli• 
161. Biochemiatry 
. A s~dy .of th?se aspe~ts of chemistry that relate to plant and 
animal .life, . mcl~dmg the important biochemical processes of photo-
synthes1 , digestion, metabolism, excretion and related topics. Three 
lectur s and one laboratory period each week. Prerequisite : Chemistry 
51-52, 101-102, 111, 112. Fours mest r hours. (Offered upon suf-
ficient demand.) Mr. Cavi,. 
171. Reaearcb 
Guided original research of a simple nature in the field of the 
s~dent's interest. Introduction to basic research principles and methods. 
Literature earch and laboratory work leading to solution of the prob-
lem and preparation of a writt n report. Frequent conferences. Two 
semester hours. Staff 
172. Research 
An e~t . n~i~n of hemistry 171. An investigation of another prob-
lem or a JUSt1f1ed extension of the one involved in 171. Two semester 
~~ ~ 
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 





. Stu~ents wish~g to major in trus department may concentrate 
either. m .Economics. or in Business Administration. Those selecting 
~ major 1.n Economics must take Economics 51, 52, 101, and 141. 
fhe remamder of the student's program will be determined by the 
student in conference with the Chairman of the Department. Those 
students desiring to major in Business Administration must take F.co-
nomi~ 51, 52 and 101 and Business Administration 53 and 54. The 
remamder of the program in Business Administration will be deter-
mined by the student in conference with the Chairman of the Depart-
ment. 
All students majoring in Economics or Busines Administration 
Departments and Courses of Ittstructio11 63 
are urged to take Elementary Statistics and Am.erican Economi~ Hi~­
tory as soon as possible. Students interested m a concentration m 
Accounting must take B.A. 53 and B.A. 54 during the sophomor 
year. 
ECONOMICS 
SI. Principles of Economica I 
This general introductory course is designed to ~ive the studen~s 
an understanding of our economy. Topi~s covered mclude. the basic 
functions of an economy, the economic aspects of busmess and 
government organization, the role of money •. cred~t, banking ai:id 
other financial institutions in our country, national mcome analysis, 
business cycles and policies of stabilization. Three semester hours. 
' Staff 
5Z. Priaciplea of Economic• II . 
This is essentially a continuation of Economics 51. The topics 
covered include price theory, public policies toward business a?d 
agriculture, distribution of income, social i~surance, theory of dis-
tribution, problems of international economics and grow~.' as well 
u a comparative approach to different systems. Prerequisite: Eco-
nomics 51. Three semester hours. Staff 
Il l. Money and Rankins 
A study of the relationsrup between money ~d the v_olume of 
economic activity, commercial and central banking, credit control 
under the Federal Reserve System, objectives of monetary policy 
and International Relations. Three semester hours. Staff 
112. Labor Economica 
A survey of the principles and proble?15 in la~~-management 
relationsrups, including a study of collective barga~m~g as deter-
mined by court decisions and Federal statutes. This is a gener~I 
study of the nature and economics o~ the labor g.roups and will 
bring in current attitudes and trends m labor relations. Three se-
mester hours. Staff 
108. Economic Hiatory of the United Statea 
See History 108. Three semester hours. 
114. Public Finance 
The requirement of a sound tax system,. the .general prope:ty 
tax, corporation taxes, income, estate and mhentance taxes, . m-
cidence of debt, and fi cal policy. Three seme ter hours. Mr. Wright 
64 
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134. Buaineu Cyclea 
A . study of the .nature, mc:asurement, description, causes and remed1~ of economic fluctuations. This course will survey the 
~y views on. the explanation of fluctuations in business activity 
with an emphasis on the problems of national income analysis. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Wrig/11 
136. International Trade 
The. importance of international trade to the United Statea, 
econ.om1c bases of int~rnatio~l trade, the balance of payments, 
foreign exchange, foreign credits and collections, combinations in 
world trade and current proposals for world stability. Three semester 
hours M W · 
r. ngltl 
141. Intermediate Economic Theory 
. An intermediate course in economic analysis in which the theo-
retical aspects of economics are more fully developed Studenu 
are led to ~ee the relationship between theoretical tools ~d anal · 
of economic problems. Prerequisite: Economics 51-52 Thr 1111 
mester hours. Mr. ~':; 
142. Comparative Economic Syatema 
This course is an introductory survey of the leading cco · 
~ystems of capitalism, socialism, communism and faso·sm Tnon;iic 
1 d th · · f ' · op1ca 1?c u e e cnter:ia or evaluating economic systems; an introduc-
tion to th~ theories of Karl Marx; and a discussion of economic 
systems ~th respect to their theoretical assumptions social premises 
and practical operations. Three seme ter hours. ' Stafi 
144. The Development of Economic Thought 
A . systematic examination of the development of economic a~alys1s from the works of J. S. Mill through the modern writers w~ll be attempted. ~ong others, the theories of Marx, the Aus-trians~ t~e N ~o-clas 1cal economists, as well as Keynes and the 
Margmaltsts will be considered. Three semester hours. Mr. Wright 
145. Current Economic Problema 
Various explana~ions of the causes and nature of economic de-velop~ent are examined. Problems associated with economic growth bot~ in advanced. and relatively backward economies are discussed. 
This course also include an analysis of the current problems fa · 
our own econmy such as urbanization, sectionalism, and technoi: 
and resource . Thre sem ster hours. Staff 
Departments and Courses of Instruction 
14&. Pablic Policiea Toward Buaineaa 
(Government and Business) 
65 
A summary of the distribution of powers within our m~lti-unit 
ayatem of government, the constitutional limitations that restr~ct gov-
ernment, in the regulation of business, and a study of the different 
powers of government and the regulations a?d law that ~ve been 
imposed. This is a legalistic approach .to the soc1~ and economic factors 
involved in the government regulation of business. Three semester 
hours. Mr. Wright 
•· Economic Seminar 
A seminar course in advanced Economic Analysis covering ma-
terial on Macro-Economic Theory, Economic Research and Problems 
of American Economic Growth and Development. This course will 
only be open to those students having completed four Economics 
courses with a 3.0 or better average. Permission of the Instructor 
is required. Three Semester Hours. Mr. Wright 
Business Administration 
SS. Principlea of Account ing I 
An introduction to fundamental principles and practices of ac-
counting. Problems supplement the study of such topics as the 
theory of debit and credit, the organizati~n of accounts, an~ the 
accounting cone pts applicable to the various forms of business 
organization. Three semester hours. Mr. Willis 
54. Principlea of Accounting II 
A continuation of Business Administration 53 with emphasis 
placed on the application of accounting principles to certain special-
ized problems encountered in the usual conduct of business affairs, 
such as asset valuation, in entory accounting, and manufacturing 
cost accounting. In addition, accounting as a tool of managerial 
control will be stressed. Prerequisite: Business Administration 53. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Willis 
115. Buaineaa Finance 
A study of the finance function of a business enterprise, in-
cluding corporate financial organization. Topics covered include con-
trol and utilization of funds, sources and costs of short and long-
term funds. The tools and practices of internal financial admin-
istration, as well as applicable government controls are studied. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Willis 
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111. Principlea of Marketing 
A survey of marketing functions and institutions; cost of distri-
bution; functions of manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers in 
the transfer of goods and services to the consumer. Prerequisites: 
Economics 51, 52. Three semester hours. Mr. Wright 
121. Intermediate Accounting I 
~ advance~ study of geni:rally accepted accounting principles. Topi~s covered mclude accounting for cash, receivables, inventories, 
and investments. Legal and economic concepts of value and net in-
come are examined in connection with current accounting practices. 
Prerequisites: Business Administration 54. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Willis 
lZZ. Intermediate Accounting II 
A continuation of Business Administration 121. Topics studied 
are accounting for fixed assets, owners' equity and Jong-term liabili-
ties, analysis of financial statements, statements from incomplete 
records, and the statement of sources and uses of funds. Pre-
requisities: Business Administration 121. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Willis 
124. Buaineaa Law I 
A study of basic legal principles applying to the conduct of 
business operations. Topics covered include contracts, agency and 
employment, and negotiable instruments. Three semester hours. 
125. Buaineaa Law II 
Staff 
A continuation of Business Administration 124. Topics covered 
include ~artnerships, corporations, bailments, sales of goods, trans-
fer of title, and leases. Prerequisite: Business Administration 124. 
Three semester hours. Staff 
135. Coat Accounting 
A study of the basic principles of accounting for the cost of 
manufactured products. Cost bookkeeping procedures for the ac-
cumulation of material, labor, and overhead costs are studied for 
both job-order a?d p~ocess ~ost systems. Overhead costing pro-
cedures are examined in the light of effects on net income and in-
ventory valuation. Prerequisites: Business Administration 54. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Willis 
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UI. Cost Control and Analyaia 
The fundamental techniques of cost accounting are more fully 
developed and their scope of applicability broadene~. Standard cost 
systems are comprehensively treated with emphasis on .b~dget~ry 
cost control and analysis. Prerequisite: Business Admirustrat.io? 
135. Three semester hours. Mr. Willis 
IJ7. Principles of Management . . 
A study of the basic functions of administration.: planning, 
organizing, and controlling. Select~. case. problems will be used 
to illustrate the use of modern administrative tools and techniques. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Willis 
ZIO. Buainesa Adminiatration Seminar . 
A seminar course in advanced Business Administration coven?g 
material on Business and Market Resarch, ~dvanced ~anagenal 
Controls and Policy, and Advanced Finance. This. course w:ll. only. be 
open to those students having completed four Business Admtmstratton 
courses with a 3 O or better average. Pern1ission of the Instructor 
is required. Three. semester hours. Mr. Willis 
EDUCATION 
Mr. Prince, Chairman 
A major in Education will not be offered to those stud~ts enter-
ing for the first time after Septem.ber 1, 1~1. Courses. m the de-
partment are suita~le as backgrou~d tor ~rofess1onal work m churc~es, 
community recreation and education, social "'.ork, and colleg: teachmg. 
Students who wish to prepare for public school teaching should 
consult with their advisers and the education department be~o.re 
registration in the s?p~omore y~r, in _order to complete pre~eqmsite 
courses before the JUruor year, m which the teacher education pro-
gram begins. Full preparation may be possible, but cannot be guaran-
teed when the student seeks advice after registering for the sec~nd 
semester of the sophomore year. For a full statement concerning 
the teacher education program, see pages 50-52. 
54. Introduction to Education 
Designed to acquaint the general student ~ith ~ome .of the P.rin-
cipal aspects of the school in American society, its hi~tory, aims, 
organization, and practices. Three semes~er hours .. Elective for any 
student. Prerequisite to all other courses m Education. 
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104. Adoleacent Paycbology 
Developmental psychology as applicable to young people from 
twelve to twenty. Problems that face young people approaching ma-
turity are considered in detail. This course is required for certification 
in South Carolina. Three semester hours. Mr. Prilc1 
105. Principlea and Metboda of Education 
The study of educational processes and procedures, with em-
phasis upon the psychological principles underlying the organiza-
tion instructional material and media. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Prilc1 
109-110. Student Teaching 
This required course in the teacher education program affords 
observation and teaching under supervision in one of the public 
schools in the area of the college. Ninety clock hours of such ex-
perience in the school is a minimum requirement, this to be ac-
complished over a period of approximately six weeks, with one 
full week of actual teaching. Oasses at the college are met three 
hours weekly for the study of the special methods in the teaching 
field and for conferences and discussions of the practice work. 
Heavy student responsibility in planning and conducting the course 
is an additional means of encouraging fuller professional competence. 
To be taken in the senior year. Prerequisites: Education 54 and Edu-
cation 105. Co-requisites : Psychology 104 and Psychology 132. Six 
semester hours. Mr. Princt 
1Z2. Educational Meuurement 
A study of the theories basic to standardized tests, their func-
tion, construction, and application in the school process. Practice 
in writing of tests for the various academic subjects. Elementary 
statistical concepts. Three semester hours. Mr. Pri11C1 
126. Hiatory and Pbiloaopby of American Education 
The historical development of education theories and organiza-
tion of schools in America, with emphasis upon the relationships 
between education and the supporting society and culture. Recom-
mended for teacher education candidates. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Priflt1 
132. Educational Paycbology 
A comprehensive course dealing primarily with theory and ap-
plications in human development and in learning, as basic to the 
educational enterprise. Three semester hours. Recommended for 
teacher education candidates. Mr. PriflCI 
Departments and Courses of fostrnctioti 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 








. . . f t enty-one semester hours in A major m English consists o w . cl d English 
English courses on the junior-senior level and must m u e 
103-104. . h · · d to write a special 
Every student majoring in Enghs is required . English 
d r as part of one of his advance courses m . . . ~mente P~j be graded by the instructor of the course in which it 
is ~ftt~ra:~ must be submitted to the chairman of the departmen! 
for final approval of its documentation. A copy of the completed pape 
must be placed on file in the records of the department. 
1-Z. Engliah ~i:-!:~~ rove the student's ability to express ?~-sc1ta~;:::~1~ a~ effectiv~~ .i~;~:~~;~7p:s~~~~;n:f ~~;~:~~ 
of papers of various types. n s· t hours 
works. English l is prerequisite to English 2. tx semes er Staff 
51-52. Engliah Literature . . f 
A study of representative masterpieces of English .literature . r.o~ 
"eval times to the twentieth century, with empha is upon cnttca 
mediund ta d. of these works and upon the influences that produced 
runq ~ff 
them. Six semester hours. 
lllA~u~~;O:::!:"! public speaking. Students will 1 be ;xp~~=i~ 
deliver various types of speeches exten:poran ous y. mp 
:m also be placed on outlining and on reading_ of . faiou~. r~~e:~ 
Does not count toward requirements for a ma1or m -~JMts . G r 
Mr. Coates ana r. reen 
semester hours. 
113 American Literature to the Civil War . . A survey of American Literature, . from .its begmm~gs t~f t~~ 
Civil War, with emphasis upon the ma1or wnters. Req~;~ Coates 
English majors. Three semester hours. 
lM American Literature Since the Civil W~ 
'contt'nuation of 103. Required of all English majors.-3 s.h. 
Mr. Coates 
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107. Shakeapeare 
Stu~y of _the principal p_lays of the first half of Shakespeare'• 
career, mcludmg the romantic comedies and histories. Lectures and 
reports on the Elizabethan background. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Chcumi1tg 
108. Shakespeare 
Stu~y of ~he princip?-1 plays of the latter half of Shakespeare'• 
career, mcludmg the ma1or tragedies and romances. Three semester 
hours. Mr. Chtwfl#tg 
110. Contemporary Drama 
Reading of contemporary dramas from Ibsen 
Three semester hours. (Not offered in 1963-64) 
112. Contemporary Literature 
to the prcaeat. 
Mr. Miller 
Major writers of the twentieth century in America and England. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Millw 
113. Prose and Poetry of the Elizabethan Age. 
. A, s_tud>:: of the literature of the Elizabethan period exclusive of 
dr:aniattsfs. Sele~tions from the poets and from the prose writers 
will be read; chief among these writers will be Wyatt, Surrey, Sid-
ney, Spenser, Greene, Dekker, Nashe, Campion, and Bacon. Three 
semester hours. (Not offered in 1963-64) 
114. Milton 
Reading of all of Milton's poetry and selections from his prose. 
Three semester hours. (Not offered in 1963-64) Mr. Chewnittg 
117. Seventeenth Century English Literature 
to the Time of the Restoration 
. _I1?portant. works will be chosen from the drama, lyric, essay, and 
cntic1sm. Chief among the authors tudied will be Ben Jonson 
Webster, Bacon, Donne, George Herbert, Vaughan, and Marvell~ 
Three semester hours M s -.3' 
· r. ecunua 
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ut. English Literature of the Restoration 
and Eighteenth Century, 1660-1800 
A study of important works from the literature of this period. 
Works to be studied will be selected from satire (poetry and prose), 
essay, lyric, and biography. The chief authors studied will be Dryden, 
Swift, Pope, Fielding, Gray, Johnson, and Boswell. Three semeste~ 
hours. (Not offered in 1963-64) Mr. Secondi 
US. The Romantic Period 
Consideration of the new creative spirit which shows itself in 
the poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, Byron and Keats, as 
well as in the minor writers of the age. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Green and Mr. Covington 
121. The Victorian Period 
A study of the noteworthy changes in industrial, politic~l, in-
tellectual, and spiritual life of the English people as reflected m the 
poetry and prose of the Victorian era. Three semester hour~. 
Mr. Green and Mr. Covington 
1Z7. The Early English Novel 
Reading of representative British novels of the eighteenth cen-
tury and Romantic Period, from Defoe to Scott. Three semester 
~- ~a~~ 
lZS. The Later English Novel 
Major novels of the Victorian and 
mester hours. (Not offered in 1963-64) 
130. The Modern American Novel 
modern periods. Three se-
Mr. Green 
The novel from James to the present. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Miller 
131. Chaucer 
Study of Chaucer's major poetry, with some attention to the 
medieval background and to Chaucerian criticism. Three semester 
Mr. Chewning hours. 
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132. Ruaaian Literature in Tranalation 
A study of the m · · 
Literature, including iu~~:;1t~ o~ t~e l Golden Age of Russian 
genev, and Chekov Spec1·a1 'tt ?o, .o stoy, Dostoyevsky, Tur-
. · a entJon will be .,.; 
the influence of western th ht b.ven to a study of 
influence upon contem oug upon ~hese writers and of their 
hours. porary western literature. Three semester 
Mr. Coolu 
l33. Comparative Literature 
A comparative study of 1 d tures of the world The cou se ~ct~ works from the great litera-
. · rse is intended t II th 
gam some sense of the breadth o a .ow e student to 
cultural heritage so far as he , d nat~re, and importance of his 
literary works i~ translation ~~ f? this through. a study of a few 
to the second. Three semeste; h irst semester is not prerequisite 
ours. Mr. Miller 
134• Comparative Literature 
Continuation of 133. Three semester hours. Mr. Miller 
135. Principles of Literary Cr"t " • 1 1c1sm 
A study of the principles b h. h from the inferior in literat ~ w tc on~ dist~nguishes the best 
opinions of major critics ~:~· th ome ~ttentton will be given to the 
practical and inductive a~d e mam . part of the course will be 
ed works. Three seme;ter hoconcerned with the discussion of sclect-
(Not offered in 1963-64 )urs. Mr. Miller 
139. Great Narrative Poetry 
. A rapid survey of narrative poet f 
with especial emphasis on . f ry rom Homer to the present 
t h epic orm and development. Three se: 
mes er ours. (Not offered in 1963-64) Mr. Gren 
l ·U . Creative Writing 
For juniors and seniors interested 
and short stories. Three semest r hours m writing poetry, essays, 
(Not offered in 1963-64) · Mr. Coatu 
14Z. Introduction to Journalism 
An introduction to news writin E l . ing and writing of news Thre g. mhp 1as1s on the actual gather-
. e semester ours M C · r. oales 
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145. History of the English Language 
A study of the growth of English as a living language from 
its beginnings to the present with the purpose of clarifying and 





Mr. Adams, Chairman 
Mr. Salmon 
Mr. Bourne 
The first object of the courses in Foreign Languages is to teach 
the student to read th languages readily, with a view to literary 
appreciation and as an aid in the pursuit of other studies. Prerequisite: 
French 1-2 for French; G rman 1-2 for German; Greek 1-2 for 
Greek; Latin 1-2 for Latin; Russian 1-2 for Russian; Spani h 1-2 
for Spanish. 
A major consists of at least eighteen semester hours in the de-
partment. Twelve semester hours must be taken in French, German, 
Greek, Latin, Russian, or Spanish. Six additional hours must be taken 
in any one of the e subjects. The remainder of the student's major 
program will be decided by the student in conference with the Chair-
man of the Department. 
French 
l ·Z. Elementary French 
Elementary French grammar; pronunciation; dictation; con-
versation; memorizing of common idioms and everyday expres-
sions; reading of easy stories. Six semester hours. Mrs. Gagarine, attd Mr. Bourne 
51-52. Intermediate French 
Reading of selections from standard pro e writers . Advanced 
grammar; composition and conversation. Prerequisite : French 1-2, 
or two years of high chool French. Six semester hours. Mr. Bourne 
101-102. French Prose in the Nineteenth Century 
Reading of selections from the Romantic and aturalistic writ-
ers' History of French literature conducted in French. Prerequisite: 
French 51-52. Six semester hours. Mr. Bourne 
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..-I IOD and ConYI . 
Conducted in F eJ'aahon 
readfog f rench. Conversation d 
sem s rom modern writers p ~- composition based oa 
ester hours. . rereqws1te: French 51-52. Six 
1-2. Elementary German Cerm1n 
Mr. Botm1t 
El~mentary German ~ersat1on; memorizing ora1nmar; pronunciation . dictaf 
s1ons. Reading of . common idioms and ' ton; con. 
easy stories. Six semest h everyday expres-
er ours. Mr. B"1Wll 
51-52. lntennecfiate German 
Reading of sel t" I · ec tons fro yr~cs and ballads. Advanced m standard prose writers. Ge 
~ons·Prerequisite: German l-~r':17ar; composition and co::::. 
. ix sem ster hours. r wo years of high school Get. 
1-2. Be8inner'a Greek Cree le 
Mr. Bo""" 
. A thorough stud of 
with readin . Y some book for b . 
life Six g, in the original, myths fabl egmners in connection 
. semester hours. , es, and stories from Greek 
Mr. SecOfldi 
51-52. Anabaaia and New T. 
During the first eafament 
will be read T semester two or three b 
New Testa~enthe second semester will be de~oks of the Anaba.n, 
out the entire yea G~~ek. Sight reading will beoted to. the study of 
r. tx semester hours. practiced through. 
Latin 1-2. Latin for Be.n .. _ 
G .. ~era 
tammar, composition d 
and Greek myths s· • an pronunciation 
. ix semester hours. . 
51-52. Reedinga in Latin L't 
Mr. Secondi 
Reading of Latin 
Mr. Secondi 
Th fi 1 erature e rst term will be 
orations of Cicero . devoted to prose with . 
works of Ve ·1 ' the second, to poetry ' . h empha!1s on the 
. . rgi and 0v"d s· ' Wit emph · 
requ1s1te: Latin 1-2 t . tght reading will b as1s on the 
hours. ' or two years of hi h h : stressed. Pre-
g sc ool Latin. Six semester 
Mr. Secondi 
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Russian 
1.Z. Elementary Ruaaian 
Elementary Russian grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary, and 
me of common idioms. Extensive practice in everyday conversation. 
Rmding and writing. Six semester hours. Mrs. Gagarine 
11-52. Intermediate Ruaaian 
Advanced Russian grammar and composition. Readings from 
standard Russian writers, newspapers, and periodicals. Conversa-
tion. Six semester hours. Mrs. Gagarine 
Spanish 
l·Z Elementary Spaniab 
FJementary Spanish grammar; pronunciation; dictation; con-
msation; letter-writing; memorizing of common idioms and every-
day expressions. Reading of easy stories. Six semester hours. 
Mr. Cardoimel, Mr. Salmon and Mr. Adams 
51-SZ. Intermediate Spaniab 
Reading of selections from standard prose writers. Advanced 
grammar; composition; commercial correspondence; conversation. 
Prerequisite: Spanish 1-2, or two years of high school Spanish. Six 
semester hours. Mr. Cardou11el, Mr. Salmon and Mr. Adams 
183-104. Spaniab Converaation and Compoaition 
Conversation and composition based on readings from modern 
prose writers. Prerequisite: Spanish 51 -52, or its equivalent. Con-
ducted in Spanish. Six semester hours. 
Mr. Salmon and Mr. Cardounel 
153-154. General View of Spaniab-American Literature 
Rapid reading of representative works from many countries; 
lectures; history of literature; reports. Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52. 
Conducted in Spanish. Six semester hours. Mr. Salmon 
111-162. Spaniab Proae of the Late Nineteenth and 
Early Twentieth Centuries 
Rapid reading of representative works by outstanding writers, 
with special empha is on the novel and short story. Lectures; his-
tory of literature; outside reading and reports. Prerequisite: Spanish 
51-52. Conducted in Spanish. ix semester hours. Mr. Adams, 
Mr. Cardoimel 
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173-17 4. General View of Spaniab Literature 
Rapid reading of representative works ; lectures ; history of litera-
ture; reports. Prerequisite: Spanish 51-52. Conducted in S)lallilla. 
Six semester hours. Mr. Cardounel, Mr. AdOflll 
GOVERNMENT 
Mr. Weller, Acting Chairman 
The study of Government is designed to provide the student with 
the intellectual tools for the analysis of political phenomena. While the 
organization and machinery of government must necessarily be cov-
ered, emphasis is given to the techniques of investigation so that the 
student may have some basis for critical judgment. Students majoring 
in the social sciences or humanities will find this discipline compatible 
with their own major interest. While there are no prerequisites for 
the advanced courses, students interested in these courses should first 
consult the instructor. Prerequisite: Government 51. A major consists 
of eighteen semester hours of advanced work in the field of govern-
ment, including Government 101, 104, and 126. 
SI. Introduction to Government I 
The basic introductory course is designed to introduce the stu-
dent to the scope and methodology of the field. An introductory ex-
amination is made of the nature of justice, law, and representation. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Welltr 
52. Introduction to Govenunent 11 
An examination of the political ideas underlying the American 
and European governments and their institutional manifestations. 
Special attention will be given to modern liberalism, conservatism, 
social-democracy and communism. Three semester hours. Mr. Weller 
IOI. American National Government 
A detailed study of the organization, functions, and policies of 
American government. Special attention will be given to the role of 
the courts in the solution of past and current problems. This course 
is especially directed to students with major fields of interest other 
than government, though it is required for government majors. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Welltr 
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d Local Government . I
- American State an ti' of state county, and city 
- . . · and prac ces • · 
A study of the mstttutions blems will be considered, max1-
ent. While more general pro of southern state, county, 
pemm · ·n be devoted to the study Mr Weller 
mum attention w1 bl Three semester hours. . and city governmental pro ems. 
. E opean Government . 
IM. Comparative ur t l institutions in the maJor d f current governmen a . . 
An intensive stu y o d on institutional orgaruzabon, 
F s will be ma e St d nts European powers. ocu d current policy problems. u .e 
political parties, bureaucracy, an 109 though it is not reqmred, 
lhould also plan to take Government 'h Mr. Weller 
l t this course. Three semester ours. to compemen 
Con n t · nal Deciaiona 
1a American a I u io d Federal Courts in the pro-
A study of the role of the S~~~ anourse will emphasize, through 
cases of American government. . . is cthe o eration of the state and 
the medium of constitutional declSl~~s, olic -~aking branches of gov-
Federal Courts systems as one of. t 1 ~y f~r pre-law students. Three 
emment It is recommended parbcu ar Mr. Weller 
lelDCSter hours. 
. . nal' d Totalitarianiam 
1• . Conatitutio iam an th henomena of fascism and com-
This course will analyze bothd .de pl gical manifestations, and the 
·m. their institutional an I eo o d "ntenance of a consti-mumsm bl· hment an ma1 
problems involved in the . est: is i ary sources. Three semester 
tutional order. Attention is given to pr m Mr. Weller 
hours. 
lit. cal Thought · II. 
Clauical Po I ' S ti"c Dialogue and Ans-
• · · f Plato s ocra . f An intensive exammatton o 'de a critical foundation or 
totle's Politics. This course shou~d p~ov1 t dy of political life. Three 
the 
. and others interested m t e s u Mr Weller ~m . 
semester hours. 
C' o Through the Reformation 
Ill. Political Thought : icer litical thought in the west. Att~t.ion A 
study of the growth 0 ~ P? d d the notion of po!tttcal d. al JUnspru ence an 
will be devoted to me iev . . .ty Three semester hours. 
order under the impact of Chnsbam . Mr. Weller 
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112. Modern Political Thought 
This course is a study of the causes of the breakdown of Christian 
political thought, intensively examining the works of Hobbes, Locke, 
Rousseau, and Marx. Three semester hours. Mr. Welllr 
126. American Political Problems 
_A study ?f cur~ent tendencies in political thinking in America. 
This course 1s reqwred of all seniors majoring in government. In-
dependent work will be encouraged. Three semester hours. Mr. W tlllr 
136. Diplomatic History of the United States 
See History 136. Credit is given to government majors. 
HISTORY 
Mr. Jones, Chairman 
Mr. Cauthen 
Prerequisite: History 1, 2. 
Mr. Bayard 
Mr. McCowen 
A major consists of twenty-one semester hours which must in· 
elude 51, 52, 160 .. One or more of these three courses may be exempted 
under unusual circumstances by pecial 1 rmission of the History 
Department. 
1-2. History of Western Civilization Since 1500 
. A survey of t~e his~ory of Western E urope in the modem period 
with some attention given to related developments in other parts 
of the world community. As a required course for all students it 
is designed to furnish an introduction to the influences which ~ve 
shaped modern civilization. Six semester hours. Staff 
51. History of the United States, 1763-1865 
Political, social, _and e~nomic history of the American people 
from the late colorual period through the Civil War. Required of 
all students majoring in history. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Cauthen, Mr. Jones and Mr. McCowen 
52. History of the United States Since the Civil War 
Continuation of History 51. Required of students majoring in 
hi tory. Three semester hours. Mr. Cauthen, Mr. Jones and 
Mr. McCowen 
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ta Economic Hiatory of the United States 
American economic life since its colonial beginnings. This course 
my also be taken for credit as Economics 108. Three semester 
hours. Mr. C authe11 
llJ. Hiatory of the Old South 
A cultural, economic, and social history of the South before the 
Civil War, with limited attention given to political conditions and 
developments. Three semester hours. Mr. Jones 
114. Hiatory of the New South 
The South since the Civil War; a continuation of History 113. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Jones 
IZ3-1Z4. History of South Carolina 
A survey of the state's history during both colonial and national 
periods. Six semester hours. Mr. Cauthen 
135. Colonial America 
Discovery, exploration, settlement of the English colonies in 
America; social economic and political development of the prov-
inces; international rivalries and conflict; British imperial policies 
and the American Revolution. Three semester hours. Mr. McCowen 
138. Diplomatic History of the United States 
A survey of American relations with foreign powers from the 
Revolution to the present. Three semester hours. Mr. Cauthen 
141. England to 1688 
The history of England's emergence as a nation: its people, gov-
ernment, constitution, and religion, through the religious problems and 
constitutional settlement of the seventeenth century. Three semester 
hours. Mr. M cCowen 
14Z. England Since 1688 
The history of modern Britain since the Glorious Revolution. 
Three semester hours. Mr. McCowe11 
14J. The Ancient World 
A study of the emergence and development of the early river 
valley civilization, of the Greek city states, the Hellenistic Age, and 
the Roman world. Three semester hours. Mr. Bayard 
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144. History of the Middle Agea 
A survey of medieval civilization with emphasis on cultural and 
institutional developments. Three semester hours. Mr. Bayard 
145. High Middle Agea, Renaiaaance, and Reformation (1300-1•) 
A study of developments in Western Europe from about lD> 
to about 1600, tracing the rise of commerce, the culture of the 
Ren~issance, the Protestant and Catholic Reformations, and the age 
of discovery. Three semester hours. Mr. Bayard 
146. Europe In The 17th And 18th Centuries 
A consideration of the social, economic, political and intellectual 
development of Europe, including Great Britain, from 1600 to 1789. 
Special emphasis will be placed on the emergence of the nation state, 
the rise of modern science, and the intell ctual milieu of the Enlighten-
ment. Three semester hours. Mr. McCown 
147. Europe, 1789-1870 
A survey of the growth in Europe of modern nationalism, with 
emphasis upon diplomatic relations, economic growth, social condi-
tions, and intellectual climate. Three semester hours. Mr. Bayard 
148. Europe, 1870-1918 
A survey of Europe on the threshold of the Twentieth Century, 
with attention given to social conditions, the new states of Italy and 
Germany, the rise of imperialism, world politics and the struggle for 
power in Europe through World War I. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Bayard 
151. Europe And The World, 1918-1930 
This course and its sequel, History 152, are designed to furnish 
historical background for better understanding of complex con-
temporary world problems. Primary emphasis is on the history of 
'.Europe, but much attention is given other areas, and the emphasis 
1s on world-wide international relationships. The two companion 
courses divide chronologically about 1930. Three semester hours. 
Mr. l01U1 
152. The World Since 1930; New Age of Conflict 
Essentially a continuation of History 151 described above. Three 
semester hours. Mr. JOMI 
D1partments and Courses of lnstrnction 
155. Hiatory of Latin America 
81 
A survey of the colonial and nati.o~al per.iods of 1;-atin An:ieri~n 
history, designed to give the non-spec1al1st an introduction to H1spamc 
American background and culture. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Jones 
ISi. Contemporary Affairs 
A course in current history in which the student is encouraged 
to analyze carefully and objectiv~ly con~em~orary developm~nt~. 
Cass discussion is based on extensive reading m numerous penod1-
cals. Three semester hours. Mr. Bayard and Mr. Jones 
IA Seminar in American History . 
This course is designed to afford the stu.dent an opporturuty 
for independent study and training in histoncal method. An es-
aential requirement is a carefully prepared re~earch paix:r based on 
extensive investigation of an approved sub}ec~. Require? of all 
students majoring in history, in either the JUmor or semor year. 
Three semester hours. Mr. C aitthen 
MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY 





For the major in mathematics, the following courses are required : 
Math 51-52, Math 71-72, Math 111-112, Math 121-122. 
In addition, for recommendation to graduate school, at least one 
of the following courses should be taken: Math 131-132, Math 141-
142. 
The prospectiv major i strongly urged to choo e either G nnan, 
French, or Russian a his degree language. 
I. Alsebra . 
Quadratic equations. E lements o[ the general th ory of equations. 
Inequalities. Thr m t r hours. Staff 
Z. Plane Trigonometry 
Primarily analytical trigonometry. Logarithms. Complex 
through De Moivre's Theorem. Three semester hours. 
numbers 
Staff 
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21-22. Analytic Geometry and Calculua 
This is an integrated course containing the Analytic Geometry-
lines, conics, polar coordinates, and parametric equations-essential 
to the calculus. Thorough training in differentiations, integration, 
application to time rates, maxima and minima, curvature, area, volume 
and length. Simple applications of partial derivatives. Prerequisite: 
1-2 or high school equivalent. Six semester hours. Staff 
51. Intermediate Calculus with Analytic Geometry 
Sound training in more advanced methods of integration with 
applications to volumes, centroids and moments of inertia. Infinite 
series and expansions. Selected topics in Solid Analytics. Partial 
differentiation and multiple integration techniques. Simple differ-
ential equations. Prerequisite : Mathematics 21-22 or high school 
equivalent. Required for majors. Three semester hours. Staff 
52. Ordinary Differential Equations 
A study of ordinary differential equations, including the use of 
differential operators, integration in series, and the application to 
the solutions of prob) m in the sciences. Prerequisite: Mathematics 
51. Required for majors. Three em ter hours. Staff 
71-72. Linear Algebra and Vector Spaces 
Elementary operations with matrices including inversion. Applica-
tion to solutions of systems of equations. Matrix operators on vector 
spaces. Canonical reductions. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Prerequisite 
(or Corequisite): Mathematics 51-52. Required for majors. Six 
semester hours. Staff 
111-112. Elements of Modern Algebra and Analysia 
Axiomatic development of the essentials of abstract algebra and 
modem analysis. Sets, relations, functions, some mathemathical systems 
( including groups, rings, fields) . A development of the real number 
system, limits of functions, continuity, differentiability, integrability. 
Prerequisite or Corequisite: Mathematics 51-52. Required for majors. 
Six semester hours. Staff 
121-122. Advanced Calculus 
Advanced work with partial derivatives and multiple integrals. 
Line and surface integrals. Special functions including Fourier Series, 
Laplace Transforms, and partial differential equations. Prerequisite: 
Mathematics 51-52. Required for majors. Six semester hours. Staff 
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1Sl 1- Modern Analysis . • - . t of a limited number of topics 
A completely vigorous developmen "th Mathematics 
fnxn real and complex variable ~eory. Altem;~~s s:ester hours. 
141-142. Prerequisite: Mathematics 111-112. Staff 
141-142. Modem Algebra eo of 
Further study of structure in absti:act Malgthebra. ~n7;~-~2.i>re-
. s and fields . Alternates with a ema ics ff =~ter;11~~thematics 111-112. Six semester hours. Sta 
Astronomy 
... l)eacriptive Astronomy f 
.-. . · mprehensive knowledge o 
A general course des1?'ned t~ ~ve~h~d~o of the subject, with par-
tbe principal .facts, th~on~, .an concepts held by astronomers con-
ticular attention to t t th as1c. erse Use is made of the planetarium 
c:erning the structure o e u~v · . ky and the elements of 
in familiarizing the student with the rught s Staff 
ctlestial g ometry. Three semester hours. 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
Colonel Griffin, Cliairmati 
Major Bonham 





Sp. 5 Sims 
. . . S . are subdivided into several sub-Coursesch1~ .M~li~7omp~~~c:ubject within itself and forming the 
courses, ea em., d . . g Freshmen will normally have one 
· f e advance tramm · k basts or mor k k Sophomores two hours per wee , 
hour of classroom wo~, per wee . er week An additional two 
and Juniors ankd ~lelnbe1or~e~h~t:~ ~~uf.5ea~ership Laboratory (Practical 
hours per wee w1 
work in Leadership, drill and command) . 
1 z. Military Science Course I 
• d ROTC Individual Weapons and Organiza~ion of theAArmy a:~ National' Security, and Leadership Marksmansh1~d ~~;clec~~{ course chosen from the following gen~ral 
Labora~ry;r:as . Effective Communications, Science Co~p.rehens10~, 
academic h . l Political Development and Pohttcal Instt-General Psyc o ogy, or · Staff 
tutions. Two semester hours. 
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51-52. Military Science Courae II 
Ame~can Military ~istory, Map and Aerial Photograph Rcadinc, 
Introduction to Operations and Basic Tactics, and Leadership Ltb-
oratory. Four semester hours. Staff 
101-102. Military Science Courae Ill 
Theory of Leader.ship, ~ilitary Teaching Principles, Branches of 
the Army, Small Umt Tactics, and Communication Precamp Qrim. 
tation, Leadership Laboratory, and one three-sem~ster-hour e1ectift 
course ~os«:° from ~e following general academic areas: Effectite Co~un1cattons, Soence Comprehension, General Psychology, or 
Political Development and Political Institutions. Six semester houn. 
103-104. Military Science Courae IV Staff 
Operations, ~gistics, A~y Administration Military Law, the 
Role of the Umted States m World Affairs Service Orientation, 
Leadership Laboratory, and one three-semeste~-hour elective coune 
chos~n ~rom t~e following general academic areas: Effective Com-
munication, Science ~mprehe~si~n, General Psychology or Political 
Development and Pohtical Institutions. Six semester hours. Staff 
MUSIC AND ART 
Mr. Moyer, Chairman 
101. Muaic Appreciation 
Mrs. Armitage 
A ~urse designed .to introduce the student to a broad world 
of music and to help him break down the barriers that might ban 
cau~ed ~he ~echnical aspects of music to seem strange to him. At· 
~enbon is give~ to m~sic's inner workings, its historical traditions, 
its ~ocabulary, its lummous creative spirits, and the student is guid-
ed 10 the art of general listening. Three semester hours. 
102. Art Appreciation Mr. M""' 
This co~rse involves the study and discussion of appreciation 
and values 10 art. Art problems will be related to human needs 
such as are found .in ~ome, community, and religion. Some topia 
treated are: organization (design) which influences the develop-
ment and for°.1 of art objects; the selection and arrangement of 
parts; the choice of shapes, colors, texture and space; materiala 
and proc~sses, ~heir possibilities and limitations and the manner and 
method m wh1ch they are transformed into art objects. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Moy,, 
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HS. Italian Renaiaaance Art 
A history of the art of the Italian Renai sance from 1250 to 1600. 
A comprehensive survey of art movements in painting, sculpture. and 
architecture of this period. Three semester hours. Mrs. Armitage 
117. Gneco-Roman Art 
A survey of Greek and Roman art viewed against their historical 
and geographical backgrounds. The course will include the arts of 
Crete and Mycenae; Archaic, Transitional, Oassical and Graeco-Ro-
man sculpture and architecture, as well as the important periods of 
classical revival in America, with particular emphasis on the south. 
Three semester hours. Mr. Armitage 
1•. Oriental Art 
A survey of oriental art from 300 B.C. to 1466 A.D. The arts of 
each country will be studied against the religious, philosophical and 
cultural background of their periods. The interrelationship of the arts 
of the different areas will be carefully examined. Three semester hours. 
Mrs. Armitage 
PHILOSOPHY 
Mr. O' Briant, Acting Clzairman Mr. Colloms 
The study of philosophy offers the opportunity to become ac-
quainted with ideas which are central to western civilizat~on, to .d~I 
with problems which are more general than ~o.se con~med :-:1thm 
any other one discipline, and to develop one's ab1hty to thmk cntically 
and thereby to live wisely and well. 
Philosophy 51 is a prerequisite to all advanced courses. A maj or 
in philosophy is composed of twenty-one hours of course work beyond 
the introductory level, and must include the following courses : 111, 
122 or 163, 151 and 153. 
SI. Problema and Metboda of Philosophy 
The major areas of philosophy as a discipline with attention to the 
consequences for living of various philosophic viewpoints. Three se-
mester hours. Staff 
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111. Principles of Etbica 
gro~~o::~e ~:~~ned ~o acqu~int the student with the historical back-
fluence human con~u~t ~~rah(, the factors and. conditions that in-
cance of ethical principl~s forn~o~~:r:pof !rye ~~era!Tlh1fe, and the s1h·gnifi-
. ree semester ours. 
116. Social Etbica Mr. Collo#u 
wor~ c:~i:ration.of practical prob~ems incident to life in our modern 
Th , e application of the basic ethical insights to their soluti"on. ree semester hours. 
Mr. Collo#u 
122. Principles of Logic 
and ~~e;~~ci~~::e~f 0~~~~0:n~0~~~:~ the r~los:;. of language, 
gen~r~ student and for those who ex ct ve ogic. igned ~or the 
medicine, science, theology and phil:,phto dTohradvanced work tn law, 
' Y· ee semester hours. 
131. American Philoaophy Mr. C o11otru 
Col!~;! ~;~~d~;n~ of philoso~hic th?ugh~ in America from the 
tions from the writi:g~r~~~ ~ph~s1s will be placed upon selec-
George Santayana, William Jame:,r ~~fre~n~~~hp~~~, /o~ah Royce, 
Dewey. Three semester hours I e 1ea , and John 
· Mr. C olloms 
135. Philosophy of Religion I 
The nature of religion God d ff la . 
nature and destiny of ma~ e1 · ~n kn1s re hon to the universe, the 
I. · • r 1gious owledge the bl f . re ig1ous values, and the si ifi . ~ pro em o evil, 
semester hours. gn cance of religious practices. Three 
Mr. Colkmu 
136. Philoaophy of Religion II 
The consideration of the f d . . 
and validity of religious experi~~~ at~ons, . ~anety, . grow~h, meaning 
to the study of conversion e. pec1a a~entton w1JI be given 
and mental health. This co~t;a~er, and wor~h1p, n:ysticism, religion 
prerequisite. Three semester hour~s not require Philosophy 135 as a 
· Mr. C olloms 
151. History of Western Philoaophy I 
From the origins through N PI . 
Aristotle. Three semester hours eo- aton1sm. Emphasis upon Plato and 
. Mr. O'Briant 
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lSZ. Hiatory of Western Philosophy II 
From Augustine through the Renaissance and the rise of mod rn 
science. Three semester hours. Mr. O'Briant 
lSS. Hiatory of Western Philosophy Ill 
Continental rationalism, British empirici m, the E nlightenment, 
Kant, and German ideali m through Hegel. Three semester hours. 
Mr. O'Briant 
154. Hiatory of Western Philosophy IV 
Recent and contemporary British and Continental philosophy since 
Hegel. Three semester hours. Mr. O'Briant 
lf3. Symbolic Logic 
The use and theory of ymbolic notations in logic. Three semester 
hours. Mr. O'Briant 
114. Philo.ophy of Science 
The definition o f "science", and the evaluation of scienti fic pro-
cedures and presuppositions. T hree emc ter hours. Mr. O'Briant 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Mr. Scheerer, Chairman Mr. Caldwell 
The purpose of this department is to promote health, growth, 
and development of the body. The various activities included in 
the program produce the highest muscular coordination and greatly 
improve the efficiency of the body and mind. Activities included 
in the program are : calisthenics; tumbling; gymnastics; volleyball; 
mass athletics; group games; intramural sports ; individual and dual 
sports. 
This department also serves the purpose of providing advanced 
courses in physical education whereby a student may be prepared 
to teach physical education and coach in high school. A student 
may fully qualify under the rules of the Department of Education 
of the State of South Carolina for full-time teaching of physical 
education in high school by taking the advanced courses below and 
completing 4--Q semester hours in physiology and anatomy and 
6--8 semester hours in chemistry and/or physics. In addition to 
the above requirements the student is required to complete 18 se-
mester hours in education and such general courses as are required 
by the State Department of Education for a teacher's certificate. 
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1-2. Bu ie Physical Education 
Course includes basic exercises f I . . 
recreational activities Two s t , ghames o ow organization and 
· emes er ours. Mr. Ca/df111ll 
51
· Bu ie Physical Education 
Course is a continuation of Ph . J Ed . 
addition of individual and dual sportsys10nca • ucahon 1-2, with an 
· e semester hour. 
52 H--' Afr. CaldwtU • auth Education 
Car~~!ui~ of ~I sltuddents planning to teach in the schools of South 
. ~rse me u es a study of personal and communi h safe~ and_ first aid. Visits and studies of the coun ~ eaJtb, :!~~~~r w;~rte cTohnducted to acquaint the student wfth ~h~~~~e:: 
· ree semester hours M S L-
. r. Cndr" 
101. Methocla and Materiala in H--'th Edu . 
A . au ~-
course m the theory of health d f . 
of teachi_ng materials and classroom ~~~~~n, !F~luding a survey 
such topics as first aid safety . · . e course coven 
and healthful livin A~ ' . c~mmu?icable diseases, sanitation 
to qualify for a St:~dard ~~-~unt1ty. w~~ be o_ffered each student 
Red Cross Thr t ca e m irst Atd by the American 
Physical EducatioC:. semester hours. Required for certification in 
Mr. CaldwtU 
102. Croup Recreation 
Course includes a stud f 
the public schools. Special ~;ph::~uk g~m~ that are adaptable to 
ment, games adaptable for indoors in ~ a~ on economy of equip-
classroom, both quiet and acf G ltm1t;d space, games for the 
and recreation periods are stre;:e~ T~mes or short recess periods 
for certification in Physical Ed . f ree semester hours. Required 
uca ion. Mr. Sc/1eer1r 
103. Organization and Administrat• 
Education •on of Health and Pby1ieal 
This course covers the various h f h t~ation in a high school departmenf o~se~e~tht e work ~f adminis· 
tron. A study is made of curriculum b "Id" dand physical educa· 
at the disposal of the director of u~ 1?g an the ~se of facilities 
murals. A survey is made of p ys1~! education and intra-
of schools. Three semester hoursne~ed _eq~11ment ~or v_arious types 
cal Education. · equire or certification in Physi-
M r. Scheerer 
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Ill. History and Philosophy of Health and Physical Education 
The historical background of health and physical education 
movements in the world, and a survey of the underlying principles, 
aims, and objectives of a school health and physical education pro-
pam. Three semester hours. Required for certification in Physical 
Education. Mr. Scheerer 
115. Materials and Applied Techniques of Inter scholastic Sports 
A survey of high school coaching covering basketball and foot-
ball. The class will make a thorough study of the science of the 
games and coaching methods. Three semester hours. Required 
for certification in Physical Education. Mr. Caldwell 
t• Materials and Applied Techniques of Interscholastic Sports 
A continuation of Physical Education 105, with baseball and 
track being studied. Three semester hours. Required for certifica-
tion in Physical Education. Mr. Scheerer 
1a Intramural Sporta Program 
A study of the high school intramural programs for the small, 
medium and large high schools. Students will be required to know 
the rules and modifications to meet the high school program, to 
organize and coach the various sports adaptable to the high school, 
and in addition pass proficiency tests in each of the intramu ral 
sports studied. Point systems, intramural councils, awards, coedu-
cational sports, and scoring plans will be studied. Three semester 
hours. Required for full certification in Physical Education. 
Mr. Scheerer 
lit. Testa and Measurements in Health and Physical Education 
A study of the tests adaptable to the high school program will 
be studied. Construction of tests and administration of tests will 
be studied, also statistical applications to tests will be covered. Three 
semester hours. Required for full certification in Physical Education. 
(Not offered in 1962-63 ) Mr. Scheerer 
113. Materials and Applied Techniques of Interscholast ic Sports 
A survey of high school coaching covering tennis. The clas will 
make a thorough study of the science of the sport and coaching 
methods. Required for full certification. Students mu t furni h neces-
sary tennis balls and racquet fees. Three semester hours. (This course 
is limited to physical education students.) Mr. Sch eerer 
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114. Materiala and Applied Techniquea of lnteracholutic Sparta 
A survey of high school coaching covering golf. The class wiD 
make.a thorough study. o.f t~e science of the sport and coaching methods. Req~1red for full certification. Students must furnish clubs, balls and 
reqwred green fees, etc. Three semester hours. (This course is limited 
to physical education students.) Mr. Scheem 
PHYSICS 
Mr. Blevins, Acting Chairman Mr. Parker 
Helium and nitrogen liqui fiers have been installed in the new !"f illike? Science ~fall. Low temperature physics is becoming important 
m ~11 fields of science. It is possible for seniors to carry on resean:b 
pro;ects o~ fundam~ntal. si~ifi~ce using the extremely low temper. 
ature obtainable with liquid helium and nitrogen. There is also a nu~lear physics laboratory in the new building, equipped with scintil-
lation counters, G-M counters, and other equipment necessary for the 
study of nuclear science. 
. Prerequisites: Physics 51-52, Math 2, or a half unit of high school 
trigonometry. 
A minimum.of 22 ~emester hours in physics, including Physics 54, 
103, and 131, 1s required. Two ~ourses selected from Physics 121, 
122, 132, 160, and 151 are required. At least one course including la~ratory work is required, Math 52, 71 -72, and 121-122 are highly 
desirable .for students preparing for graduate v. ork. Fench, Gennan, 
and Russian are the preferred language for the language requirement 
51-52. General Phyaica 
A study. of mechanics, heat, wave motion and sound, electricity 
and magnetism, and light, Prerequisite: Math 1, 2 or corequisite: 
Math 21 and 22. Open to freshmen. Three hours of lecture and one 
laboratory period a week. Eight semester hours. Staff 
54. Elementary Modern Phyaica 
A study of modern development in physic . Recommended for 
the ~eneral .stud~t and. for students in other sciences. Required of 
physics ma;ors m their sophomore or junior year. Prerequisite: 
Physics 51-52. Three hours a week lecture. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Parktr 
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111-lt2. Laboratory Courae . . 
nus course consists of selected experiments m m~rucs, heat, 
electricity and optics. Prerequisite: Physics 51-52. Six semester 
houri. Staff 
IA Intermediate Mechanica . . . 
An introduction to analytic mechanics. Prerequisite: Physics 
51-52; Prerequisite: Math 22, or corequisite: Math 51. Open to 
qibornores. Three hours of lecture a week. Three semester hours._ 
Mr. Blevins 
W. Thermodynamica d . . 
An introduction to the modynamics, kinetic theory, an stat1~ti ­
cal mechanics. Prerequisite: Math 51. Prerequisite or corequis1te: 
Physics 103. Three hours of lecture a week. Offered in altem~te 
,ars. Three semester hours. Mr. Blevins 
UZ. Optics . . . 
A study of image formation and other topics 1~ .geometn~al 
optics and of the nature and theory of light. Prerequ1s1te: Physt~s 
51-52 Mathematics 51. Three hours of lecture a week. Off red 111 altcm~te years. Three emester hours. Mr. Parker 
Ul. Electricity and Magnetiam . 
A lecture course in the theory of electrostatic and electromag~e~1c 
fields and related topics. Prerequisite: Physics 51 -52. Prereq~1~1te 
or corequisite: Physics 103. Prerequisite: Math 51 or coreqms1te: 
Math 52. Three hours a week lecture. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Parker 
132. Elementary Electronics 
A lecture-laboratory course in principles of electro~ics. ~uitable 
for majors in other fields who expect to use electronic equipment. 
Prerequisite: Physics 51-52. Six hours a week. Four semester hou.rs. 
Mr. Blevins 
151. Atomic Phyaica 
An advanced course in modern physics. Prerequisite: Physics 
54 103 131 and Math 51. Three semester hours. Mr. Blevit1s 
. ' 
152. Nuclear Phyaica 
A study of radioactivity, elementary pa~t~cles, and . nuclear struc-
ture. Three hours a week lecture. Prerequisite: Physics 151. Th~ee 
semester hours. Mr. Blevins 
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160. Advanced Mechanica 
A course in mechanics using the techniques of advanced mathe-
matics. This course will include generalized coordinates, the La-gran~e formulation, and the Hamiltonian mechanics. Prerequisite: 
Physics 103, and Math 52. Three semester hours. Mr. BleflUu 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Mr. Seegars, Acting Chairman Mr. Gougla 
Psychology represents an effort to integrate the social with the 
natural sciences in the study of infra-human and human behavior. 
A major is offered in psychology for those students seeking an in-
foi:nat liberal education ( A.B. degree), or for those students pre-
panng for graduate school or specialization in psychology (B.S. degree). 
. Example careers include opportunities in clinical psychology, teacb-
mg, personnel or counseling, aptitude assessment, human engineering, 
or psychometrics. Some specialists are able to continue in private or 
spo~sor~d researc~ in such psyc~ology problem areas as learning, 
motivation, sensation and perception, and social phenomena of a 
psychological nature. 
Prerequisite : Psychology S 1. 
Bachelor of Arts Degree: A major consists of a minimum of eigh-
teen emester hours of advanced work in the department. 
Bachelor of Science Degree : A major consi t of a minimum of 
twe~ty-two semester hours of advanced work in the department, in-
cludmg :sychology 141. It is recommended that P ychology 141 be 
taken prior to other ad anced course . French, German or Russian are 
recommended for fulfillment of the College foreign language re-
quirement. 
51. General Paycbology 
An introductory survey course m psychology. Required of all 
majors. Three semester hours. Staff 
61. Developmental Paychology 
The principles of human growth and development from infancy 
to old age. See Education 61. Three semester hours. Staff 
72. Applied Paychology 
A general course designed to acquaint students with the uses of 
p ychology in various aspects of modern life. A strong emphasis is plac~d .on industrial . and c~mmercial uses including interviewing, 
mottvatmg, sales, bramstormmg, and related aspects. Of special in-
terest to students of bu iness, law, and the mini try. Staff 
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112. Social Paycholou . . 
The psychology of social interaction and its effects on mottvatton, 
lll'ffl'l'ltion and learning. See Sociology 112. Three semester hours. 
r-··r ' Staff 
llL Penonality and Culture 
The psychology of personality and the effects of 
personality. See Sociology 118. Three semester hours. 
IU. Abnormal Paychology 
culture upon 
Staff 
The major patterns of deviant, mental or social behavior, their 
etiology, diagnosis, prognosis, and cure. Three semester hours. Staff 
ua. Experimenta of Paycholou: Advanced General Paycholou 
Intensive study of samples of the more interesting research from 
all areas of psychology. Recommended second course after Psychology 
51. Three semester hours. Staff 
Ul. Group Dynamica 
Focal areas considered are persuasion and communication research, 
propaganda, brain washing, prejudice, attitude and opinion research, 
etc. Three semester hours. Staff 
US. Comparative or Animal Paycbolou 
The study of animal behavior. From Darwin to Skinner ~nd Tin-
bergen, the study of learned and instinctive patter~s of animal be-
havior and motivation, with some attempt to generalize to human be-
havior. Three eme ter hours. Staff 
141. Elementary Applied Statiatica 
A cook-book, how-to approach in learning elementary statistical 
procedures. Procedures include des~riptive ~tatistics for c~nt:a~ ten-
dency and variability, random samplmg techniques, test of s1gni f 1cance 
of difference between means, correlational techniques, chi square, and 
possibly simple analysis of variance. This .co.Jrs.e is reco~mend~d to 
all serious students in the natural and social sciences or m busmess. 
A lab accompanies to teach machine computation by calculators. Four 
semester hours. Staff 
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151. Physiological Psychology 
An examination of the relationships between physiological pro-
cesses and behavior, with emphasis upon emotion, motivation, and 
perception. Three semester hours. Staff 
154. Sensation and Perception 
The reception, perception, and discrimination of stimuli. Three 
semester hours. Staff 
156. Learning 
A study of basic processes of motor and verbal learning and of 
problem solving in general. Three semester hours. Staff 
172. History of Psycholoey 
A survey of the history of psychology from Thales to Wundt. 
Three semester hours. Staff 
RELIC ION 
Mr. Bullard, Acting Chairman Mr. Nesbitt Mr. W . M. WilJOfl 
The purpose of this department is to provide a core of academic 
studies in .th~ fie!~ of Religion as the basis for a better understanding 
of the Chn ban faith and of the nature and prop r use of its credentials 
the Bible. ' 
The courses are designed to offer a focus of religious meanings 
for the guidance of life and the integration of knowledge. In this 
way the College hopes to satisfy more fully its obligation to the Church 
in producing an enlightened laity. A major is provided in these courses 
to prepare students planning to enter the various branches of the 
Christian Ministry for graduate study in professional schools of the-
ology. Historical methods and philosophical principles of procedure 
are essential in all offerings of the department as befitting the academic 
search for truth. 
The requirement for graduation is six semester hours, which 
should be satisfi d by the e11d of the sophomore year by completing 
any two courses numbered below 100. Special arrangements may be 
made by the Department Chairman and the Dean of the College for 
transfer students who may not have fulfilled the requirem nt elsewhere. 
D1tarfments and Courses of ltistruction 
L hmoduction to the English Bible 
95 
The origin and nature of the Bible, the growth of its various 
books into a sacred canon, with a sketch of the English versions, 
and frequent assignments of selected parts for special study. Open 
Olly to freshmen in the second semester. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Btdlord 
n Old Testament Life and Literature 
The rise of the Hebrew people and the religious life that grew 
out of their historical experiences as revealed in the various books of 
the Old Testament. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Nesbitt, Mr. Bullard and Mr. Wilson 
51 New T eatament Life and Literature 
The rise of the Christian faith, the development of the Church, 
and the spiritual forces generated by the Christian movement as 
revtalcd by the various books of the New Testament. Three semester 
hours. Mr. Nesbitt, Mr. Bullard and Mr. Wilson 
A Buie Christian Beliefs 
The major convictions of the Christian faith, with special em-
phasis on the relevancy of these ideas to the growing thought and life 
of college students in our world. Three semester hours. 
Mr. Bullard and Mr. Wilson 
111. The Life and Religion of Jeaua 
A study of the Gospels for an understanding of the life of Jesus 
and the religion he taught, as foundations of the Christian Church and 
its faith. Prerequisite: Religion 52 or consent of instructor. Three 
semester hours. Mr. Nesbitt 
llZ. The Life and Religion of Paul 
A study of Acts and the Letters of Paul to understand the develop-
ing Christian movement, with special emphasis on Paul's life and 
work. Prerequisite: Religion 52 or con ent of instructor. Three semester 
hours. Mr. Nesbitt 
108. The Johannine Writings 
(Offered at Converse) 
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111. The Religion of the Hebrew Prophet. 
. !he hi~torical development of the prophetic movement f • 
o.nf;.ns to it~ culmination in the classical prophets of the eighr:n.: 
s~ _centuries B. C. Emphasis will be placed on the theol . tr~utJon of the. J?rophets, and their significance for religio:= 
to ay. Prerequ1s1te: Religion 51, or consent of instructor TL.--
semester hours. · u11« 
Mr. Bllllanl 
112. larael'a Poetry and Wiaclom Literature 
th A study of the Book of Psalms and of the religious and philosopbicll oug~t of Israel's Wisdom Movement as found in Job p 
Ecclesiastes, and selections from the Apocrypha p ' .. rov~ 
ligion 51 f . · rerequ1s1te · nc-
' or consent o instructor. Three semester hours Mr. B~ 
114. Biblical Hiatory and Arcbaeolo 
. The ~ain historical trends in the H:rew and Christian reli . w~~ . special emphasis on pertinent archaeological discoveries and~ 
re ig1ous a~d cultural values. Prerequisite: Religion 51 and 52 
consent of mstructor. Three semester hours M N ?1' 
· r. tsbill 
117. The Religiona of the World 
A_ study of ~e -~story and literature of the living reli "ons of 
ma?1<md, from primitive origins to present world status p gt .. 
Philosophy 51 and one course in Reli "on or . r~requ1S1te: 
Three semester hours gt consent of instructor. 
· Mr. Ntsbitl 
121. Cbriatian Education 
The_ b~sic princ~ples of religious education, with special em h . ~~ c~_nsti:n e7~1ence and learning as better preparation f! : 
uca iona wor o the church. Three semester hours. Mr. Bullard 
123. lntr~u~tion to Biblical Theology 
1:he prmc1pal theological concepts of the Bible ted . . Judaism~ _passed ?~ into early Christianity and de~e~~ : 7eot 
Prerequ1s1te: Religion 51 and 52 or consent of instructor There rom. 
mester hours. · ree se-
124. Introduction to Cbriatian Theology 
(Offer d at Converse) 
125. Introduction to Cbriatian Ethica 
(Offered at Converse) 
Mr. Bullard 
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127. Religioua F orcea in American Hiatory 
The origins and development of the religious forces and institu-
tions in America, from the colonial period to modem times, and 
IOlllt estimate of their contributions to our civilization. Three se-
mester hours. Mr. Nesbitt 
121. The Cburchea in American Life 
A study of the various churches and denominations in American 
life, their present status in our way of life, including the smaller cults of 
merit years. Three semester hours. Mr. Nesbitt 
a Research 
Instruction in methods of research in religious studies, with special 
reference to preparation for seminary work. The main requirement 
is a research paper prepared under close supevision of the department. 
Required for Religion majors. One seme ter hour. Staff 
SOCIO LOCY 
Mr. Adams, Chairman Mr. Norton 
Sociology deals with group behavior, and the development, struc-
ture, and working of social institutions. It is supplementary to pro-
fessional t raining in such fields as law, medicine, journalism, business, 
and personnel management. It is essential to those who plan to 
enter social work. Social research also has come to be a very 
inviting field for students interested in research positions. 
Prerequisite: Sociology 51, 52 
A major in sociology consists of eighteen semester hours of ad-
vanced work in the field of sociology, including sociology 109 or 110, 
and 112. 
51. General Sociology I 
An introductory course in sociology designed to impart to the 
student a knowledge of himself and the social world. Interrelations 
of personality, society, and culture are examined. A prerequisite for 
sociology majors. Three semester hours. Mr. A dams 
SZ. General Sociology II 
A continuation and re-emphasis of cone pts, methods of analysis, 
and materials covered in ociology 51. A prerequisite for sociology 
majors. Three semester hours. Mr. Adams 
100 
123. lnduatrial Sociology 
A study of work, occupations, and work organizations l<'.......:..L 
stressed _are relationships between the world f k . d~, 
and relationships within industrial organ1"zati" oTh wor an SOdety, 
ons. ree semester boan. 
Mr.A"-
124. Social Organization 
d s_~cial attention is given to the structure and function of fomlll 
an m orrnal groups, community social class d b 
requisite : Sociology 51-52. Thre: semester ho~r~~ ureau;,~t;: 
141
· Elementary Applied Statiatica 
(See psychology 141.) 3 semester hours. 
General Academic Regulations 
The academic year is divided into two semesters. The registration 
elate for the first semester of the 1963-64 session is 'eptember 11 
and for the second semester, January 27, 1964. New students are 
required to report on September 8, 1963. ommencemcnt day, 1964, 
is May 31. 
All students are expected to be pr ent on the date indicated unless 
sp;·cial exceptions are granted by the Registrar. 
MATRICULATION, REGISTRATION, AND ENROLLMENT 
Registration and matriculation take place in Andrews Field House 
at the beginning of each semester. All students must register on the 
date prescribed in the college calendar. All students are required 
to matriculate at the beginning of each semester and to obtain from 
the Bursar a receipt. This receipt is presented to the Registrar 
who issues the student a number of course cards equivalent to the 
number of courses the student is entitled to take. The student prc-
tents the enrollment cards to professors who enroll him in the vari-
ous courses. Students matriculating in either semester at a date later 
than that prescribed in this Bulletin shall pay the Bursar a penalty 
1>f $1.00 per day for late registration. No student is permitted to 
rqister later than on week after the opening of either semester. 
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Freshman and Sophomore schedule cards must be approved bJ 
their faculty advisers. Junior and Senior students' schedule cards mmt 
be approved by the chairman of the department in which they are 
majoring. All student schedule cards calling for more or less than the 
normal course load (See page 104 for normal course load.) must be 
approved by the Dean of the College. 
REGULATIONS REGARDING GRADES 
Grades shall be reported so as to indicate one of four things: 
Passed.-A grade of "A," "B," "C," or "D" shall indicate that 
a student has passed a course. The work is graded according to the 
following system: "A," excellent; "B," good; "C," fair; "D," pua-
able. 
Failed.-A grade of "F" shall indicate that the student has failed 
the course and that, in order to receive credit for the course, he 
shall be required to take the work again. 
Incomplete.-A grade of "I" shall indicate that the instructor, 
because the student has not completed all the work required in the 
course though he has passed the examination, is unable to report 
the final grade at the regular time. 
All students with incomplete grades who have not satisfied the 
department concerned and have not obtained a passing grade before 
the close of the semester following the date of the regular examina-
tion in which the "I" was incurred, are regarded as having failed 
on the course concerned and must repeat the course in order to re-
ceive credit. 
Absent from Examination.-A grade of "X" shall indicate that 
the student was absent from the examination. 
A student absent from examination and marked "X," if his ab-
sence has been excused by the Dean of the College, may receive 
an examination on the payment of a fee of $5.00 to the Bursar of 
the College. The Dean shall arrange with the department concerned 
for this examination, which must be taken by the student before 
the close of the semester following the date of the examination in 
which the "X" was incurred. Otherwise, the grade for the course 
shall be recorded as "F." If a student's absence from an examina-
tion is not excused by the Dean, the grade for the course concerned 
shall be recorded as "F." 
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REGULATIONS FOR DROPPING COURSES 
The procedure for dropping a course is as follows : 
t Obtain written approval of the Dean of the College or the Dean 
· of Students. In the case of Freshmen, this approv~l should be 
obtained from the student's advisor instead of either of the 
Deans. 
2. Obtain written approval of instructor concerned. 
3. Take written approvals to Registrar. . 
The grade in a course dropped before m~d-tern: or the ~rade~ m 
all courses carried by a student who voluntarily or mvoluntanly with-
draws from college at any time will be WP or WF as re~rted to the 
Registrar by the instructor. No course may be dropped ~th a grade 
of WP after the date for mid-semester grades . to be. submitted to the 
& ·strar except that in extremely extenuating circumstances, the ~ of tlte College may request from the instructor a grade of WP 
or WF such grade to be recorded by the Registrar. A grad: of ~F 
shall ~ counted as an F in establishing a student's grade-point ratio. 
Whenever a student voluntarily or involunt.arily withdraws from 
College the Registrar shall obtain from each instructor a grade of 
WP or' WF as of the date of withdrawal. 
EXAMINATIONS 
Final examinations in all subjects are held. in Jan~ary and May, 
respectively. The examination record combined with the record 
made in class constitutes the student's final grade. 
EXPLANATION OF QUALITY-POINT SYSTEM 
A certain quality-grade is required for gradua~ion and, for the 
purpose of determining this quality-grade, numencal values .. ca!!ed 
points are given to the grade letters ~ follows: for .. gr~de A_, ~ 
points for each semester hour of credit; for grade B, 3 pomts, 
for grade "C," 2 points; for grade "D," 1 point. 
To obtain a student's grade point ratio, the total number of ~e­
mcster hours taken is divided into the total number of quality 
points earned. . 
In calculating a student's overall grade-point ratio, courses failed 
will be included only once. 
The term "average grade of 'C'," means that the student has 
twice as many quality points as semester hours tak n. 
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CLASS STANDING 
For a student to rank S h 
credit . . as a op omore, he must have to his 
ualit a ~m1~um of ~wenty-four semester hours and fort - . ltt 
d11d t~~~nts~a~~ a J ur~or: fifty-six s~mestc;r hours and one ,,~::t'ed 
and one hu~redtya:; ~sl, tasfa Senior.' nine~y-two semester houn 
e1g z y- our quality points. 
AMOUNT OF WORK 
Exclu ive of ba i ROTC 1 2 S 51 or h c - ' l -52 or Physical Education 1-2 
out spec~~orps co~r~es, nfo tudent may take le s than 5 courses with: 
erm1ss1on rom the Dean of the Coll A 
take 6 courses (exclusive of ROTC 1-2, 51-52, :~: l-t~~en~ ~y aver~~e grade of the preceeding semester is "C" or ab , U) d1f his 
condition may a student take more than th. f ove. n er no Th is amount o course work 
e total amount of work that a student . . ~~i~~;~~n:e~:S~~~ ~~~!ac;~l:rp's degree i; dlimi:rt;::,:i:i:mo: 
ment German d R . urposes o etermmmg this requirc-
departments. R:;uiredo;~~~~ Languages are regard d as separate 
be included in the th .rt . man and Sophomore courses shall not 
. 
1 y-s1x semester hour limit. cou~!t~~ ~e final dateh for registration, a student may not remain in 
below twel:: ~~~~~rs~:~ ';ee n~d~ced, ;oluntaril~ or involuntarily, 
the Dean of the College th D rm1ssf10Sn o a committee consisting of 
• e ean o tudents and the Registrar. 
LIMIT ON FINAL WORK FOR GRADUATION 
Not more than eight semester hours of work m b . 
another institution of approved sta d. h . ay e taken in 
for grad . . n mg as t e fmal work necessary 
by the ~:~o~f ~~ ~~~le;~.rk of Senior grade must first be approved 
REGISTRATION FOR LESS THAN NORMAL WORK 
A student reported to be in h 
work that demands much of his ~:r ealth or e~gaged in outside 
ma! load of work unless his avera e mdayf not register for the nor-
is "C" or abo ge gra e or the preceding semester ve. 
SUMMER SESSION ELSEWHERE coll:eo~~~t :~~~tsa desiring to attend summer school in another 
chairmen of the depa~~~~ ~ppro~al h ofh the Registrar and of the 
such courses. n w c . t e student desires to take 
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AUDITING COURSES 
A student who wishes to audit a course may do so on securing 
the consent of the instructor and Registrar. No attendance record of 
the student is kept, and he may not receive credit for the course. 
HONORS COURSES 
Senior students may, at the discretion of the Curriculum Com-
mittee and the Faculty, be allowed to carry an honors course dur-
ing the regular academic year. Honors courses are subject to the 
following regulations : 
1. Any honors course may count as part of the major requirement 
in any field. 
2. A student shall be allowed to participate in an honors pro-
gram only upon invitation by his major department. 
3. Only students with an overall average of "B" in all courses 
and no grade less than "B" in his major field shall be eligible to 
receive an invitation. Upon mutual consent of department and 
lludent, the department shall submit to the Curriculum Committe 
a request that the student be allowed to participate in an honors 
program. The request shall be accompanied by a statement concern-
ing the general nature of the work to be undertaken. 
4. An honors program may be undertaken only by Seniors 
and will carry credit of 6 semester hours provided the student 
is judged to have done work worthy of either an "A" or a "B" grade. 
S. The course, if completed satisfactorily, shall be entered on 
the student's permanent record with a notation to the effect that 
it is an honors course. Also, the student shall be mentioned at 
commencement exercises - and shall be listed in a special section 
of the college catalogue of his graduation year - as having attained 
"high honors" or "honors" in his field, depending upon whether 
he received an "A" or a ''B" in the honors program. 
6. A student may be removed from an honors program at 
any time if, in the judgement of the department, his work is not 
of sufficient merit to justify his continuing. 
7. An honors course is not to be subject to the usual 20 hour 
per semester limit on course load. 
8. Each student completing an honors course shall prenare 
and submit to his instructor three copies of an ab tract d crib111 
the work done in the course. The department shall then place one 
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~opy in the student's permanent fi le and on . 
library. It is expected that the d t . e copy m the collep 
in its own files. epar ment will keep the third cop, 
. . 9. All applications for honors courses sh Id b 
tn time for consideration by the C ·1 ou e made at leat 
ch d . urncu um Comm'tt · s e uled meeting in the student' J . t ee at tts lut 
s uruor year. 
10. At the discretion of the d 
be taken in lieu of the research epartrnent an ?on~rs course may 
paper course 200 tn hts department. 
IN-COURSE HONORS 
Qualified Wofford students ma el I 
cordance with the follow·1ng I ~ ect n-Course Honors in ac-
regu attons : 
I. Eligibility. The student must meet the following minimal . 
ments : reqwre-
A. At least one previous semester at Wofford 
B. A grade-point average of at least 3 0 .t·h 
current. · • et er cumulative or 
II. Procedure for Application and App l A W. rova. 
. ntten re~uest for In-Course Honors 
the course instructor. must be presented to 
ll. A planned program f t d 
of the second w ek o f s ~ y must be submitted before the end 
. e o e semester. A special form f this ~~~~~:r~*h~e c;~~::~~e f!~~h:i~:u~n:e;;in~~e boffice ~~ ~ 
mstructor or until the end of th y the course 
a rt . e semester and then used f 
repo , m space provided, to the Dean of the C II or 
C. ~~~o~~ o~applica.tion and program of study mus~ b~:btained 
th D f urse instructor, the department chairman d 
e ean o the College. , an 
III. In-Course Honors R · 
A equirements, Procedures And C d't 
. The student shall meet all the r . , re i • 
course, including the final exam· t:qu1rements of the regular 
B N d' ma ton. 
. o ere it may be given for In Co 
dent earns a grade of at least '~B"urse bH~nors unless the stu-
in the In-Course Honors wo k on ot the regular course 
affect the grade on the other.) . (The grade on one shall not 
C. Honors work shall 
1. consist of endependent stud d . 2 exh'b't " I . . y, un er tutorial guidance: 
. lec~a~ P. us. qual~t~es" sucl1 as initiative, creativity intel-
cunostty, cnttcal thinking, sound methodology/ 
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3. include a terminal essay which analyzes or exhibits the re-
sults of the study; 
4. culminate in an oral examination by a committee (appointed 
by the department chairman) of three faculty members in-
cluding the course instructor (as chairman) and preferably 
one person from another discipline. The length of the ex-
amination shall not exceed approximately one hour. 
D. Upon satisfactory completion of In-Course Honors the instruc-
tor will report the regular course grade with the suffix "H" 
added to the course number and with the signatures of at least 
two of the examiners appearing on the report card. 
E. The Registrar will add the "H" suffix to the course number 
on the student's record and allow one semester hour credit for 
the honors work in addition to the regular course credit. 
IV. Limitations. 
A. No student may elect more than one In-Course Honors course 
per semester. 
B. No student shall be penalized for failure to undertake honors 
work. He may, without honors, earn "B's" or "A's" in the 
regular course. 
C. No faculty member is obligated to comply with the request 
of a student for In-Course Honors. 
D. No first-semester faculty person shall give In-Course Honors; 
he should direct the interested student to the department chair-
man for other possible arrangements. 
THE DEAN 'S LIST 
Students who, at the mid-yea£ or final examinations, have attained 
an average grade higher than "B" (above 3.00) in the courses of the 
half-year just closed and who have not received a grade of "D" or 
"F" or "I" in any course are placed on the Dean's List for the suc-
ceeding half-year. A student must be carrying at least 15 semester 
hours of work to be considered. A student whose name appears on 
the Dean's List may absent himself from classes at his own discre-
tion. The name of a student may be withdrawn from the Dean's List 
at any time, if the student fails to maintain a satisfactory standard of 
scholarship and conduct. 
CLASS ATTENDANCE 
Students are expected to be present at all their regularly scheduled 
class and laboratory appointments. Experience has shown that suc-
cessful students do not absent themselves from class without g od 
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Student: Personnel Program 
Every effort is made to encourage and develop a cohesive sense of 
college community among all members. The relation between students 
and faculty outside the classroom is one of informality and friendliness. 
The offices of the Deans and the Registrar exercise general super-
vision of the entire personnel program. Services provided by the ad-
missions department, the residence halls, counseling and advising, 
e..'<tra-classroom activities, health facilities, and the placement bureau, 
all exist to meet the needs and develop the capacities of the student. 
The student activities program is coordinated by the Student At-
tivities Committee, a group of faculty and student representatives. 
They serve as a clearing house and policy advisory board for all 
matters pertaining to student affair . The Dean of Students and his 
staff, the Student Government Association, the Interfraternity Council, 
as well as other campus organizations such as the Student Christian 
A sociation, implement the program. 
Through the office of the Dean of Students, student leaders are 
delegated as many of the functions of tudent life as they will will-
ingly and responsibly accept. 
ORIENTATION 
In late July or early August, every new student will receive a 
letter informing him of the date and time he is expected to arrive 
on can1pus, as well as specific instructions about what to bring and 
where to report for the orientation program required of all new stu-
dents. During this orientation period, the entering students become 
acquainted with each other, student leaders, faculty members, faculty 
advisers, the curriculum, campus facilities, and the College traditions, 
standards and policies. 
Every new student is given a series of academic tests for counsel-
ing purposes. Carefully planned social activities also help students be-
come better acquainted with each other and faculty members. 
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING PROGRAM 
Freshman Advisers: 
Each Freshman, upon his arrival at the College, is assigned to 
a faculty adviser who remains his adviser until the junior year, when 
the student has selected his subject-group for major and related work. 
Freshmen will plan their programs with the assistance of the advisers 
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. . · d also that Freshmen 
during the period boff orieeantachtio;~gfs~~ti~~qu~~~;ult the adviser about ad Sophomores e o~e ' 
tbei programs of studies. f tu ~e adviser will be ava~Jab;e ~ur;~g ::s~:: ~~:!c~h~o:r~vis~~ sde~ 
dent conf~ren~s. ~he st1:1 :~ sh~~ ful counsel. At the same time 
sires to aidh h1mldwtak1the f~: iJtiativ: in consulting the adviser about the student S OU 
bis personal and academic problems. 
D "-'mental Advisers: . 
Ir-. . . de rtmental adviser as soon as 
Each .student t~e a:r:e~ta:os:bjecffor major work is approved. 
bis selection of a P . . .1 bl at stated periods for student '"-- d rtmental adviser ts avat a e I th d 
ua: epa . t d that the student will consu t e a -=~e~e;~· ~:tt~~s ~:fa~~n~ to his major and related work. 
THE READING LABORATORY 
h h sion is an im-The ability to read ~pidly with hig compre en 
rtant factor in academic success. . 
po T 'd an opportunity for students to develop their Rcap~-
o prov1 e ff d Coll invites each year, the ea -
bilities to the fullest, Wo "; t o~euct an intensive individualiz d 
ing Laboratory, In.corporate ' o cour campus provided there is suf-developmental reading program on ' 
f · t interest d f · 
"';ull detail' .will be made avWlable to tpa'::;~df~;u~~~ "!h: :~= 
times during the year. There is an ex ra 
to enroll in this program. 
INFIRMARY 
. f on campus staffed by a The College maintains an m t.r~ary call Preventive as well 
registered nurse ~ith . Co~lege ~~si~:~;ca~n prog;am is under the di-
" ~~a~~tt:~~:r,~v::'~ry Black Ho,pital and Oinic. .
1 ttctton 0 d r . on campus to med1ca The medical fee entitles .a stu entd tvm~dents Hospitalization in 
d. 5 of sickness an acc1 · 
care for or i~ary cas: d f a limited time for minor illnesses when th . firmary is perm1tte or f X s 
e m . The College does not assume the cost o -ray , 
bed ~re is nece~~~~lting physicians, surgical operations, labor~tory 
speoal nurses,t f hronic conditions convelescence from operations, tests, treatmen o c . · ' 
or care in other hospitals. 
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As a part of the comprehensive f . 
rolled in a student grou . ee, each boarding student is en-
f . . P insurance plan fo 'ckn . . mancial b nefits of the plan ma b r. I ess and m1ury. The 
expenses. Y e found m the section on fees and 
General Statement STUDENT CONDUCT 
Registration as a student at W f . . ~tudent will familiarize himself with ~ford College impltes that the 
mg the conduct of students and that 1 e r~;es ~nd regulations govern-
so long as he remains a ;tudent at :~ w~ l~b1de by such regulations 
Wo.fford College is not inter ted i~ fo ege .. 
of deta iled rules in order to contra . ormula~ng a complete set 
does expect the students at 11 f 1 student behavior, but the College 
~ovem their conduct in accor~anc~":~· and under all conditions, to 
c1ples of good behavior Woff d ith the generally accepted prin-
continually conduct their b h o: expects h:r men to consistently and 
Th Co e av1or as becoming t l e Uege re erves the . l o gent emen. 
t d . ng it to suspend e l . u nt to withdraw or to · . ' xpe, or require a A resign at any time 
student suspend d or ex lled f . . . 
for other reasons is not enftl~ or infractions of regulations or 
Students who' desire to ~~h to an honorable dismissal. ' 
to the Dean of Students fo dr_a"". from the College should apply 
record card of any studentr p~rm1s~1hon to withdraw. The permanent 
carry the notation "W1'thd w o wff1.t . draws without permission will 
rew uno 1c1ally." 
Drinking 
Since Wofford College is stron 1 
beverages by students, a statemen g y opix:ised. to the use of alcoholic 
terests of the College community. t of poltcy is necessary in tile in-
The possession or consum tio f . 
beer, anywhere on the camp p ~ o alcoltohc beverages, including 
or fraternity lodge is prohibit~~ ~~ m any Colleg: building, dormitory, 
or consumed at any social f 't. or ~ay alcoholic beverages be served 
Coll unc ion given b . . ege whether held on or off th y an organization of the 
Th Coll · e campus. 
e ege wishes to encoura d 
of condu.ct; .therefore, ungentlem~~tn b p:on:iote the highest standards 
al o a v10Iatton of regulations Th{ ~ av1or. on or off campus is 
any evidence of drinking display~d b :t:~U be interpreted to include 
Any disregard of the re lat' y . ents re~rning to tile campus. 
for the individual and the je~ ~~~s will re ult m disciplinary action 
organization. Violator may bear iz1~gh odf the charter of any approved 
b · pu111s e by los f · . . pro ahon, suspension or separation f h C o social pnvtlcges, 
rom t e allege. 
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Huiq 
Any type of physical punishment, humiliation, or intimidation by 
any student of another or other students is classed as hazing and is 
not permitted. 
Ceadact Violationa 
Students found guilty of violating accepted standards of personal 
honor will be subject to discipline by the Judicial Council. Stealing, 
cheating, gambling, and lying are no more tolerable in college affairs 
than tlley are in one's personal relation hips. 
Additional information concerning student conduct will be found 
in the Wofford "W Book" which is distributed to all students. 
Aatomobile Rules 
All motor vehicles owned and operated on the campus by students, 
faculty, and staff members must be regi tered with the Dean of Stu-
dents. The students will take care of this matter during the registration 
period or within 72 hour after th y bring an automobile on campus. 
The campus includ s the Memorial Auditorium parking lot. 
Each student, faculty or staff member will be issued a decal which 
must be affixed permanently to the front windshield for the car to be 
properly registered. The cost to each student for this permit is $1 .00 
for tile college year, September through August. 
The administration reserves t11e right to withhold or suspend the 
privilege of automobile use by student if, in its opinion, such action 
is justified. 
No freshman living on the campus may keep an automobile or 
motorcycle at the College or in the vicinity of Spartanburg with the 
following exceptions: ( 1) ov r 21 years of age; (2) married; ( 3) 
physically handicapped (written verification from doctor) ; and ( 4) 
otller exceptions in cas s of extreme hardship. If eligible for one of 
tllese exceptions, th tudent must apply in writing or in person to 
the Dean of Students and, in turn, receive written approval. 
The "W Book' contains the parking and traffic regulations. 
RESIDENT STUDENTS 
All students, e.xcept those coming daily from their homes, are re-
quired to live in the ollege resid nee haJls. Exceptions to this regu-
lation may be granted by the Dean of Stud nts only when good reason 
for so doing exists. 
All resident students are r quired to board in the College dining 
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Student Organizations 
tern~~:£:~ ~o~ege elh~s. numerous honor societies, professional fra-
u s, r ig1ous groups and social . . 
the student may join. ' organizations, wlUch 
STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION 
Si?cC: 18?9 there has been an active Young Men's . . :s~atlo~ 1~ the College. For better adaptation to local = 
t . s Assoc1:1tt.on has developed into the present-day Student rL-:. tan ssoc1ation. ~
t T~ef pthurpose of the Wofford Student Christian A•c.....:ftt.:00 • 0 uru Y e student bod ·m · . ~ II 
and to help dev I Chy . 1 . 0 an mterdenommational fellowship 
e op a nstian college comm "ty I . 
promote Christian leadership in campus ff . uru · t strives to 
. . · a airs. 
By providmg an open forum it offers an · 
dent discussion and opinion on 'issues of .talopportumty for ltu-h · · v1 concern Tl. ..... .... 
wors ip, it attempts to promote spiritual growth and ··chm· ... uup 
O rt · · enn cot. 
th Ph unities are yrov!ded for Christian service and lcad-1.:.. 
roug student part1c1pation in the planning and .... ......, 
programs and projects both on and off th presentation of 
' e campus. 
BLUE KEY 
sign!~utoKr?o~~ra t~~~~n:~~~~~;a~h~ea~~~shih frate~ity .. It is cfe. 
curricular activities and who have . t ~ deen active ID extra-
above the average. mam ame a scholastic record 
THE BLOCK "W" CLUB 
The Block "W" Cl b · 
eligible for membershtp ;~lyanafhtoenohraryb organization. A student ia 
th . · r e as won a letter · f 
. e seven major sports: football bask tb II k ID one o 
ms, golf or swimming. , e a , trac ' or baseball, ten-
SENIOR ORDER OF GNOMES 
TJ:e Senior Order of Gnomes gathers together four of th 
prominent and influential members of the Senior Class Ea e most 
near thembend of the session, the retiring Senior Ord~r elcctsch y~ 
new me ers. we 
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CIRCLE K CLUB 
Circle K is a national service organization sponsored by Kiwanis 
International. Membership is based on leadership, service, and char-
acter. 
Circle K engages in several worthwhile projects throughout the 
year. The Wofford Circle K Club received its charter in the spring 
of 1%0. 
DEBATING COUNCIL 
Each year Wofford participates in a number of intercollegiate 
debates with the leading colleges and universities of this section. 
Teams are made up of men chosen in competitive try-outs and 
trained by members of the Faculty. The debates are scheduled 
and conducted under the supervision and control of a member of 
the Faculty. 
THE WOFFORD COLLEGE GLEE CLUB 
Students interested in choral and concert training are invited to 
leek membership in the College Glee Oub. The Club is especially 
trained by a competent director and makes an annual concert tour 
throughout the State. 
THE WOFFORD COLLEGE BAND 
Membership in the Wofford College Band is open to students 
approved by the Director of the Band. Instruments are furnished 
by the College and the ROTC. Scholarships are offered for some 
members of the Band. 
Pl GAMMA MU 
Pi Gamma Mu is a national social science honor fraternity. The 
purpose of this fraternity is to ingrain in its members the ideals of 
tolerance, idealism, and scientific procedure in dealing with the com-
plex social problems of our day. This fraternity, which enrolls 
students with high ratings in social science courses, does not seek 
to support any particular economic pattern for society. It does, 
however, cncourge its members to adopt objective research and 
painstaking fact-finding before coming to any specific decision. 
DELTA PHI ALPHA 
Delta Phi Alpha, the national honorary German fraternity, seeks 
to honor excellence in German and to give students thereby an in-
centive for higher scholarship. Uppercla smen of high scholastic 
standing in German are eligible to membership. 
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SIGMA DELTA Pl 
Sigma Delta Pi is the national honorary Spanish fraternity which 
honors excellence in Spanish. It is open to upperclassmen who 
have exhibited their skill in both the written and spoken language. 
STUDENT AFFILIATE CHAPTER OF A.C.S. 
This is a local chapter of undergraduates affiliated with the 
~eric~n Chemical S?ciety. ~ charter was granted the Wofford 
society m 1~9. The aims o! this student group arc pre-professional 
a.nd arc achieved through bi-monthly meetings. Lccturc-dcmonstra-
~1ons of nev: processes and theories of general interest arc presented 
10 the mcctmgs of the organization. 
PRE-MEDICAL SOCIETY 
The J:>rc.-Medical Socict.>: was organized in 1946 for the purpose 
of acquamtmg the pre-medical students with the field of medicine 
and furthering their interest in the profession. Lectures by promi-
nent persons ~n the field of ?1edicine feature the monthly meetings, 
~n~ one meetmg each year 1s of the lyceum type, with the public 
mv1ted to attend. Membership in the society is limited to }union 
and Seniors. 
SCABBARD AND BLADE 
Scabbard ~nd Blade is a national honorary leadership fraternity. 
Its purpose is to honor students enrolled in Advanced Military 
Science, who, in addition to maintaining a high scholastic average, 
have demonstrated outstanding leadership traits. Selections are made 
near the end of the year by the graduating members and the Pro-
fessors of Military Science and Tactics. 
PERSHING RIFLES 
The Pershing Rifles were founded at the University of Nebraska 
by Gene~al John J. Pershing. Its mission is to develop and recognize 
outstanding leadership. From its beginning at the University of Ne-
braska, chapters have been founded in all of the principal universities 
and colle~es of the nation. Wofford's chapter was founded in May of 
1959. This select group performs intricate drill maneuvers and repre-
~ents the College in drill competition throughout the state. The unit 
is commanded by a Cadet Captain selected by members of the unit 
and is composed of Juniors, Sophomores and a few outstanding Fresh-
men who ar~ ~emb~rs o~ th~ s:a~~t Corps, Military Science Depart-
ment. Its 0££1c1al des1gnatJon 1s H Company 4th Regiment Pershing Rifl~ ' ' 
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SOCIAL FRATERNITIES 
Fraternities exist at the will of the institution, on this campus 
u is the case elsewhere. The purpose and activities of such gro~ps 
shall be consistent with the main objectives and formal organiza-
tion of the College. No organization shall require of its me~~s 
any activity incompatible ~ith sch~las~ic attainment and spmtual 
growth, which are the primary ob1ecttves of the College. Thus, 
fraternities can justify their existence as members of the College 
community only so long as they contribute to and do not detract 
from the basic purposes of the College. 
Specific regulations concerning fraternity organizations may be 
found in the "W Book." 
The following social fraternities have chapters in the College: 
Della Sigma Phi, Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma, Pi Kappa Alpha, Pi 
Kappa Phi, Sig,ma Alpha Epsilon. 
Sigma Nu has a colony on campus. 
ATH LETICS 
hatnmaral Sport. 
Provision is made for organization and participation of intra-
mural teams in various sports, including volley b~ll, softball,. base-
ball, touch football, paddleball, paddle tennis, golf, pmg-pong, bhtzball, 
track and field, tennis, and basketball. All students are urged t~ p~r­
ticipate in these sports because of their influence upon the bmldmg 
of healthy bodies and the development of character. 
lntscollegiate Athletica 
A program of intercollegiate athletics is ~ecognize~ as an im-
portant part of college life, and, on account of .its e~ucat1onal values, 
the College give to it encouragement and d1rec~1on. The. College 
believes in high amateur standards for intercollegi~te athletic~. The 
College is a member of the Southern Intercollegiate Athl~ttc As-
sociation, and its standards conform to the rules and requirements 
of this association. 
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Student Publications 
THE PUBLICATIONS BOARD 
The Publications Board is composed of four faculty mcmben 
appointed by the President of the College and five student memben 
elected to represent the three upper classes and the student body at 
large. 
This Board exercises financial control over the three principal 
student publications and elects their editors-in-chief and business 
managers. However, it is at the service of the student staffs for 
suggestions or advice concerning their work. 
Publications under the jurisdiction of the Boa.rd are the OW 
Gold and Black, a weekly newspaper; the Journal, a literary maga-
zine; and the Bohemian, a yearbook. 
No student publication may be started at the College without 
the approval of the Publications Board. 
The following publications afford to those students who have 
special aptitudes for such matters, excellent training in journalism, 
and in business management. Interested students are assisted and 
encouraged by the Faculty in their efforts. 
THE OLD GOLD AND BLACK 
The Old Gold and Black is a newspaper edited by the studenta. 
It keeps the record of the news and happenings of the campus, to-
gether with editorial comments and interpretations of matters of 
special interest to students. 
THE JOURNAL 
The Journal was established in 1889 and is a magazine intended 
to represent the best intellectual life of the student body. In ad-
dition to its editorials, the material in it consists of essays on seri-
ous topics, stories, and poems, and the method of treatment is 
literary in character. It is published five times during the school 
year. 
THE BOHEMIAN 
The Bohemian is a handsome, illustrated volume published an-
nually near the close of the year by the student body. It is a his-
tory of the Senior Class throughout its college course, and a record 
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. . . d h" ements for the current year-
of all student .act1V1ttes ~n ac. iev d rcli . ous-and the illustra-
literary, oratoncal, athletic, fsoc1a~, an group~ and college organiza-
• include photographs o various . . = and pictures of campus scenes and bu1ldmgs. 
THEW BOOK 
h db k It is published and distributed to 
This is the studen~ ~n t:b~r The dmini tration appoints a 
the student body eac ep · "th the Dean of Students as 
student editor and businesfsf mT~na~~~· 'itook" is a valuable source of 
ad · r to the student sta · 1 . f vise . tt"cally all phases of student h e. inf ormabon on prac 
1-lonors, Prizes, and Awards 
HONORS 
The degree of Bachelor of Art 
honors is conferred under the f II s ?r Bachelor of Science with 
St d 0 owing rules · 
u ents who have completed . . . 
mester hours in Wofford Colle a ~1~1mum of ninety-two le-
graduation. Those who earn ge are eligible for general honors at 
half quality-points per semeste~nh average of at least three and one-
magna cum laude. Those who eaour are recommended for a degree 
points per semester hour are reco::::~~e~ ~nd three-fourths quality 
Laude. AU semester hours tak . e or a degree summa t'tHll 
students receive a grade are co~n ti~ yvoffhord Coll~ge _on which the 
n e m t e determination of honors. 
PRIZES AND MEDALS 
THE How ARD B. CARLrsu: Mm I 
annually to the winner of th Or ~ N OAAToRY.-McdaJ given 
B. Carlisle, Jr. This prize w:s b:toncal Contest by Mr. Howard 
Mr. Howard B. Carlisle. gun a number of years ago by 
THE HELMUS POETRY PRIZE -A 
quest by Mr. Andrew H Im . . s a result of a generous be-
second, $15 third $10 ~II ':: m_ 1957, three prizes, first $25 
mitting the best original, po~m t givfen annually to students su~ 
s 0 a acuity committee. 
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TBI HE.RALD-]OURNAL AwAR.D IN JouRNALISM.-Four prizes 
of $25 each given by Mr. Phil Buchheit, Publ isher of the S parta11burg 
Hlrtlld-Journal, for the best editorial, the best feature story, the 
bat news story, and the best sports story appearing in the Old 
Gold and Black during the year. 
TBE ALGERNON SYDNEY S u LI,IVA N AwARD.-Bronze medallions 
awarded annually by the college through the b nefaction of the 
Southern Society of New York to a senior student and one other 
person who is not a student of the institution, who need not be a 
pduate of any college or university, but who shall have some in-
terest in, association with, or relation to said institution, official 
or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition by said 
institution obviously appropriate and insure his or her proper ap-
preciation of the same. These awards are ba ed solely on the recogni-
tioo of nobleness and humanitarian qualities of character. 
DEPARTMENTAL AWARDS 
Departmental awards are granted each year to outstanding senior 
students in the various departments of the college. These awards 
arc made on the basis of academic achievement, character, and 
intellectual promise. Not more than one such award is made in 
any one year by a department. 
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Fees and ~xpenses 










The comprehensive fee includes all laboratory and special fees, 
and, in the case of resident students, includes room board and 
medical fee. ' ' 
This fee secures to each student, without additional a>St, (1) 
one oopy of the College Annual*; (2) participation in class func-
tions- literary, social, and athletic; ( 3) membership in the Student 
Christian Asociation ; ( 4) Lecture tickets; ( 5) admission to ath-
letic games; and (6) subscriptions to student periodicals. 
In view of this fee, no assessment by classes or by student body 
can be made except by special permission of the Administration. 
. The comprehensive fee is due and payable, unless otherwise speci-
f ted, upon registration at the beginning of each semester, and no 
student is admitted to classes until arrangement concerning its settle-
ment has been made with the Bursar of the College. A charge of 
1 % per month on the unpaid balance will be made on those accounts 
not settled and paid at the beginning of each semester. 
FEES AND EXPENSES FOR SUMMER SCHOOL STUDENTS 
Charges for each term : 
Registration F e 
Tuition Fee, per emester hour 
Room-rent and Board 
Medical Fee 
Audit Fee, per course 







*The annual staff has the authority to make additional charges for perlOlll) 
photographs which appear in the year book. 
**Teachers in active full -time service in schools and colleges orphans from 
Epworth Orphange, Methodist ministerial students, and sons' of Methodist 
ministers are required to pay a tuition fee, of only $20.00 per semester hour 
in addition to the fee for registration and the expen es for room-rent and board. 
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All fees and expenses are due and payable at the time of regis-
tration. 
MEDICAL BENEFITS FOR BOARDING STUDENTS 
Wofford College provides the following Hospita!, ~urgical, and 
Medical Care insurance in addition to the regular mfmnary care : 
1. Reimbursements of charges for hospital 
room and board up to $ 12.00 per day 
(Maximwn 31 days for each disability) 
2. Miscellaneous hospital expenses reimbursed 
up to maximum of $200.00 
(For each disability) 
3. First aid treatment for accidental bodily 
injuries up to a maximum of $300.00 
4. Surgical charges reimbursed up to maxi-
mum of $200.00 
(In accordance with schedule on file 
with College Bursar) 
5. Charges by doctor or physician for treatment 
in a hospital for non-surgical disability re-
imbursed up to $3.00 per day 
REGULATIONS REGARDING PAYMENTS 
1. The comprehensive fee is due and payable upon registration 
at the beginning of each semester or summer term,. and n~ student 
is admitted to classes until arrangements concerning their settle-
ment have been made with the Bursar of the College. 
2. A charge of $1.00 per day is made for delay in matriculation, 
except in case of sickness or unavoidable detention at home. 
3. Refund of any portion of the comprehensive fee will be made 
only in case of permanent withdrawal from the college and on the 
following basis : 
When the sh4dent has 
been enrolled 
Two weeks or less of the semester 
From two to four weeks of the semester 
From four to six weeks of the semester 
From six to eight weeks of the semester 
Over eight weeks of the semester 
Portion of Compre-







4. No student who has not settled all his bills with the BW'lll' 
of the college is allowed to stand the mid-year or final examina-
tions of the academic year or the final examinations of the summer 
term. 
5. A fee of $1.00 is charged for any change in a student'1 
course card after it has been approved, provided the change is not 
required by the college. 
6. A charge of $5.00 will be made for every special examina-
tion given to a student. 
7. All resident students applying for admission or readmission 
must make a 25.00 nonrefundable deposit. All day students apply· 
ing for admission or readmi ion hall make a $15.00 nonrefund-
able deposit. T hese deposits will be credited to the students' accounts. 
8. No student or former student who has not settled all hia 
outstanding bills with the Bursar, or paid his loan fund notes to the 
Bursar according to the terms of payment, may receive a trans-
cript of his work until his obligation has been cleared on the records 
of the college. 
9. In all laboratory cour cs a stud nt is r quir d to pay the 
cost of replacement of apparatus and materials broken or damaged 
by him. This amount is to be paid to the Bursar prior to the ex-
amination. 
Special Endowment, Scholarship, 
and Loan Funds 
Through the years, by generous gifts from friends and alumni, 
the College has been building its Special Endowment, Endo"".ed 
Scholarship, Endowed Loan, and Loan Funds. .These funds . give 
financial stability to its program and help to provide an educational 
service in accord with the highest institu.tional standards. We are 
pleased to list below this constantly enlargmg group of funds. 
SPECIAL ENDOWMENT FU NDS 
SAM ORR BLACK AND HUCH s. BLACK PORTRAIT FUND, $1,-
JX>.00.-By Dr. Sam Orr Black and Dr. Hugh S. Blade of Spar-
tanburg, S. C. J 
(AllLISLE MEMORIAL FUND, $36,141.00.-Memorial to Dr. ~es 
H Carlisle established by the alumni and friends of Dr. Carlisle ~oughout' the State at large but particularly from Spartanburg, 
s.c. p 
JAMES H. CARLISLE CHAIR OF RELIGION AND HILOSOPHY, 
$70.00.-Subscribed and directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow 
Campaign. 
Aue. M . AND CEMA S. CHREITZBERC FUND, $9,221.99.-By Mr. 
Aug M. and Mrs. Cerna S . Chreitzberg of Spartanburg S. C. Ma. AND MRs. Jos. K. DAVIS ENDOWMENT FUND, $1,000.00-
By Mr. and Mrs. Jos. K. Davis of Spartanburg, S. C. 
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SAMUEL DIBBLE MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND, $1,(i()().00.-By Iii 
daughter, Mrs. Agnes Dibble Moss of Orangeburg, S. C. 
1:lEN!AMIN N. DUKE ENDOWMENT FUND, $100,000.00--BYllf, 
Ben1amm N. Duke of Charlotte, N. C. 
. WARREN DUPRE MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND, $1,000.00.-By m 
widow, Mrs. Carrie Duncan DuPre of Spartanburg, S. C. 
]. M. EVANS ENDOWMENT FUND, $5,000.00-Established 'al 
the estate of ]. M. Evans, May 9, 1952. 
Foao Fou~DATION EI:-D~WMENT FUND, $135,000.-Granted by the 
!"or.d ~oundation, the prmc1pal of which is to be held by the grantee 
mstJtutton only as endowment, and the income from the invat· 
ment. of such principal shall be used only to increase faculty 
salaries. After July 1, 1966, principal and income of the grant may 
be used for any educational purpose. 
}AMES D. HAMMETT MEMORIAL FUND, $20,000.00.-By Mr. 
James D. Hammett of Anderson, S. C. 
. WILLIAM HOWARD JACKSON MEMORIAL FUND, $1,000.00.-By 
his father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Walter G. Jackson of Spar-
tanburg, S. C. 
Da.. AND MRS. N: ~· KIRKLAND MEMORIAL FUND, $1,000.00.-
By their son, Dr. W11I1am C. Kirkland of the South Carolina Con-
ference. 
. Rx~HARD I. MANNING, }R. MEMORIAL FUND, $6,000.00.-By 
his heirs of Spartanburg, S. C. 
R OWLAND H . O uz·rs MEMORIAL ENDOWM1~ T F u ' D $12 94905-
Established by the e tate of Rowland H. Ouzts, May 116, 1%2. · 
. } . . THOMAS PA~E MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND, $5,318.59.-By 
his widow, Mrs. Alice G. Pate of Camden, S. C. 
H. N. SNYDER CHAIR OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND UT!RATUQ, 
$700.00-Subscribed and directed through the Wofford of Tomor-
row Campaign. 
1854 ?OUTH W~OLIN A CONFERENCE ENDOWMENT FUND, $77.50. -~ubscnbed and directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Cam-
paign. 
T. B. STACKHOUSE CHAIR OF ECONOMICS AND BUSINW AD-
MINISTRA'.1'ION, $50,000.00.-Established in 1949 by the Board of 
Trustees m memory of Mr. Stackhouse, who, in 1937, gave to the 
Wofford Co.Hege ~nd?wment Fund the sum of $50,000.00. The 
holder of this chair will be determined by special resolution of tht 
Board of Trustees. 
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W. FRANK WALKER MEMORIAL FUND, $20,563.67.-By Mr. 
W. Frank Walker of Greenville. S. C. 
D. D. WALLACE CHAIR OF Hr WRY & Eco 0M1cs, $110.00. 
HENRY P. WILLIAMS ENDOWMENT FUND, $1,359.58.-By Mr . 
Henry P. Williams of Charleston, S. C. 
B&NJAMIN WOFFORD ENDOWMENT FUND, $125.00.-?ubscribed 
and directed through the Wofford of Tomorrow Campaign. 
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS 
BISHOP }AMES ATKINS MEMORIAL, $1,000.00.-Established by 
Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Hooker of Spartanburg, S. C., .in April, 19:IB, 
u an endowed scholarship for worthy student~ with outstandmg 
qualities of scholarship, character and leadership. 
BERNARD M . BARUCH, $10,000.00.-Established by ~r. Bernard 
M. Baruch of New York City and Georgetown, S. C., m February, 
1939, as an endowed scholarsh~p for worthy students who possess 
outstanding qualities and promise. 
Mas. BETTY G. BEDENBAUGH, $1,784.64.-Established b~ Mrs. 
Betty G. Bedenbaugh in her will of August 22, 1953. The mcome 
is to be used as an annual scholarship to be awarded to a worthy 
and needy student, with her kinsmen being given preference. 
DR. LEw1s JoNES BLAKE, $2,500.00.-Established in March, 
1945 by Mrs. Louise H. Blake of Spartanburg, S. C., as a me-mori~I to her husband. The scholarship is to be awarded on the 
basis of character, leadership and scholarly achievement. 
THE ROBERT M. CARLISLE MEMORIAL ScHoLARs171P.-A re-
newable scholarship of $300.00 per year, made possible by t~e 
income on the Robert M. Carlisle Scholarship Fund of approxi-
mately $5,000.00 held in trust by the Spartanburg County Founda-
tion. 
THE CARROLL SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $2,631.00.-Established by 
Mrs. Hattie Carroll and Mr. Edwin Carroll of Charleston, S . C. 
by their gift of $3,250.00. 
CLASS OF 1916, J. SPENCER WOLL! 'G SCHOLARSHIP FUND, 
$2,000.00.-Established June 30,_ 1957'. by N! r. J. Spencer Wolling of 
4386 Lindell Boulevard, St. Loms, Missouri. 
CLIFTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, $4,700.00-Established by 
Oifton Manufacturing Company of Oifton, S. C., in March, 1943, 
for the purpose of establishing scholarships to be awarded to boys 
of Clifton Mills eligible for college. 
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JULIUS E. COGSWELL S 
lished by Mr. Julius E Co ~HOLARSHIP FuND, $1,000.00.-f.stab. 
dowed scholarship fund'. g well on December 31, 1953 as an m-
THE D E Co 
The D. E. ·~verseN~.asi;; COMPANY, $1,700.00.-Established ._ 
fo th mpany of Glendale s c · . "1 
r e purpose of awarding schol . , . ., Ill Apnl, 1943 
Converse Company eligibl f arsh1ps to the boys of the D. i 
e or college entrance. 
ALEXANDER CoPELAND Ms 
-Established by Mrs. Kathle:io~L !~HOLARSHIP ~UND, $4,00>.00. 
memory of her husband Alexand pee d of Warwick, Virginia in 
' er opeland. ' 
THE MRs. ALFRED I DuPo S 
Established by Mrs. Al.fred I N~uPco~OLARSHIP FUND, $15,<XX>.OO-
for worthy students. . t as an endowed scholarship 
. FAIRFOREST FINISHING COMPANY 
Fairforest Finishing Co f ' $l,000.00.- Established b• 
1943 th mpany 0 Spartanburg S c · ~ 
, e annual proceeds from this , . ., m December, 
pei:manent scholarship for an I endowment to be used u a 
Fair forest Finishing . Co emp oyee or son of an employee of 
cat. f . mpany. However \Vh th · ion or this scholarshi i . , en ere is no appli-
boy. p, t may be diverted to some other worthy 
WILLIAM Buni;;R GARRETT III 
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND , 1 A D EMILY GARRETT OLIVll 
ents, Reverend and Mrs W B, t ,200.00.-Established by their par-
ference in 1961. · · · arrett of the S. C. Methodist Coa-
WM. H. GLADDEN ]R E 
Established by Mrs Ma d ANDOGWl.ED SCHOLARSHIP FUND $40000-
1961 · · u e · adden of R ck Hill ' · 
m memory of her son who was k'll d . Fo . , December 29 
I e m ranee m 1944 ' 
GLENN-HARDI MEMORIAL S . 
Established by Mrs. Elizabeth G ~H~LARSHIP F u D, $5,010.00.-
tober 18, 1960, as a memorial in hon~r ardson of Chester, S. C., Oc-
1879, and Lyles Glenn Hardin, Class of ~~Jtn Lyles Glenn, Class of 
T . 
HOMAS Hi;; RY GOSSETT s 
Established by Mr T H G CHOLARSHIP FUND, $38 020 00 
d · · · · ossett of S artanb ' · .-enved therefrom to b d p urg, S. C. the in,.,.,...· 
e use for sch la h. , """"" 
men who are orphans from Sp rta b o rs ips for deserving young 
Carolina. If no deserving o ~ n urg County or the State of South 
awarded to other dese . rp ns apply these scholarships may be 
rvmg students. 
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TB& GRAY SCHOLARSHIP, $7,000.00.-Established by Dr. Wil Lou 
Gray in memory of her father, W. L. Gray, and her brothers, Albert 
Dial Gray and Robert Coke Gray, as an endowed scholarship for 
wartby and needy students. 
Eo K. HARDIN AND FRED H. STRICKLAND SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
fl00.00-Established by Mr. Ed K. Hardin and Mr. Fred H . Strick-
llnd of Otester, S. C. 
FLORENCE A DREWS HELMUS SCHOLARSHIP F D: $20,030.11-
Emblished by Mr. A. J. R. Helmus of Spartanburg, S. C., in honor 
of bis wife. Preference in awarding scholarships from the in ome 
&om this fund is to be given to deserving sons and grandsons of 
employees of the Andrews Company and the Andrews Bearing Com-
JllDY· 
CBUUY C. HERBERT, $2,614.50-Established by Rev. C. C. 
Herbert, Jr., and his brother, Dr. T . W. Herbert, as a memorial 
to their father, Rev. Chesley C. Herbert, of the Oass of 1892. The 
principal of this fund is to be invested by the college and the in-
terest used as a scholarship grant to worthy students. 
TB& 0. C. KAY SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $250.00-Established in 
1956 by the gift of Mr. 0. C. Kay. 
WILLIAM A. LAW, $50,000.00.-Established by Mr. S. Oay 
Williams of Winston-Salem, N. C., in February, 1937, as a memorial 
to Mr. William A. Law of Philadelphia, Pa., of the class of 1883, 
the income from this endowment to be used to pay college fees of 
a carefully selected group of students to be known as the "Wm. A. 
Law Scholars." They are to be selected on the basis of scholarship, 
character, and leadership. 
MILLS MILL, $3,000.00.-Established by Mills Mill of Wood-
ruff, S. C., in December, 1943, the annual proceeds from this en-
dowment to be used as a permanent scholarship for an employee or 
IOD of employee of Mills Mill. However, when there is no applica-
tion for this scholarship, it may be diverted to some other worthy boy. 
EuPBRASIA ANN MURPH, $4,266.37.-Established by her son, 
Mr. D. S. Murph of St. Andrews, S. C., and Washington, D. C., 
the income to be used to assist students of scholarship, character 
and promise. 
WILLIAM L. OUZTS E NDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $5,000.00.-
Established by the late William L. Ouzts of Spartanburg, S. C., the 
income of which is to maintain an athletic scholarship or scholarships. 
May 26, 1961. 
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PACOLET MANUFACTURING COMPANY, $5,000.00.-Establilbed 
by Pacolet Manufacturing Company of Pacolet, S. C., in JanUUJ, 
1943. Students of Pacolet Manufacturing Company must be giYeD 
first consideration. If there is no student who is desirous of avail-
ing himself of this opportunity, Wofford College shall have the ript 
to use the proceeds in granting other scholarships. 
Tm: DARWIN L. fu:m MEMORIAL, $3,000.00.-Established bJ 
Mrs. D. L. Reid of Sandy Springs, S. C., and her daughter, Mra. 
John D. Rogers of Easley, S . C., in March, 1950. 
ScOTT1sH RITE OF FREEMASONRY MEMORIAL ENDOWED ScHow-
SHIP FUND in memory of Professor Charles Semple Pettis, 195&-$6,189.92. 
ANNIE NAOMI MCCARTHA SHIRLEY SCHOLARSHIP FUND, 
$54,956.76.-Established by Mrs. Annie N. M. Shirley of Columbia, 
S. C., the income to be used in aiding needy ministerial students of 
the Methodist Church. 
SIMs-LYLEs-DAWKINS-MARTIN, $2,000.00.-Established by Mr. 
and Mrs. T. P. Sims of Spartanburg, S. C., the income to be ued 
as a scholarship for orphan boys from Spartanburg, Union, and 
Fairfield Counties. 
THE Z. A. SMITH SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $2,800.00-Established 
by Mrs. Z. A. Smith of Greenville, S. C., the income of which is to 
be used for helping worthy boys through college. 
SPARTAN MILLS, $5,000.00.-Established by Spartan Mills, Spar-
tanburg, South Carolina, in February, 1943. Income from this scholar-
ship, which approximates $200.00 a year, is awarded to an applicant 
whose parents or who him elf has been employed by Spartan Mills 
at least the previous year. The income from this endowment scholar-
hip is supplemented by funds from Spartan Mills which brings the 
value of the scholarship up to the equivalent of a day student's fees 
(currently $770.00 per year). The selection Committee to a ward this 
scholarship is chosen by Wofford College. For further details, write 
the Dean of Students, Wofford College. 
COLEMAN B. WALLER SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $1,200.00.-Estab-
lished by Dr. Coleman B. Waller, Emeritus Professor of Chemistry 
at Wofford College, for the purpose of awarding scholarships to 
qualified and deserving young men at Wofford College. 
THJ~ D'ARcy P. WA N ' AMAKER SCHOLARSHIP FUND, $8,065.83. 
-Established by Mr. John P. Wannamaker in memory of his son, 
D'Arcy P. Wannamaker of the class of 1911, as an endowed scholar-
ship for a student selected on the basis of character, scholarship, and 
need. 
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ENDOWED LOAN FUNDS . . 
S $1000000-By MicaJah 
CoKEsBURY CoNFERENC~e i~~':~'to be 'used f~r the assistance 
Suber of Cokesbul/, S.fC., tth Christian Ministry. Accumulations of students studying or e 
$10,202.14. b f 
$1 000 OO-B Mrs. E. P. Cham ers o A. MASON DuPRE, • · · Y d f d for the assist-b S C the income to be use as a un 
Spartan{ urg,h ·d ., ambitious students. Accumulations $1,617.49. ance o wort y an 
E C HODGES $68.75.-By Mrs. E. C. Hodges of Ander-
MRs. . .D ~ 25 1925 the income therefrom to be used 
IOD, ~· ~· · on ebocem tr obtain a~ education. Accumulations $59.72. in assisting poor ys 0 
$180000 -By Rev. John W. Humbert, JOHN W HUMBERT, , · · . d · t 
. . b d . a loan to an outstanding stu ent to ass1s the mcome to e use m 
bim with his expenses. Accumulations $3,814.96. 
Lovr: AND WIFE, $1,000.00.-Memorial by A. Y"· L?ve 
A. W. . G S C the income to be used m ass1st-and wife of Hickory rove, . ., 
. worthy students. Accumulations $1,617.12. 
mg OS A McCULLOUGH, $1,000.00.- By Mr . .Jos. A. McCullough 
f GJ . :ll S C in March 1934. Accumulations $918.48. 0 reenv1 e, . ., b 
Owe N LoA F uND, $650.00.- E ta -
• THE LILLIAN LAr~~T~R Mr. J. Mack Owen of Orangeburg, ~ Septembber l,d to h~lp ~orthy students. Accumulations $114.00. the mcome to e use S k 
$ l 00000 By Mr H M. tac -HUGH MILTON STACKHOUSE, , . . .- b . d. as a loan 
C 11 S C the mcome to e use house of Oemson o ege, · ·• f bl from Marlboro to help some worthy, needy students, pre era y 
County. Accumulations $1,442.06. . 
$2 000 00-By his widow, Mrs. Ella ]AM£5 WILLIAM STOKES, , . . . I 1904 the income from 
L Stokes of Orangeburg,! S. Cf., dm .!uafding d~erving and needy 
h' h is to be used as a oan un I . 6 84 :U~~ts from Orangeburg County. ccumulattons $4,28 . . 
$1 500 00 -By Mrs. Mary A. Watts of Ab-MARY A WATTS , · · h" h . t be 
. . , be 1917 the income from w ic is o 
beville, S. C., m Decem r, '. to enter the ministry of the 
used in assisting studen~s phrep~r~ng t of the College, are unable Methodist Church, who, m t e JU gmen 
to help themselves. Accumulations $4,098.13. 
LOAN FUN DS 
B M H w Ackerman of Land-H. w. ACKERMAN FUND.- Y r. · · 
rum, s. C. Value $129.10. 
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BARNWELL LoAN FuND G. b ~arner. ~obins, Ga., in mem~ry ~;~il{ur ~rs. F_. '":· Barnwell of 
altzed citizens or sons of natural" d .t . . White, 19. For IJlt1al. 
tze c1 izens. Value $10000 
H. c. BETHEA FUND -B M H c . . 
Value $74.03. · Y r. · · Bethea of Dillon, S. C. 
Val~~ ~i1:~~EA FuND.-By Mr. J. N. Bethea of Dillon, S. C. 
Ch B~H~L METHODIST CHURCH FuNo.- By Bethel Methoclia 
urc , partanburg, S. C. Value $987.21. 
~DWARD P. CHAMBERS FuNo-B h. . 
Wngley of Greenville, S. C. Vaiue lt2s'.05~aughter, Mrs. Manon 
CITIZEN OF FoRT MILL, S. C. Value $50.00. 
CLASS OF 1880.-T. B. STACKHOUSE FUND -B 
Stackhouse of Columbia s C d h" cl · Y Mr. T. B. 
' · ·• an is assmates. Value $4 568.83 
CLASS OF 1905 FUND.-By the class of 1905. Value $1;8 SO. • 
by ~r;s~e~~l 1~39H~:~DENT EMERGENCY LOAN FUND.-Estab;ilbed 
to enable third· and f~~;;d other ~embers of the Class of 1939 
penses. Value $2,513.11. year stu ents to meet incidental ez. 
WrLLIAM COLEMAN FUND - B M w· . 
S. C. Value $107.86. · Y r. tlliam Coleman of Unioa, 
BLAND CONNOR MtMORlAL FUND -B 
Motte, S. c. Value $353.59_ · Y his mother, of Fort 
A. MASON D UPRE MEMORIAL F B 
tudent Body 1949-'50 $62 75 d MUND.- Y Wofford ColJqe 
Spartanburg, $300.00. 'Totai v~I: $36~:7~ugene M. Anderson of 
S CWARREN DuPRE FuND.- By the Rotary Oub of Spartanbunr, 
· · Value $888.97. •a1 
EUBANK~ MEMORIAL Fu ND.-Established by J E E 
t:fana tmemorE1al to hiJs wife, Frances Stackhouse E~ba;i::s an;~ 
son, vans, r. Value $1,000.00. , war 
A FRIEND.-From New York City. Value $4,514.39. 
C. E . GAILLARD F uNo.-B Dr C E . 
burg, S. C., Value $! 5.78_ Y · · · Gaillard of Spartan. 
Anon: F. GARVIN FUND -B M Add. . 
tanburg, S. C. Value $l04.SO. Y rs. te F. Garvm of Spar-
]AMES D. HAMME:TT FuNo.- By M J 
derson, S. C. Value $25,222.58. r. ames D. Hammett, An-
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CHARLES T . HAMMOND FuNo.-By Mr. Charles T. Hammond 
of Greenwood, S. C. Value $359.79. 
MARY ELIZABETH HILLS FUND.-By Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Hills 
of Columbia, S. C., as a loan fund for students preparing for the 
ministry, with special reference to service in the mission fields. 
Value $100.00. 
]. KELL HINSON LOAN FUND, $530.00-The income to be used 
for the assistance of students studying for the Christian ministry, 
or other worthy students. 
W. H. Hoocts FuNo.-By Rev. W. H. Hodges and family of 
the South Carolina Conference. Value $1,041.01. 
Ma. AND MRS. W. A. Hooo FuND.-By Mr. and Mrs. W. A. 
Hood of Hickory Grove, S. C. Value $404.40. 
THEW. E. HUNTER FuNo.-Established by Mr. W . E. Hunter 
of Covington, Kentucky. Value $50.00. 
A. W . JACKSON FuND.-By Mr. A. W. Jackson. Value $8.34. 
WALTER G. JACKSON FuNo.-By Mr. Walter G. Jackson of 
Spartanburg, S. C. Value $211.75. 
MR. AND MRS. T . J. JORDAN FuND.-By Mr. and Mrs. T. J . 
Jordan. Value $477.27. 
R L. KIRKWOOD Fu No.-By Mr. R. L. Kirkwood of Bennetts-
ville, S. C. Value $644.14. 
W. E. LUCAS FuND.-By Mr. W . E. Lucas of Laurens, S. C. 
Value $124.00. 
W1LLIAM ANDREW LYON FuNo.- By his widow and son, Jame 
Fuller Lyon, and daughter, Inez St. C. Lyon, in memory of their 
father. Value $121.00. 
Bovo M. McKEow N FuNo.-By Mr. Boyd M. McKeown of 
Nashville, Tennessee. Value $74.50. 
WALTER S. MONTGOMERY FuNn.-By Mr. Walter S. Mont-
gomery, Sr., of Spartanburg, S. C., in memory of Frank and 
Albert Montgomery. Value $307.50. 
W. R. PERKINS FuNo.-By Mr. W. R. Perkins of New York 
City. Value $519.46. 
JAMES T. PRINCE FuNo.-By Mr. James T. Prince of Atlanta, 
Georgia. Value $2,321.13. 
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BENJ. Ries REMBERT-ARTHUR G. REMBERT FuNo.-By Dr. 
and Mrs. A . G. Rembert of Spartanburg, S . C. Value $190.35. 
RocK HILL DISTRICT FuND.-By the Rock Hill Distruct, Upper 
South Carolina Conference. Value $208.21. 
F. W. SESSIO NS FuNo.-By Mr. F . W. Sessions. Value $143.10. 
SHANDON EPWORTH LEAGUE FuNo.- By Shandon Methodilt 
Church, Columbia, S. C. Value $75.29. 
SIMS, LYLES, DAWKINS, MARTIN LOAN FuNo.-Value $67.00. 
CoKE SMITH FuNo.-By Rev. Coke Smith. Value $192.42. 
J. T. SMITH AND WIFE FuNo.-By Mr. J. T. Smith. Value 
$261.53. 
H. N. SNYDER TRUSTl':E FuNo.-By a fri end, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Value $505.90. 
A. J. STAFFORD FuNo.- By Rev. A. J . Stafford, Spartanburg, 
S. C. Value $2,366.45. 
SUMTER SuB-DisTRICT MINISTERIAL LOAN FuNo.-By Young 
Adult classes of Sumter, S. C., District. Valu $85.00. 
J. P. THOMA FuNo.-Dr. John 0. Wilson. Value $203.12. 
JoHN W. TRUESDALI': FuNo.-By Mr. John W. Truesdale, 
Kershaw, S. C. Value $2,956.61. 
GEORGE WILLIAM \ VALKER FuNo.-By Dr. G. W. Walker of 
Augusta, Georgia. Value $666.24. 
D . D. WALLACE MEMORIAL FuNo.-By Mr. Samuel S. Kelly 
of Statesville, N . C. Value $35.00. 
Gso. vV. WANNAMAKER FUND.-By Col. Geo. w. Wanna-
maker, Atlanta, Georgia. Value $100.00. 
THI': RJO:v. w. Pr CK EY WAY I CIDENTAL LoAN F u D, $530.00. 
-Established in 1957 as a memorial to their father by the children 
of the Rev. W. Pinclrney Way. Loans from this fund to be made 
to third and fourth year students to be used for the purchase of 
textbooks only. 
E DWARD WELLING FuND.-By Mr. Edward Welling, Charles-
ton, S. C. Value $898.60. 
MARY PEARLE WEST LOAN F ND, $7,089.51-Established by the 
e tate of Mary Pearle \\'est May 1 1962. To provide loan to stu-
dent who have decided to enter th teaching pro[e ion upon grad-
uation. 
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ARTON MEMORIAL FUND.- By his 
Rtv. WHITFIELD B. WH d children, Mrs. Louise Mc-
widow, Mrs. Matt;ie J . Whartdo~ any and Rev. Martin T . Whar-
uughlin, W. Carlisle, Edwar urra , 
too. Value $262.10. . k 
B the Wilkerson family of Hie ory 
J T WILKERSON FUND.- Y 
Gro · ·s c. Value $146.40. . 
ve, . F B the Wilkerson family of Hickory 
W S WILKERSON UND.- y 
Grov. s· C Value $669.73. 
e, . . LoAN Fu ND - By the Wofford Col-
WoFFORD CoLLEGI': DAMES . d · tudent Value $175.00. 
Da Cub for benefit of a marne s . i- mes , f p· k -.~ B Mr Julian D. Wyatt o ic ens, 
JULIAN D. WYATT FUND.- y . 
S. c. Value $10.00. 
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Scholarships and Loans 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
f . Through the generous gifts of endowed scholarship funds dnend~ of the College several scholarships have been established fby cscrv~ng st~dcnts. These scholarships are supported by the ."' 
~omtc rom invested funds . All scholarship endowments are belclm-
m rust and arc kept s t d d" . th Coll cpara e an istmct from other holdings of 
of cthe gi~f.c . All income is applied in accordance with the terms 
All scholarships arc awarded for one . 
administrative officers and are to be used year I b~ a c~mm1ttce of 
ment of college fees. The holder of an endo:~du:~:e~iar~~/h~ pay-
ycar may. apply for a renewal of this scholarship for the su~c:,.~ 
year, which may or may not be granted. """""' 
Any student enrolled in the Colic e or an . 
may apply for a sch 1 h. N g 
1 
• • Y prospective student 
d f 0 ars 1P· o appltcat1on, however ma be m~ ~ ormh ally by a prospective student until applicatio~ fo;ad-
m1ss10n as been made all 
noffi f f , . necessary credentials presented and 1 ca ion o acceptance given. ' 
. The College reserves the right to withdraw th 
ship or of free tuition at the I f e grant of a scholar-~hose scholarship is n~t satisf~c~~~yo a n~ny ~em~ster, from a student 
is regarded as not in accord with the ide:is o~n:r ~n~ otdher reason, 
College seeks to maintain B . f s ~ ~r s that the 
mak" f I . y sahs actory scholarship is meant the 
mg o at east an average grade of C on the semester's work. 
No grant of scholarship or free tuition will be 
fray the expenses of a student enrolled in th S made to help de-
All r . e ummer School 
app icattons for scholarships should be mad f .. 
able from the Wofford Committee on Student F"e on. orms avail-
., manc1al Aid. 
WORK SCHOLARSH IPS 
A limited number of k h 1 h. able on th . w~r sc o ars ips for students arc avail-
f e ~pus. Appltcatton for such scholarships hould b mad 
on onns available from the Wofford Co . e c 
nancial Aid. mmittee on Student Fi-
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MI NISTERIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
A $250.00 scholarship will be granted to boarding students who 
are studying for the Methodist Ministry.* A $250.00 scholarship 
will be granted to boarding students who arc the sons of Methodist 
ministers in full connection with a Methodist Conference or who 
are the sons of Approved Supply Pastors currently serving full 
time in the South Carolina Conference of the Methodist Church. 
A $150.00 scholarship will be granted to day students who are 
the sons of Methodist ministers or Approved Supply Pastors cur-
rently serving full time in the South Carolina Conference. A $150.00 
ICholarship will be granted to day students who are preparing for 
the Methodist Ministry. 
A $150.00 scholarship will be granted the sons of ordained 
ministers in the full-time active ministry of denominations other 
than Methodist or students preparing for the ministry in these 
denominations and who are boarding students. 
Only one of the above scholarships may be granted to a student 
during any academic year. 
Students preparing for the ministry and accepting the scholar-
ships under the above provisions will be required to sign notes 
which will be cancelled upon their being received into full con-
nection of the Methodist Conference or being commissioned under 
the General Board of Missions of the Methodist Church or upon 
being ordained in churches of denominations other than Methodist. 
HONORARY SCHOLARSHIPS 
NATIONAL SPANISH ScHOLARSHIP.-The college offers annually 
a scholarship of one hundred dollars to the South Carolina stat 
winner of the National Spanish Contest, which is sponsored by the 
American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese and 
administered by the South Carolina chapter of this organization. 
This scholarship is awarded only to a male graduate of a state high 
school or preparatory school who is applying for entrance to th 
freshman class at Wofford College. 
SPARTANBURG HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIP- A scholarship of 
$350.00 renewable for four years is awarded annually, on the basis 
of scholastic attainment and character, to a young man of the grad-
uating class in the Spartanburg High School. 
*The term "Methodist Ministry" is here used in the broad sense to include 
those preparing for full-time Christian service under the auspices and author-
ized agencies of the Methodist Church, such as an Annual Conference or 
General Board of Missions. 
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SPAR'I'A BURG J u 10 c . 
of $350 00 R OLLEGC: CHOLARSHIP.-A schoJ,, .. i.:.. 
· , renewable tor two yea d .... ;x"I' 
of scholastic attainment and ch r:, awar ed annually, on the basis 
uating class in the Spartanb aJrac. er, to a young man of the grad-
urg unior College. 
SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
BEAU !ONT MILLS s E h f AND TARTEX MILLS SPARTAN s c 
, ac . o these mills presents annuall a ' BUR~, . . .-
lent m value to day tudent's fee Y( four-year scholarship equ1va-
an applicant who e ar :urrently $905.00 per year) to 
mill at least the pr~ce~i~t; ;~\;h~~1msellf ~as been ei:r1ployed in the 
the e scholarships is chosen by. Wo~f;;dec~o~ Committee to award 
endowed cholarship ( ee 132 . 
0 ege. A Spartan MiDs 
for application. For furthe/:~ils Jr·~a:~esDthe same requirements 
ford College. ' 1 e e ean of Students, Wof-
~EERn~c:MILLIKE SCHOLAR HIP: $500 00 
Deenng-M11l1ken employees on the b . f . per. year t~ sons of 
act r and need awarded through the a I~ OF schol~stic promise, char-
Colleges. · · oundation of Independent 
w ALTER DE!.fOPOULOS SCHOLARSH F" 
scholarships valued at $24-0 00 h IPS.- ive one-year renewable 
or sons of employees of B.eau:~ per. year, awarded to ei_nployeea 
Spartan Mills. In case there shoul j ;i1fton, D~ayton, ~ac1fic, and 
one or more of these mills f . e no qualified applicant from 
be awarded to an employee oor ~ ·~ ven year, that scholarship may 
other mills, provided there sh~u~ i of an employee of one of the 
cant from that mill In ca . cl be mo:e than one qualified appli-
less than five qualified applr· ~n ~ny given year, there should be 
remaining scholarship or sch~~n \ . ram the above-named mills, the 
applicants from the Sparta b ars ips may be awarded to qualified 
n urg area. 
EPWORTH ORPHANAGE SCH OLARSH IPS - G 
Orphanage are granted a scholarship of $3SO ooraduates of Epworth 
. per year. 
THE ]. HOLLA ro GOSNELL SCHOLAR . 
covering full tuition and fee t I ~IP. A renewable scholarship 
Inman area, on the basis of c~a )e a~~ar ed to .a yo~~g man from the 
need, by the Principal of the Ch ractc1, ~c_adem1c ability and financial 
~ommittee on Student Financia~pn~~n Tl~fh chool a~d .the Wofford 
s1ble by a trust fund establi hed in '[. scholar hip is made pos-
A. Go nell, r. of A rlin on y · . ~y, .1961 by Mr. and Mrs. Fred 
father, a distinguished ~ar~ b irgm~, m me~1~ory of Mr. Gosnell's 
obtaining better public school ·.n urg aunty c1t1zen, and a leader in 
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KING TEEN ScHOLARSHIPS.-Four Scholarships of $750 per year 
for 4 years awarded to South Carolina male high school eniors who 
ue nominated by their classmates as possessing outstanding qualities 
of character, scholarship and leadership. 
Contest closes first week in March. Full information about 
King Teen Scholarships will be made available to high school princi-
pals and guidance counselors by January 15. 
NATIONAL METHODIST ScHOLARSHIPs.-Four one-year scholar-
ships valued at $500.00 each, awarded annually by the Board of 
Education of the Methodist Church. 
NEOFYTOS PAPADOPOULOS SCHOLARSHIP: $1,000 per year given 
annually by Dr. Constantino N. Papadopoulos of Houston, Texa , 
to provide a scholarship to a student from Greece, in memory of Dr. 
Papadopoulos' father. 
SPAllTANBURG CouNTY FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP.-One four-
year scholarship to Wofford College valued at $500.00 per year, 
awarded annually to a Spartanburg County student. 
SPARTANBURG ROTARY CI.UB SCHOLARSHIP-A one year scholar-
ship to Wofford College valued at $200.00 per year awarded to 
a Spartanburg County student. The scholarship will be granted on 
the basis of actual need and scholastic promise. 
SNYDER - DuPRE SCHOLARSHIP-A one-year renewable scholar-
ship of $350.00 per year, awarded by the Washington, D. C. Alumni 
Association, in honor of President Henry Nelson Snyder and Dean 
Arthur Mason DuPre. 
LOANS 
WOFFORD COLLEGE STUDENT LOANS: To help worthy student 
complete their college cour e. Beneficiaries shall be worthy in scholar-
ship, character, and conduct. Administered through the Committee on 
Student Financial Aid. In the case of endowed loan funds, only the 
earnings of these funds are used for loans and the amount available 
annually depends upon the income from investments and on the amount 
repaid on loans previously made to students. There are other loan 
funds in which both the principal and interest are used for loans, 
and the amount available annually dep nds on the amount repaid on 
loans previously made to students. 
The following regulations govern the making of Wofford Colleg 
student loans : 
1. No loan shall be made to a student who violates any of the 
regulations of the College or whose scholastic work is unsatisfactory. 
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2. A student is not eligible for a loan until he has been in l'eli-
dence for one semester. 
3. Loans will be made only to students who are taking a rep-
lar course leading to a degree. 
4. Every applicant for a loan must present with the application 
such security as the Committee may approve, and no money sbaD 
be advanced before a note with approved security is in the handa 
of the Committee. 
5. No loan may be made to defray other than college expenses. 
6. The amount of the loan that may be made in any one ymr 
shall not exceed the sum of $400.00. 
7. In the event of a student's leaving college prior to his gradu-
ation, his note becomes due at once. 
8. Applications for loans should be made to the Committee cm 
Student Financial Aid, on blanks secured from the Bursar. The 
granting or withholding of a loan is a matter entirely within the 
discretion of the Committee on Student Financial Aid. 
BOARD OF EDUCATIO OF THE METHODIST CHURCH LOAN FUND: 
Open to members of that Church of at least one year's standing, $250 
in the Freshman year, $300 in the Sophomore year, $350 in the Junior 
year, and $400 in the Senior year. The total borrowings must not 
exceed $2,000. Consult the Dean of the College. 
THE NATIONAL DEFENSE STUD£ T LOA Fu D: Wofford Col-
lege is a member of the National Defense Student Loan Fund. This 
fund, set up by the 85th Congress to enable promising high school 
graduate , upon entrance in college, to secure a college education who 
might otherwise not get one, provides for loans up to $1,000 per year, 
at 3% interest, and payable over a period of 10 years, and contains 
certain scholarship privileges, such a forgiveness of 10% of interest 
and principal for each year's service as a secondary or primary school 
teacher or administrator up to five years. For information concerning 
this loan program, contact the Bur ar of the College. 
UNITED STUDENT Am Fu os: A private, nonprofit corporation 
which endorses low-cost, long-term loans made by local banks to needy 
college students. An intermediary between the student's public-spirited 
hometown bank (which makes the loan at co t or below) and the 
student's college (which underwrites the loan by depositing funds in 
the USA Funds reserve). The e loans are available to students who 
have succe fully completed their freshman year. A student may bor-
row up to $1,000 a year or a combined total of $3,000 for his educa-
tion. To apply, see the Bursar of the College or the loan officer of 
your hometown bank. 
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DEGREES CONFERRED, 1962 
BACHELOR Of ARTS DEGREE 
James Cantey Alexander 
William Eugene Barnhill, Jr. 
Andrew Qyde Bass 
Philip Douglas Benton, Jr· 
John Alexander Black 
Clarence Jamison Blackwell 
Joe Thomas Bradham, Jr. 
William Donald Britt 
Quentin Stewart Broom 
Carroll Dean Brown 
Kendall Lagran Brown 
Franklin Burgess Buie 
Milton Lee Burgess, Jr. 
Hoyt Cromwell Burnett, Jr. 
Richard Maitland Caney 
Roy Lee Cashwell, Jr. 
Elwin Leland Q1apman, Sr. 
Charles Henry Cluff, Jr. 
Michael Allen Cobb 
Philip Dahms Coffin 
Daniel Shuford Crawley, III 
Lee Cunningham Cull~r 
Harry Norman Cummmgs 
Lowell Thomas Curry 
Robert Lide Dargan, 11 
Charles Henry Drawdy 
Terry Paul Duncan 
Julian Bobbie Eaves 
Marion Boyd Edwards, Ill 
Theodore Bramlet Ergle 
Charles David Eubanks 
James Larry Ev~tt 
Lewis Ware Fhnt 
Morton Gerald Forbes 
William Broadus Foster, Sr. 
Donald Robert Freiday 
William Stephen Frey 
William Wallace Fridy, Jr. 
Gary McKinley Garner, Jr. 
Oscar Alan Gentry, Ill 
James Milledge Gibert 
James Andrew Gibson, Jr. 
Charles Carter Graham 
Robert Glenn Greene 
Philip Dupre Greer 
William Harold Greer, Jr. 
Donald James Greiner 
Ronald William Griffin 
Peter Warner Harley, Jll 
Samuel Kaiser Harmon 
wyer Lloyd Hatton, Jr. 
Michael James Hillier 
Paul Franklin Holcomb, Jr. 
William Donald Holtzclaw 
Reginald LeRoy Horton . 
Gimearl Jefferson Hutchins, Jr. 
Ronald Rudloff Ingle 
Jennings Ray Inman 
Charles Mont Israel 
Louis Dwight Jamison 
Harold Benjamin Jayroe 
William Everette Jones, Jr. 
Willis Justus Keith 
Randall Rich Kincaid, Jr. 
Richard Warren Knight 
Daniel Street Lewis 
Edwin Dean Long 
Thomas Patrick McAbce 
Robert Dean McJ unkin 
James Lee McKinney 
John Thomas McKinney, Jr .. 
William Archiable McLauchhn 
James Francis McLeod, Jr. 
Peden Brown McLeod 
Arthur Ronald McPherson 
Ronald Alfred McWhirt 
Lloyd Charles Merritt 
Robert Clyde Monson 
Ralph Edwin Moore 
Thomas Goodson Mull 
Barry Carlisle Newton 
Charles David Nutting 
Charles Michael Olliff 
Laney Glenn Orr, Jr. 
Walter Delma Parris 
James Ford Patterson 
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Billy Gene Petty 
Richard Michael Pipkin 
\ illiam Eugene Poteat 
0 borne Eugene Powell, Jr. 
Thomas George Pritchard 
Charles Ervin Rooke 
Robert Henry Ropp 
James Ruben, Jr. 
Clarence Ronald Russell 
Bruce Allen Seagle 
Otis Lee Segars, Jr. 
Donald Gene Sherrill 
John Hilliard Sitton 
Frederick Howard Smith 
Steven Arthur Steele 
Claude Earle Thomas 
Richard Standish Thompson 
Robert Fletcher Turner 
Charles Coates Wade 
George Don Watson 
R?bert William White, Jr. 
Richard Joseph Whiteside 
Rodney Keith Wiley 
~orace Beaufort Wilkes, Jr. 
Junmy Dean Wright 
Robert Crawley Yelton 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE 
Harry Albert Allen, Jr 
Barnwell Rhett Baker Jr At~g~stus Preston Irby, Jr. 
Boyce Monroe Berry, 'Jr. · '{':~111 a;{1 ~e t Kellett, III 
Joseph Roy Bishop Jr n rvm Lytle 
James Michael BOC:zer . Lamar Glenn Marsh 
Daniel \ alter Brake Douglas Wendell Pittman 
George Alfred Brown Ronald Lee Poole 
Joe Thomas Burchette Ja~es Lee Seaman 
Gerald Wayne Davis Julius Howard Stokes, Jr. 
Dwyanne Jenki D k John Sherman Straiton 
ns UC ett W"tr 
Cecil Tracy Durham Jr W~ll~am Carl Walsh, Jr. 
Marshall Stewart Fu~derburk, Jr G I iaBm Harton _Washburn 
Allan Dean Graha . · ary rown Whitlock 
m Joseph Wesley Wimberly, Jr. 
HONORS IN GRADUATING CLASS 
Magna Cum Laude 
Donald James Greiner 
P~tcr Warner Harley, III 
Michael James Hillier 
John Ervin Lytle 
Robert Clyde Monson 
Charles c. Parlin HONORARY DEGREES 
~::n ~~~ ~~~~;;::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~;£ ~L~ 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARDS 
Theodore Bramlet Ergle ....... ~······ · ················· · · allace Duncan DuP e ............................................. Oass of 1962 
r ..................... ........................................................... Class of 1909 
A. B. Graduate 
CLASS OF 1962 
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ROLL OF STUDENTS 
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Abbott, Haskel Thomas, III 
Abell. Tillman Jesse, Jr. 
Allernethy, Charles Frederick 
Adm, Thomas Stephen 
Adams, Benjamin Phillip, III 
Adlms, Dudley Marcus, III 
Adams, Quay Wyatt 
Adams, Robert Wray 
Akelaitis, Andrew John 
Alexander, Douglas Eric 
Alaander, Jack Gentry 
Allen, Charles David 
Allen, Edward Dudley 
Allen, Ernest Ray 
Allen, John Andrew 
Allen, John Leonard 
Alley, Manson Richard 
Allilon, Cole Frederick 
Ammons, Stanley Keith 
Anderson, James Perrin 
Anderson, Thurman Wilson 
Anderson, William Sterling 
Arant, Robert Lewis 
Arnold, Cecil Samuel 
Arthur, James Morris 
Ashley, Sloan Warren 
Atkins, George Douglas 
Atkins, Robby Douglas 
Atkins, Samuel Martin 
Austelle, James Willard, Jr. 
Bagwell, John E. 
Bagwell, Paul Martin 
Bailey, Jackie Dean 
Bailey, Richard Harold 
Baker, Wilson F. 
Ballantyne, Thomas Arthur 
Barefield, William Carter 
Barnette, Paul Larry 
Barron, James Martin 
Basden, William Harold, Jr. 
Bass, William Elliott, Jr. 













































City and State 
Conway, S. C. 
State Park, S. C. 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Camden, S. C. 
Darlington, S. C. 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Hendersonville, N. C. 
Hendersonville, N. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Florence, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Ninety Six, S. C. 
Conway, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
North Charleston, S. C. 
Darlington, S. C. 
Union, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Greer, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Campobello, S. C. 
Hendersonville, N. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Fletcher, N. C. 
Union, S. C. 
Arcadia, S. C. 
Cheraw, S. C. 
Canton, Ohio 
Ft. Stewart, Ga. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
York, S. C. 
Camden, S. C. 




Bates, William Jones 
Baughcome, James Gerald 
Bauknight, Bruce Allen 
Bauknight, Remsen Stewart 
Beacham, Marion Worth, Jr. 
Beattie, Preston Harold, Jr. 
Beck, Carl Dean 
Beck, James Louis, Jr. 
Beckham, Ronald Eugene 
Belcher, Jerry Wayne 
Belding, Talmadge Davis 
Bell, James Carlton 
Bell, James Dwight 
Bell, Sion Alford 
Belliveau, Brodie Nalle, Jr. 
Bemthal, David Fiebig Lamont 
Berry, Carl Eugene, Jr. 
Berry, Peter DuPre 
Bethard, Gary Ray Anthony 
Bethea, Charles Albert 
Bethea, Robert Partridge 
Bigger, Samuel Patrick, Jr. 
Biggs, Oliver Easterlin, Jr. 
Bishop, Clyde Kent 
Bishop, David Jeffrey 
Black, Archie Wells 
Black, Tyre Mathews 
Blackman, Edward Benton 
Blackwood, H erbert DeWitt 
Blanken hip, Thomas Hughes 
Boan, Howard 
Bobbett, Gordon Cameron 
Bogan, Thomas Oiristopher 
Boling, James Larry 
Bonnoit, Albert Hertz 
Borum, Joseph Alfred, Jr. 
Bost, James C. 
Boucher, Harry Kenneth 
Bouknight, Jacob Alonzo 
Boulware, James Russell 
Boulware, Thomas McCullough 
Bower , Anthony Miles 
Bowers, Clifford William, Jr. 
Bowers, Jame Lewis 
Boykin, Alfred Brevard, Jr. 
















































Cottageville, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Easley, s. c. 
Southern Pines, N. C. 
Hartsville, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Myrtle Beach, S. C. 
Darlington, S. C. 
Lakeworth, FIL 
North Augusta, S. C. 
Ocean Drive Beach, S. C. 
Aiken, s. c. 
Dillon, S. C. 
Columbia, s. c. 
Oiarlestoo, S. C. 
Batesburg, S. C. 
Union, S. C. 
Taylorville, ID. 
Latta, s. c. 
Latta, s. c. 
Chester, S. C. 
Savannah, Ga. 
Port Royal, S. C. 
Atlanta, Ca. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Elloree, S. C. 
Tullahoma, Tena. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Cheraw, S. C. 
Florence, S. C. 
Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
Johnston, S. C. 
Oiarleston, S. C. 
Virginia Beach, VL 
Myrtle Beach, S. C. 
Rutherfordton, N. C. 
Lamar, s. c. 
Oiarlotte, N. C. 
Barnwell, S. C. 
Startex, S. C. 
Augusta, Cia. 
Rock Hit~ S. C. 
Camden, s. c. 
Mannin1, S. C. 
Nome 
)lnbham, Arthur M. 
)lnbham, Vance Wells 
Bradham. James Richard, Jr. 
Jndbam, James Robert 
Bradley, Robert Baxter 
Bndley, Wayne Delano 
Branham. Freddie LeJule 
Brannon. James Thompson, Jr. 
Brannon, John Benjamin 
Bratton. Thomas Evans 
Bridges, Richard Venton, Jr. 
Briggs, Arthur Brailsford, Jr. 
Bricht. A. Baxter, III 
Bricht. Jimmy Glenn 
Brock. Carl William, Jr. 
Brock, James R. 
Brooks, Jimmy Stuart 
Brooks, Robert William 
Broome. Allen Rus ell, Jr. 
Broome, Harold Keith 
Broome, Monnie Lee 
Brown. Daniel Franklin 
Brown. Edward Mark 
Brown. Franklin Ray, Jr· 
Brown, James Arthur 
Brown, John Robert 
Brown, Samuel Alexander 
Brown, Steven 
Brown Will Rogers 
Brown'. William Derieux: 
Bryant, Grady Donald 
Bryant, Harry Smoak . 
Buchanan, Robert Harrison, Jr. 
Buffington, Kenneth Hubert 
Buice, William ~I, Jr. 
Burch, Rupert Adnan 
Burgess, Darrell Bruce 
Burgess, \I illiam Mack 
Burnett, Elijah C., III 
Burns, Gerald Edmond, Jr. 
Burns, James Calhoun, Ill 
Burns, Jerry Allen 
Burr, Kenneth Campbell 
Burrus, Philip Henry 
Burton, John Cecil 

















































City and Statt 
Charleston, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Oswego, S. C. 
Manning, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Anderson, S. C. 
Fairforest, S. C. 
Gaffney, S. C. 
Rock Hill, S. C. 
Florence, S. C. 
Tryon, N. C. 
Yonges I sland, S. C. 
Anderson, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Drayton, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Lockhart, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Simpsonville, S. C. 
York, S. C. 
Lake City, S. C. 
Edgefield, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Sumter, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Columbia, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Rock Hill, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Greenwood, S. C. 
Tryon, N. C. 
Cheraw, S. C. 
Tryon, N. C. 
Monetta, S. C. 
Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
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Bush, Thomas Claudius Sophomore Harris, N. C. Cook, Pierce Embree, Jr. Freshman Greenville, S. C. Butler, John Arant Freshman Alcolu, S. C. Cook, William Roy Freshman Hartsville, S. C. Byerly, Andrew Jackson Freshman Hartsville, s. c. Cooksey, James Judson Junior Union, S. C. Byrd, Benjamin F., Jr. Senior Abbeville, S. C. (.oopcr, Stephen L. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Byrd, Gary Mitchell Sophomore Lexington, N. C. (.oopcr, Wiley Barrow Junior Greenville, S. C. Byrum, Joseph Newton Freshman Greenville, S. C. Copeland, John Edwin Senior Myrtle Beach, S. C. 
Coppage, Carlos F. Senior Anderson, S. C. Caggiano, Domenic Alfred Sophomore Gaffney, S. C. Copps, Mike J. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Calhoun, Legare H . Junior Clio, s. c. Coatello, C. Michael Special Richmond, Va. Callahan, John Paul Junior Lexington, s. c. Covington, Wayne Ralph Freshman Rock Hill, S. C. Callison, Thomas Moore Senior Forest City, N. C. C.ox, Charles D. Special Spartanburg, S. C. Cameron, Tom Upchurch Sophomore Raeford, N. C. C.ox, Daniel Reid Sophomore Lyman, S. C. Camp, Tom O'Connor Sophomore Batesburg, S. C. Crabtree, Orville Rich Sophomore Wilmington, Del. Campbell, Joel Eugene Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Craig, John Thomas Sophomore Union, S. C. Canaday, Edward B. Sophomore Inman, S. C. Crain, Richard Alexander Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Cantey, Pierce Watson, Jr. Senior Camden, S. C. Crosland, George E., Jr. Freshman Columbia, S. C. Capell, Robert Donald Senior Easley, S. C. Crow, James W. Sophomore Bamberg, S. C. Carnes, Ted L Sophomore Rock Hill, S. C. Crowder, Robert Randolph Freshman Chester, S. C. Carroll, James Clark Freshman Beaver, Pa. Cubitt, Edward Earl Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Carter, James Bowen Sophomore Newberry, S. C. Culbreth, Broadus Spencer Senior Rutherfordton, N. C Carter, Thomas David Freshman Gaffney, s. c. Culbreth, Roger Burns Freshman Inman, S. C. Cartrette, James Hartwell Junior Lyman, S. C. Culler, Edgar Leonidas Senior Orangeburg, S. C. Carver, Joseph Adolphus Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Culler, Hampton Houser Sophomore Orangeburg, S. C. Case, Charles Allen Freshman Ocean Drive Beach, S. C. Culler, John Hayne Freshman Orangeburg, S. C. Cash, John Richard Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Culler, Oscar Zeigler Junior Orangeburg, S. C. Caughman, John M., Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Cunningham, William Robert Junior Greenville, S. C. Causey, Basal Lane Sophomore Conway, S. C. Currie, John William, III Junior Atlanta, Ga. 
Cecil, Richard Felder, Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C Curry, Eugene Lowry Junior Georgetown, S. C. Chambers, Gerald McCall Junior York, S. C. Curry, John Robert, Jr. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Chandler, Marion Cecil, Jr. Freshman York, S. C. Curwcn, James Endicott Sophomore Brevard, N. C. Charles, Jerry Thomas Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Cutchin, Braxton M. Sophomore Easley, S. C. Checkovich, John Paul Sophomore Annandale, VL 
Cherry, Rhude, Jr. Freshman Orangeburg, S. C. Daniel, James Coleman, Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Chewning, Michael Ligon Junior Durham, N. C. Daniels, Richard Frank Special New Bedford, Mass. Childers, James Walker, III Freshman Greenville, S. C. Dansby, Wade Ferguson Junior Summerville, S. C. Clark, David Randolph Sophomore Columbia, S. C. Darnell, Robert Thomas Sophomore Saluda, S. C. Clements, Joseph Lloyd Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Duhicll, Frederick Parrish Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Clyburn, James William, Jr. Freshman Bennettsville, S. C. Daugalis, Gerardas Max Junior Crouse, N. C. Coates, Kenneth Paul Junior Greer, S. C. Davenport, Gary Tolleson Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Cobb, William R. Senior Memphis, TCllll. Davenport, Ronald Hardison Senior Newport News, Va. Cochran, Walden Randall Sophomore Landrum, s. c. Davidson, Edgar Phillip Freshman Tryon, N. C. Cochran, William Norman, Jr. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Davis, James Clement Sophomore Marion, S. C. Collins, Robert Harry Fre hman Lancaster, S. C. Davis, James Kenneth Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Collum, Patrick David Freshman Perry, S. C. Davis, John Edwin Senior Barnwell, S. C. Connelly, James Bruce Senior Nichols, S. C. Davis, Paul Thomas Senior Darlington, S. C. Connelly, W. Carroll Junior Clemson, S. C. Day, Anon Dixon, Jr. Junior Hendersonville, N. C. 
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Dayvault, Billy David Sophomore Petersburg, VL W, Donald E. Junior Chesnee, S. C. 
Deahl, Richard Addison Freshman Bethesda, Md. 
Deal, Gerry Lee Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Flin, Maxwell Nicholas Junior Spartanburg, s. c. 
Dean, Charles Daniel, III Junior Summerville, S. C. Farnam, Frank Walker, III Freshman Orangeburg, s. c. 
Dean, William Dusenberry Freshman Oemson, S. C. Felder, Duncan Stokes Freshman Union, s. c. 
Dees, David A. Senior Bennettsville, S. C. Felder, John Gressette Freshman St. Mathews, S. C. 
Dent, Larry E. Sophomore Lyman, S. C. Pilcbbach, George W. Senior Greenville, S. C. 
Derrick, Robert Eugene Sophomore Anderson, S. C. ll'laJd, Hal Michael Sophomore Sumter, S. C. 
DesPortes, Perrin Thompson Sophomore Columbia, S. C. Podiman, Martin Stuart Junior Stamford, Conn. 
Dezern, James Edward, Jr. Junior J oncsville, S. C. Port, Laurens Warren, Jr. Senior Great Falls, S. C. 
Dick, Rudolph Carl, III Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Port, Melvin David Freshman Sumter, S. C. 
Dickerson, Dennis Roy, Jr. Senior Pacolet, S. C. l'olter, David Z. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Dickinson, Robert Leroy, Jr. Freshman Bishopville, S. C. POiter, Francis Marion Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Dickson, Patrick Bruns Sophomore Orlando, Fla. Fowler, William Pearson Sophomore Columbia, S. C. 
Dillard, Alfred Magruder, Jr. Sophomore Buenos Aires, Argmtim For, Lucius Barrington Freshman Greenwood, S. C. 
Dinwiddie, Clarence Dan Senior Columbia, S. C. Fnnklin, Sidney Martin Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Divver, William Thomas Freshman Anderson, S. C. Freeman, James Herbert Junior Greer, S. C. 
Dodd, Gary Allen Senior Charleston Heights, S. C. Frmnan, Jerry Layne Sophomore Gaffney, S. C. 
Dolson, William Edward Senior Atlanta, Ga. Fuller, Sammy Wingo Freshman Campobello, S. C. 
Donnan, George Stewart, Jr. Sophomore Whitmire, S. C. Falmer, John Gilbert, Jr. Freshman Clemson, S. C. 
Dorman, Paul Manning Sophomore Fairfore t, S. C. Fulton, William Richard Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Dover, Paul Allen Junior Inman, S. C. Funderburk, James Victor Junior Cheraw, S. C. 
Drawdy, Henry Edward, Jr. Junior Lake Worth, Fla. 
Drayton, Marion Graham Sophomore Bishopville, S. C. Gaines, Jerry Allen Senior Inman, s. c. 
Drosas, C. Dino Sophomore Myrtle Beach, S. C. Gallman, William Albert Sophomore Greenville, s. c. 
DuBose, Victor Ronald, Jr. Sophomore Mt. Pleasant, S. C. Gumon, Bernard Joseph Junior Jacksonville, Fla. 
Duke, Thomas c. Junior Loris, S. C. Gutt, Allen Theodore Freshman Columbia, S. C. 
Dukes, Clarence Edward Sophomore McCormick, S. C. Garr, Alfred Bruno Freshman Atlantic City, N. J . 
Dunlap, Marion Crawford Senior Rock Hill, S. C. Garrett, James Alexander Freshman Brevard, . c. 
Dunlap, William Robert, Jr. Freshman Rock Hil~ S. C. Carrison, Fred Eugene Freshman Rock Hill, S. C. 
Dursse, Sydney Augustine Freshman Springfield, S. C. Gasque, Reaves Ham Sophomore Marion, s. c. 
Dyson, William Henry Junior Loris, S. C. Geddis, James Lewis Senior Lyman, s. c. 
Geer, George Ralphbon, Jr. Freshman Kingstree, s. c. 
Ebert, Charles William Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Gentry, Landon Miles Freshman Spartanburg, s. c. 
Eaddy, Ernest J ., Jr. Senior Spartanburg, S. C. George, James Dorsey Junior Spartanburg, s. c. 
Edward, Bernard Greenway Sophomore Inman, S. C. Gt'bson, Donald Baxter Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Edwards, David Franklin Freshman Camden, S. C. Gibson, Roger E. Senior Tavares, Fla. 
Edwards, John Carver Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Gibson, William Eugene Junior Greenville, S. C. 
Edwards, Thomas Kenneth Sophomore Inman, S. C. Gilliam, Paul Watson Freshman Great Falls, S. C. 
Edwards, Thomas Shockley Junior Taylors, S. C. Gilmer, Edward Davis, Jr. Sophomore Taylors, S. C. 
Edwards, William Ryon Junior Inman, S. C. Golightly, Clarence Brent Junior Inman, S. C. 
Ellis, Harold Thomas, Jr. Senior Anderson, S. C. Golightly, William Shaw Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Elvington, Leo Giles Sophomore Dillon, S. C. Goodson, Walter Kenneth Sophomore Winston-Salem, N. C. 
English, Andrew Carl Senior Manning, S. C. Goodyear, R. Wayne Senior Myrtle Beach, S. C. 
Epps, William Norman, Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Gore, Dudley L. Freshman Conway, S. C. 
Eschenbach, Charles Hubbard Jw1ior Grosse Point, Mich. Gosnell, William John Freshman Conway, S. C. 
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Graham, Cole Bl ease, Jr. Junior Chapin, S. C. 
Graham, David Myers Freshman 
lfa1es, Hugh Leroy Fre hman Spartanburg, s. c. 
Graham, James Gradford Freshman 
Columbia, S. C. Haya, Uoyd Eugene Freshman Spartanburg, s. c. 
Graham, Phillip Mason Junior 
Rocle Hill, S. C. BQnes, Raleigh Rogers Freshman Jacksonville, Fla. 
Graham, William Martin Freshman 
Galivants Ferry, S. C. Baron. Charles Oscar, III Sophomore Inman, S. C. 
Gramling, John Thomas Junior 
Union, S. C. Hedgepath, James Clarence Junior Conway, S. C. 
Grant, Theron A., Jr. Senior 
Gramling, S. C. Hefner, Ralph Stephen Freshman Tryon, . c. 
Grasty, Harvey Moore Sophomore 
Savannah, G.. Hegler, Pierce Hunter, Jr. Freshman Lancaster, S. C. 
Gray, Clifford Lawrence Freshman 
Charlotte, N. C. Heldreth, David Todd Junior Tazewell, Va. 
Gray, David Alexander Freshman 
Spartanburg, S. C. Hemingway, Anthony Alfred Senior Georgetown, S. C. 
Gray, William Alfred Senior 
Spartanburg, S. C. Henderson, David James Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Graze!, John A. Junior 
Coral Gables, Fla. Henderson, James Franklin, Jr. Freshman Chesterfield, S. C. 
Graziano, Peter J obn Junior 
Santurce, Puerto Rico Henderson, Walter Bernard Senior Inman, s. c. 
Green, Charles Dexter, Jr. Sophomore 
West Orange, N. J. Hendley, Walter Harvey Freshman Spartanburg, s .c. 
Greene, Donnie Leland Junior 
Tryon, N. C. Hendrix, William T., Jr. Sophomore Spartanburg, s. c. 
Greenlee, Joe Lane, Jr. Freshman 
Spartanburg, S. C. Henry, Frederick Gilland Junior Greenville, s. c. 
Gregg, John Campbell 
Forest City, N. C. Henry, Roger Howard, Jr. Freshman Hartsville, s. c. 
Gregory, Robert Earle, Jr. 
Sophomore Tryon, N. C. Henson, Cecil Scott Freshman Gastonia, N. C. 
Gregory, Wesley Wright 
Sophomore Greenville, S. C. Hewell, John Witherspoon Junior Greenville, S. C. 
Gregory, William Thomas 
Junior Anderson, S. C. Hibbard, Paul R. Senior Inman, s. c. 
Junior 
Grier, Frank Barron Freshman 
Jefferson, S. C. Hiers, Richard Lester Fre hman Beaufort, s. 
Griffeth, James Ellis Junior 
Columbia, s. c. Hinks, John Whitley Sophomore Sumter, s. 
Griffin, Stephen O'Brien Freshman 
Greenville, S. C. Hipp, Robert Malcolm Senior Columbia, s. c. 
Griggs, Calvin Stuart Junior 
North Augusta, S. C. Hodge, Jackie Wayne Junior Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
Grigsby, James Allen, Jr. Freshman 
Ruby, S. C. Hodge, Joseph William Freshman Alcolu, S. C. 
Guin, Kenneth E. Freshman 
Glendale, S. C. Hodges, Robert Hayne Freshman Columbia, S. C. 
Gunter, John Freeman Sophomore 
Aiken, S. C. Hodges, Thomas Munnerlyn Sophomore Charleston, S. C. 
Guthrie, Dennis Lorenz Freshman 
Columbia, S. C. Hopn, Robert Nelson Freshman Palm Beach, Fla. 
Guyton, Everette Vernon Junior 
Charlotte, N. C. Holcombe, Charles Allan Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Graniteville, S. C. Holden, Thomas \\ alker Freshman Inman, s. c. 
Hadwin, Tommy Cecil Junior 
Holloway, John Teddy Fre hman \ are Shoals, s. c. 
Hall, James Kenneth Junior 
Orangeburg, S. C. Holroyd, William Robert Freshman Greenwood, s. c. 
Hall, Ronald Dean Junior 
Spartanburg, S. C. Hook, Norris K., Jr. Fre hman Columbia, S. C. 
Hannon, William Franklin Ill Junior 
Oyde, N. C. Hookstra, Carl Reeves phomore Beaufort, S. C. 
Hardin, Charles Arnold ' Freshman 
Spartanburg, S. C. Horton, Francis Harri son Sophomore Kingstree, S. 
Hardin, Walter Van Sophomore 
Georgetown, S. C. Hosman, Joseph Leslie Senior Alexandria, a. 
Harmon, Bates Morrow Senior 
Spindale, N. C. Housel, John Eldridge Junior Radford, 
a. 
Harmon, John Cannon Sophomore 
Gramling, S. C. Howard, John Martin Freshman Columbia, S. C. 
Harper, Eugene James Senior 
Gramling, S. C. Howard, Terry Gorman Freshman Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Harper, Stiles Mikell, Jr. Freshman 
Chesnee, S. C. Howell, Luther Cameron Freshman Columbia, S. C. 
Harrill, James Larry Senior 
Estill, S. C. Howell, William Lawrence, IJI Freshman Raeford, . c. 
Harris, Douglas Carlton Sophomore 
Forest City, N. C. Howle, Newton Ingram, Jr. Freshman Darlington, S. C. 
Harris, John William Freshman 
St. Petersburg, Fla. Hudson, George alker, Jr. Freshman Hapeville, Ga. 
Harrison, Guy Jerome ophomore 
Mullins, S. C. Huggin, Robert L., Jr. Senior Gaffney, S. C. 
Harrison, Jerry J. Freshman 
Darlington, S. C. Huggins, Charles Edward Fre hman Barnwell, S. C. 
Harrison, William Byrd Freshman 
Greenville, S. C. Huggins, William T. Freshman 
Conway, S. C. 
Walterboro, S. C. Huguley, George G. Freshman Clinton, S. C. 
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Name Class Rank City alld s,.. NOtM Class Rank City and State Hull, Edward Marion Freshman Rocle Hill, S. C. Hunsinger, Ralph Benjamin, Jr. Freshman KaalJ, James Marion Sophomore Shelby, N. C. Hutcherson, Cecil Louis Sophomore Landrum, s. c. liJau, James Patrick Senior Darlington, S. C. Hutson, James Leroy Freshman Union, S. C. line. Joseph Bryan, Jr. Sophomore Columbia, S. C. Hyatt, Harry Donald Junior Greenville, S. C. liar, Reamer Benjamin Freshman Lake City, S. C. Hyman, William Durham Sophomore Gaffney, S. C. limie, Kenneth Miller Freshman Greenville, S. C. Aiken, S. C. liddey, Francis Edward, Jr. Special Central, S. C. 
Inabinet, Gerry Fersner Senior ICiler, Hague Mills Senior Rutherfordton, N. C. Bamberg, S. C. Knight. W. Ronald Senior Greer, S. C. 
Jablon, Harold William Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
loon, Clarence O'Dell Sophomore Batesburg, S. C. 
Jackson, Curtis Pettigrew, Jr. Freshman ICoopman, Witte Rush Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Jenkins, Charles VonDohlen, Jr. Freshman Honea Path, S. C. Kaba, Thomas Randall Junior Mount Hope, West Virginia Jewell, David Deal Freshman Rocle Hi!~ S. C. JC,riakidis, Pantelis Senior Nicea, Greece Johnson, Albert Lafayette Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Johnson, Aubrey Lyn Sophomore Liberty, S. C. LaFountaine, Chester Eugene Freshman Waynesville, N. C. Johnson, DeWitt Clinton, Jr. Freshman Charleston, S. C. I.aR, Phillip Sidney Senior Roebuck, S. C. Johnson, Don Wayne Senior Rocle Hill, S. C. Llmpros, Peter James Junior Fayetteville, N. C. Johnson, George Dean Junior Orangeburg, S. C. LIDd, John, Jr. Freshman Gastonia, . c. Johnson, Robert Leroy Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Lands, James Renny Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Johnson, Weldon Ray Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Lue, Randolph Craig Senior Floyd Dale, S. C. Johnson, William Bruce Sophomore Columbia, S. C. Lane, William L. Sophomore Orlando, Fla. Johnson, William Thomas Freshman Wellford, S. C. Lankford, William Barry, Jr. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Johnston, Acquilla Richard Senior Campobello, S. C. Lawing, Forney Fenimore Sophomore Hartsville, S. C. Jolley, A hley Zachary St. George, S. C. Lawrence, Jack Wilson Sophomore Greenwood, S. C. Freshman Jolley, Bobby Dean Freshman Chesnee, S. C. Lawrence, John Ben Sophomore Greenwood, S. C. Jolly, Alvin Shedrick Freshman Chesnee, S. C. Lawrence, John Earl Freshman Tarboro, . c. Jones, James Earl, Jr. Freshman Plainview, N. Y. Lawson, Kenneth Cecil Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Jone , Jay Howard Freshman New Bern, N. C. Lawson, Michael Aubrey Freshman Union, S. C. Jones, Robert Reid, Jr. Special Aiken, s. c. Leavelle, James Richard Freshman Charlotte, N. C. Jones, Sam Willis Junior Forest City, N. C. LeGette, Andrew LaFon, Jr. Sophomore Latta, s. c. Jones, Timothy Paxton Junior Columbia, S. C. Leviner, John Lindsay Sophomore Winnsboro, S. C. Jones, Wade Hampton Senior Johnson City, Tenn. Lewandowski, Thomas J . Sophomore Wilmington, Del. Jones, Winfred Dean Junior Columbia, S. C. Lide, Thomas Norwood, Jr. Freshman Winston-Salem, N. C. Jones, Winston Franklin Junior Gaffney, S. C. Lipham, John Clinton, Jr. Senior Summerville, S. C. Jordan, Lide Kadell Sophomore LaGrange, Ga. Lipscomb, Kenneth Ronald Junior Gaffney, S. C. Jordan, Willie Keith, Jr. Freshman Timmonsville, S. C. Lipscomb, Terry Wayne Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Joyner, Robert Lewis Junior Olanta, S. C. Livingston, Allen Ernest Freshman Lyman, S. C. Julienne, Paul Sebastian Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Locklear, James Grady Sophomore McColl, S. C. Spartanburg, S. C. Loftis, Kenneth Lee Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Katsos, James John Freshman Manning, S. C. 
Lofton, Harry Arrington Junior Ninety Six, S. C. 
Kay, David Warren Senior Long, Edwin K. Junior Hendersonville, . c. Keeter, Clyde W. Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Looney, Harold, Jr. Senior Lexington, S. C. Keith, Jame Daulton Sophomore Lake Lure, N. C. Losey, Dale Adrian, Jr. Junior Aiken, S. C. Kellett, Michael Parri Freshman Hartsville, S. C. Lovelace, James Marion Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Kelly, Gerald Alan Freshman Greenville, S. C. Lovell, William David Freshman Gresham, S. C. 
Kelly, Thomas Russell Sophomore 
Spartanburg, S. C. Lowe, Bruce C. Junior 01arlotte, . c. 
Union, S. C. Lowry, John David, Jr. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
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Class Rank City °"" Slall N""" Class Rank City and State Lucas, James Henry Junior Luckey, Heyward C. Junior Mims, Fla. Katbias, James Marion Freshman Columbia, S. C. Lupold, John Samuel Junior Beaufort, S. C. MaaaeJ, Frederick Bruce Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Luther, Jack Dennis Sophomore Columbia, s. c. Kuey, Allen Roland Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Lyda, Perry Bruce Spartanburg, S. C. lluwell, Pinclmey Johnstone Sophomore Greenville, S. C. 
Lyles, Paul Eulan, Jr. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. Meldows, Joseph Blake Freshman Aiken, S. C. Sophomore Lynch, Gerald Gary Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Meetze, Murray O'Neil, Jr. Freshman Heath Springs, S. C. Lynn, George Howard Fre hman Inman, S. C. Merritt, Gene Autry Senior Roebuck, S. C. Lynn, William Gordon Sophomore Pacolet Mills, S. C. Kicbaux, Edward Bryan, Jr. Sophomore Dillon, S. C. 
Lyons, George Wesley, Jr. Dillon, S. C. lliclde, John Parker Junior Rock Hill, S. C. 
Lytle, Richard Gary Sophomore Rock Hil~ S. C. Milam, Benjamin Tremor Junior Georgetown, S. C. Sophomore Drayton, S. C. 11i1bous, William Riley Freshman Denmark, S. C. 
McAbee, Jennings Gary Freshman Kilton, John M. Freshman Falls Church, V.l. 
McAlister, Charles Wendell Sophomore 
McCormiclc, S. C. )(ilhoe, James Guybum Junior Conway, S. C. 
McBraycr, Thomas David Senior Columbia, S. C. Mitchell, Sam Benjamin Sophomore Sumter, S. C. 
McCall, Charles William, Jr. Junior 
Forest City, N. C. Molina, Tobias Special Spartanburg, S. C. 
McCallum, Kingsley Archibald Sophomore Tryon, N. C. MCllltgomery, Dan Hugh Sophomore Loris, S. C. McClure, Graham Ronald Sophomore Orange Park, Fla. Moody, Ansel, Jr. Senior Dillon, S. C. McClure, William Hovey Special Summerville, S. C. Mooneyham, Ron Franklin Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
McCoy, James Preston Landrum, s. c. Moore, George Gibson, Jr. Sophomore McColl, S. C. 
McCraw, Billy Joe Sophomore Charlotte, N. C. Moore, Gray Ellesor, Jr. Junior Greenwood, S. C. 
McCredie, Roger W. Sophomore Chesnee, S. C. Moore, Marvin Clifton Freshman Kingstree, S. C. Freshman McCulloch, Teel Franci . Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. Moorhead, Kenneth J amcs Sophomore Anderson, S. C. McDaniel, Walter E ., 11 r Forest City, N. C. Moorhead, Sidney Klepfer, Jr. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
McDonald, James Frank Freshman Piedmont, S. C. Morris, Gerald Lee Sophomore Cheraw, S. C. Junior McDougall, John Olin Freshman Charlotte, N. C. Morrow, Anthony Haye Freshman Campobello, S. C. 
McDuffie, Robert Bundy, Jr. Junior 
orth Charleston, S. c. Morrow, John Angus Junior Inman, S. C. 
McGaha, Alfred Martin Junior 
Forest City, N. c. Moseley, Willie Bradford Junior Aiken, S. C. 
McGhee, J erdone Coleman Freshman 
Pacolet Mills, S. c. Kou, Jeff Daniel Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
McGraw, Stanley Earle Sophomore 
Houston, Texas Mott, Henry Herbert Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
McGuirt, James David, Jr. Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Moulton, Don Alan Junior Georgetown, S. C. 
McKinney, Dean Graham Sophomore McColl, S. C. Mahleman, James Vincent Junior Spartanburg, S. C. McLain, Jame Douglas Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Myers, Girard Jo Ima Freshman Sumter, S. C. 
McLarty, Archibald Gordon Freshman Bennettsville, S. C. Myers, Govan Thompson, Jr. Freshnlan Lancaster, S. C. 
McLees, Raymond Arledge Sophomore 
Shelby, N. C. Myers, John David, Jr. Sophomore Summerville, S. C. 
McLeJlan, Jack Thomason Sophomore Anderson, S. C. 
McLeod, John Guyton, Jr. Freshman Greenville, S. C. Nantz, William Ernest Freshman Spartanburg, s. c. McLeod, R. Kirk, Jr. Freshman Decatur, Ga. Nash, Douglas Bailey Junior Spartanburg, s. c. 1cLeod, Thomas Fenn Sophomore Sumter, S. C. Neal, Alvin Joseph Sophomore Sumter, s. c. McLeod, William Mullins Sophomore Miami, Fla. Neal, James Andrew Junior Lancaster, s. c. 
McMaster, John Creighton, Jr. Freshman Walterboro, S. C. Nettles, Durwood Wyatt Junior Mullins, s. c. Winnsboro, S. C. Nicholson, David William Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Mackey, Charles Edward Senior Nicholson, George S. Junior Saluda, S. C. 
Magness, John Marvin Sophomore Mullins, S. C. Nicholson, Lawrence Robert Sophomore Charleston, S. C. 
:Marshall, Franklin Dewey Sophomore 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Nies, Howard Russell Freshman St. Louis, Missouri 
Martin, Albert Bernard Junior Rocle Hill, S. C. Nieuwenhuis, Willem Paul Junior V oorburg, Holland Spartanburg, S. C. Nightingale, Downing, Jr. Fr shman Jack onville, Fla. 
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Noble, John Richard, Jr. Junior Laurens, S. C. Powell, Curtis Furman Senior Noel, Mark Gerard Junior Inman, s. c. Spartanburc. S. C. Powell, Danny Cecil Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Oakman, Lee Sims Senior Powell, Steve Kenneth 
Senior Spartanburg, S. C. 
O'Daniel, John Alexander Junior 
Spartanburg, S. C. Praloo, David Warrington Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
O'Dell, Robert Furman Freshman Gaffney, s. c. Praloo, John Michael Junior Spartanburg, S. C. O'Dell, William Fred Freshman Ware Shoals, S. C. Prb, Budd G., IV Freshman Walterboro, S. C. 
Odom, Alvin Jennings, Jr. Freshman 
Ware Shoals, S. C. Prb, Ila Curtis, III Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Oliver, Benjamin Mondsie Florence, S. C. Pripiore, Richard Raymond, Jr. Freshman Houston, Texas 
Ormond, Wilbur Cunninggim 
Sophomore Lynchburg, S. C. Prince, Gerald Moore Sophomore St. Petersburg, Fla. 
Orr, William Carter, Jr. 
Junior Ayden, N. C. Prince, John Heyward Junior Inman, S. C. 
Osbon, Julian W. 
Sophomore Hendersonville, N. C. Pniaty, George Kirkland Junior Charleston, S. C. Senior 
Outlaw, Richard Curtis Freshman Aiken, S. C. Praitt, Jam es R. Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Ouzts, Jack William Freshman Columbia, S. c. Parcell, Dale Baker, Jr. Freshman Aiken, S. C. 
Owens, Harold Burley Senior 
North Augusta, S. c. 
Owens, Ralph Gerald Freshman Bostic, N. C. llhom, Albert Fred Sophomore Gainesville, Fla. 
Owens, Teddy Bruce Freshman Walterboro, S. C. lad, Tommy William Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Mill Spring, N. C. Reames, Wilbur Hazel, Jr. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Padgett, George William Senior Reeves, Bozman Rell, Jr. Freshman Charleston, S. C. 
Palmer, William Frederick, Jr. Sophomore 
Batesburg, S. C. lteeves, Thomas Brantley Freshman Reevesville, S. C. 
Park, Jerry Palmer Freshman 
Johnson City, Tea Register, John Francis, Jr. Freshman Greenboro, N. C. 
Parker, James Samuel Sophomore 
Charlotte, N. C. Reid, Dennis Earl Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Parnell, Grover Sefton Jr. Junior Gaffney, s. c. icftll, William Crosswell, Jr. Freshman Lancaster, S. C. 
Parrish, Stephen ' Junior 
Chappells, s. c. Re,nolds, Barry Chaplin Senior Columbia, S. C. 
Parsons, Ellis Haywood Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Reynolds, James A., II Senior Niles, Mich. 
Patterson, Alton Max Sophomore 
Hartsville, S. C. Rhoads, Lloyd Gerald Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Patterson, Lawrence Leon Senior Inman, S. C. Richard, Newton Mansel Freshman Alexandria, Va 
Patterson, William Carlisle Junior Laurens, S. C. Richardson, David Lewis Sophomore Summerville, S. C. 
Peavey, Marion Bundy Sophomore Columbia, S. C. Richardson, George Robert, Jr. Senior Conway, S. C. 
Peay, Evan Massey Freshman 
Darlington, S. C. Riddle, Wilbur Michael Junior Laurens, S. C. 
Perkins, John Cleveland Senior Richmond, VL Rid(ell, Edgar Clement, Jr. Sophomore Batesburg, S. C. 
Petty, Paul DeWitt, Jr. Sophomore Valdese, N. C. Riley, Thomas Wayne Sophomore Summerville, S. C. Petty, Troy W. Special Greenwood, S. C. Riner, Qarence C., III Sophomore Greenville, S. C. 
Pfaudler, Jack William Sophomore 
Spartanburg, S. C. Riter, George Melvin Sophomore Saluda, S. C. 
Phillips, Jerry Leroy Junior 
Dorchester, New York Robbins, Fred Walker Sophomore Martinsville, Va. 
Phillips, Ralph, Jr. Freshman Fort Mill, S. C. Robertson, Sam Gary Junior North Miami Beach, Fla. 
Phillips, Robert Mitchel Freshman Union, S. C. Robinson, David Spencer Sophomore Beirut, Lebanon 
Pickens, Robert Olin III Sophomore 
Spartanburg, S. C. Robinson, Randal Martin Freshman Charleston, S. C. 
Pierce, Gwin Adam ' Freshman Spartanburg, S. c. Rogers, Gary Burton Sophomore Mullins, S. C. P~ttman, Paul McKinley, Jr. Freshman Spartanburg, S. c. Rogers, Horace Wayne Sophomore Gaffney, S. C. 
Pitts, William Roy Freshman Rock Hill, S. C. Rogers, James S., III Sophomore Conway, S. C. 
Plaster, Harold Edwin Sophomore Clinton, S. C. Rogers, Marion Stevens Senior Woodruff, S. C. 
Pleicones, Costa Michael Sophomore Shelby, N. C. Rogers, Robert Barry Sophomore Greenville, S. C. 
Pollitzer, Richard Guerard Sophomore Columbia, S. C. Rogers, Rufus Clarence Freshman Dillon, S. C. 
Poole, Charles Henry Fre hman Beaufort, S. C. Rogerson, Torrey Wilson Sophomore Buffalo, New York 
Poteat, Johnny DuPree, Jr. Junior 
Spartanburg, S. C. Rollins, Sam Edmond Sophomore Valley Falls, S. C. 
Inman, s. c. Roma, Robert Daniel Senior East Orange, N. J . 
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Rosborough, Gene E. Freshman Tryon, N. C. Ro borough, John Clinton Freshman Smith, Daniel Lesesne Sophomore 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Ross, T ollie Curtis, Jr. Senior 
Tryon, N. C. Smith, Everette Bernard Freshman Pauline, S. C. 
Ruff, George Alf, Jr. Freshman 
Tryon, N. C. Smith, Henry Mitchell Senior Leaksville, N. C. 
Ryan, William Mitchell Freshman 
Greenville, S. C. Smith, Henry Rufus, Jr. Sophomore Ridgeland, S. C. 
Ridgeland, S. C. Smith, Jamie E. Junior Little Rock, S. C. 
Sale, Harold Reeves Junior Lexington, S. C. 
Smith, John H. Sophomore Ocean Drive, S. C. 
Sanders, Peter Edmund Junior 
Smith, Mendel Douglas Freshman Hartsville, S. C. 
Sauls, Morgan Louis Fre hman 
Greenwood, S. C. Smith, Milton Charles Junior Woodruff, S. C. 
Saunders, Charles William Jr. Junior 
Manning, S .C. Smith, Robert Jackson Sophomore Daytona Beach, Fla. 
Sawyer, Roy Thomas ' Sophomore 
Spray, N. C. Smoak. Dahlmon Lewis Sophomore Bamberg, S. C. 
Scheerer, Warren Devereaux Jtmior 
Sumter, S. C. Saidow, Conley Trigg, III Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Scott, Richard Francis Freshman 
Spartanburg, S. C. Sprott, Charles Wells, Jr. Junior Summerton, S. C. 
Seagle, Cecil Woodrow Junior 
ewburgh, New York Sprott, James Morgan, Jr. Junior Manning, S. 
earcy, Donald Mabry Sophomore 
Drayton, S. C. Sprott, William Cantey, Jr. Sophomore Summerton, S. C. 
Seeley, James William Freshman 
Bennettsville, S. C. Sprouse, Hubert Holmes Sophomore Union, S. C. 
Settle, Don Kaye Sophomore 
Spartanburg, S. C. Stallworth, Dawson Jerome Sophomore Florence, S. C. 
Shad, Stephen Bagaley Sophomore 
Inman, S. C. Stamel, John Prentiss, llf Freshman Galax, Va. 
Shaffer, Joe William, Jr. Sophomore 
Jacksonville, Fla. Staubes, Chris Blohme Freshman Charleston, S. C. 
Shealy, Kirby Darr Sophomore 
Edgefield, s. c. Steele, John Leroy, Jr. Sophomore Pamplico, S. C. 
Shearouse, John Phillip Sophomore 
Columbia, S. C. Stewart. George William Senior Gaffney, S. C. 
Shelly, Thomas Leroy Fre hman 
Savannah, Ga. Stirling, Stephen B. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. 
Shephard, Louis Ervin, Jr. Junior 
Darlington, S. C. Stokes, Allen Heath Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Shields, Chalmers Boyd, Jr. Junior 
St. Stephen, S. C. Stone, Frank Bobo Junior Woodruff, S. C. 
Shirley, Robert William Junior 
Johnston, S. C. Stone, John Arthur Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Shoneke, Austin Dean Senior 
Hartsville, S. C. Stringfield, Jack Mizell Freshman Pensacola, Fla. 
Shropshire, Robin Douglas Senior 
Cowpens, S. C. Strock, Otto Marshall, Jr. Freshman Charleston, S. C. 
Shuford, Edward Hope, ] r. Freshman Spartanburg, S. C. Stroman, Watts B. Senior Orangeburg, S. C. 
Shull, Asbury Harper Senior 
Cheraw, S. C. Stuart, Brooks Swygert, Jr. Freshman Greenwood, S. C. 
Sileno, John Guy Freshman 
West Columbia, s. c. Stuart. Charles Morgan Sophomore Clemson, S. C. 
Silver, Edward Michael Senior 
Newburgh, N. Y. Suber, Henry W., Jr. Junior Great Falls, S. C. 
Simmon , Colin Elia Freshman 
Stamford, Conn. Suessle, Joseph Sophomore Pelham Manor, New York 
Simmons, John William Freshman 
Summerville, S. C. Sullivan, James Kenneth Sophomore Spartanburg, S. C. 
Simpson, Woodrow A., Jr. Sophomore 
Greer, S. C. Swain, Herbert Lee, Jr. Senior Six Miles, S. C. 
Sims, Hugo Sheridan Sophomore 
Clemson, S. C. Swearingen, Jesse Monroe Sophomore Johnston, S. C. 
Singletary, Wesley James, Jr. Junior 
Orangeburg, S. C. Sweatt, Walter Lee Sophomore Lockhart, S. C. 
Sisco, Charles Milton, Jr. Sophomore 
Lake City, S. C. Sylvester, Nathaniel Junior Richlands, N. C. 
Slayton, Arthur Joseph, Jr. Sophomore 
Florence, S. C. 
Slifer, Richard D. Special 
Aiken, S. C. Tankersley, Harvey, Jr. Junior Travelers Rest, S. C. 
Sloan, James Franklin Junior 
Spartanburg, S. C. Taylor, Clarence Edward, Jr. Freshman Columbia, S. C. 
Sloan, Paul David Junior 
Union, S. C. Taylor, Virgil Harold Senior Jacksonville, Fla. 
Smith, Arthur W. Senior 
Dill on, S. C. Taylor, Voigt Otway Junior Spartanburg, S. C. 
Smith, Bobby Edward Junior 
Spartanburg, S. C. Teague, Willie Senn Freshman Whitmire, S. C. 
Smith, Broadus Henry Freshman 
Charleston, S. C. Templeton, Scott Senior ewburgh, New York 
mith, Bruce E. Senior 
Springfield, S. C. Terry, James Buxton Senior Orangeburg, S. C. 
Smith, laude Wilson, Jr. Junior 
Walhalla, S. C. Tetterton, William Sheddie Freshman Camden, S. C. 
Florence, S. C. Thackeray, Robert Walker Freshman Maplewood, N. J . 
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Tharpe, Vincent Duke 
Thomas, Robert Herman 
Thompson, Fred A., III 
Thomson, James William 
Thorpe, David Denison 
Timberlake, James Barry 
Timmons, Melvin DuRant 
Tindal, James Earl, Jr. 
Tinkham, James Morris 
Tinsley, Douglas Nolen 
Tolbert, Joseph Lincoln, Jr. 
TolJison, Robert Dewitt 
Tomlinson, Ulrich Chester, Jr. 
Toney, James Woodfin 
Topping, Leonard Wesley, Jr. 
Traywick, James Deaver 
Traywick, Thomas Tatum, Jr. 
Tuggle, Charles Andrew 
Turbeville, Ralston Wright 
Turner, Alan James 
Turner, James Joseph 
Turner, William Frank Jr. 
Tyler, Timothy Truett ' 
Umphlett, Winwood B. 
Vandiver, Michael Loy 
Vannerson, Mabrey William, Jr. 
Varner, Bobby Dennis 
Varner, John Taylor, III 
Vaughn, Roy Neil 
Vella, Carl Gordon 
Vcrbeek, W. J. Pieter A. 
in ant, Charles Sidney 
Volpe, Anthony Carroi 
VonKolnitz, Dwight Gadsden 
Waddell, Daniel Wayne 
Waddell, Howard Stokes 
Wade, Clarence Willis, Jr. 
Waldrop, James Robert 
Walizer, Clair Meek 
Walker, Charles David 
Walker, Jack Donald 
Walker, Phillip Elmore 













































Blacksburr, S. C. 
Mayo, S. C. 
Spartanburr, S. C. 
Robi!ll, GI. 
Ft. Bragg, N. C. 
Charlotte, N. C. 
Union, S. C. 
Lancaster, S. C. 
Bradenton, FIL 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Ninety Six, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Florence, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. c. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Cope, s. c. 
Cope, s. c. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Turbeville, S. C. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Rocle Hill, S. C. 
Union, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Anderson, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
J onesvillc, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Beaufort, S. C. 
cheveningcn, Holland 
Maryville, Tam. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Mt. Pleasant, S. C. 
Woodruff, S. C. 
Florence, S. C. 
Chattanooga, Tam. 
Taylor, S. C. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Pensacola, Fla. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
North Charleston, S. C. 
Na.1 
lrd, James Ronnie 
lrd, William Joel 
arren. James Walter, Jr. 
lddnl, Johnny Steven 
man, Fred Alton 
Wllb. Emra Francis 
lllbers, Charles Lindsav 
lllb, James Virgie 
Welch, Frederick George, Jr. 
Wat, John Henry, Jr. 
at, Thomas M., Jr. 
Wemnoreland. Jim Gilliam 
Whebell, Douglas Wayne 
'Wbebell, George Irvan, Jr. 
Wbebell. Thomas Daniel 
White. Bruce Welborn 
White. Charles Warner, Jr. 
White, James Spratt 
White, Odas Olden, Jr. 
Whitinr, Freddie Lee 
Wbit1ock. Wallace Eugene 
Whitmire, Horace Clifton, Jr. 
Whitner, William Church 
W"alkim, Bobby Lee 
Wilkins, John Marshall 
WiJ1iams, Arthur Lenwood 
WilJWm, Don~ Id C. 
W"dliams, Frank Gerald 
W"dliams, Leon J .. Jr. 
Williams, Robert Kenneth 
W"dliams, Woodrow Bryon 
Williamson, Ronald Wayne 
W"dlis, Tandy Rice 
W"dlilon. James Russell 
Wilson, Hogan Motes 
Wilton, Joel Lewis 
W"dton. Kenneth Lowell 
Wibon, Melford Alonzo 
W"unbcrly, Qarence William 
W"ue, Oarence Rauch 
Wisc, Michael David 
W"atmer, Harry Thomas 
Wofford, Adams Arnold 
Wofford, Rufus Hill 
Wood, John Paul 

















































City and State 
Glendale, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Lincolnton, N. C. 
Forest City, N. C. 
Duncan, S. C. 
Conway, S. C. 
Pacolet, S. C. 
Hender onville, N. C. 
Annandale, Va. 
Woodruff, S. C. 
Marion, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Bowman, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Union, S. C. 
Hartsville, S. C. 
Rock Hill, S. C. 
Waynesville, N. C. 
Pacolet Mills, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Greenwood, S. C. 
Bennettsville, S. C. 
Pacolet, S. C. 
Falls Church, Va. 
Mt. Pleasant, S. C. 
Falls Church, Va. 
Duncan, S. C. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Georgetown, S. C:. 
Springfield, S. C. 
Wagener, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Alexandria, Va. 
Kingstree, S. C. 
Greer, S. C. 
Fort Mill, S. C. 
Clemson, S. C. 
St. George, S. C. 
Greenwood, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Fall River, Mass. 
Woodruff, S. C. 
1Ioncks Corner. S. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
164 11111 of S ttldents 165 
Natne Class Ra11k city 01ttl Sflll STUDENTS BY COUNTIES AND STATES, 1962-1963 
Wood, Osborne Glenn, Jr. Senior Spartanburg, S. C. Counties Counties Worrell, Henry Patterson Junior Marion, S. C. 
1 Pickens 8 Wright, William Gordon Sophomore Arlington, Va. Abbeville 
17 Richland 34 Wyatt, Charles Daniel, Jr. Junior Easley, s. c. Aiken 
0 Saluda 5 ADendale 
10 Spartanburg 246 Yongue, Donald Austerfin Sophomore Orangeburg, S. C. Anderson 
4 Sumter 10 Youngblood, James Ellis Junior North Augusta, S. C. Bamberg 
3 Union 18 Younginer, J oe Reid Senior Columbia, S. C. Barnwell 
6 Williamsburg 4 Beaufort 
2 York 22 Zepp, Thomas Millard Sophomore Raleigh, N. C. Berkeley 
2 Zimmerman, Dennis Patrick Senior Shaw Air Force Base, S. C. Calhoun 
24 Stotts Zimmerman, Russell Daniel Sophomore St. Matthews, S. C. QarlesttAI 
14 2 Qerokee Connecticut 
Oiester 5 Delaware 2 STUDENTS BY CLASSES, 1962-63 Qiesterfield 8 Florida 23 
Oarendon 11 Georgia 13 Senior Class 115 Colleton 5 Illinois 1 Junior Class 193 Darlington ~ Maryland 2 Sophomore Class 245 Dillon 12 Massachusetts 1 Freshman Class 296 Dorchester 11 Michigan 2 Special 10 Edgefield 5 Missouri 1 
Fairfield 2 New Jersey 4 Total 859 Florence 14 New York 6 
Georgetown 6 North Carolina 76 Summer Session, 1962, 1st Term 486 
Greenville 32 Ohio 1 Summer Se sion, 1962, 2nd Term 414 
Greenwood 14 Pennsylvania 2 
Hampton 1 Puerto Rico 1 Total 900 
21 South Carolina 689 Horry 
2 5 Less Duplicates in Summer School 313 Jasper Tennessee 
Kershaw 6 T exas 2 Total Net Registration for Summer School 1962 587 Lancaster 7 Virginia 18 
Laurens 9 Washington, D. c. 2 
Lee 5 We t Virginia 1 
Lexington 8 
Marion 9 Countries 
Ma1lboro 10 1 McCormick 2 Argentina 
1 Newberry 4 Greece 
4 Lebanon 1 Oconee 
26 Netherlands 2 Orangeburg 
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